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GO WITH THE WINNERS.

DYNIIMAX CTR100 SERIES

"We installed Dynamax CTR100s
at KIIS-FM, #1 in Los Angeles.
We plan to make Dynamax

Cart Machines standard
equipment at all our
stations."'

Joe Dorton
President

Gannett Radio
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Sony
Broadcast:
The Gold

Standard
At Work.
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It's a broadcast U-matic with nine
years on the job.
A team of one -inch type"C"video
recorders that pull a network load around the -clock.

A Betacam camcorder that gets
that exciting story, or that impossible shot,
and gets it on the air. Fast.
It's equipment that works right out
of the box. Equipment that works with
everything we make or will make.
It's training programs that keep you
right on top of things.
It's a service and parts network that
blankets the country. And an emergency
hot line that's always open.
It's a company that came into being
to meet your needs. And did.
The commitment continues.
Sony Broadcast.
The gold standard at work. S 0 N -17"

Sony Broadcast Products Company, 1600 Queen Anne Rd., Teaneck, NJ 07666 (201) 833.5231. ,01985 Sony Corporation of America. Sony, U-matic and Betar_am are registered trademarks of Sony Corporation.
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Broadcast -"Sharp" pictures

from a handheld camera...
at a price you can carry.

Sharp XC-Al ENG/EFP Color Video Camera
Leave it to Camera Mart to bring you quality and reliability at a
reasonable price. Witness: the new Sharp XC-A1 color video camera.
The Sharp XC-A1 quality starts with an advanced 2/3" compact tube.
Three diode gun/mixed field saticons and prism optics combine to give you
750 lines of enhanced resolution.
A high 57 dB signal-to-noise ratio gives you quiet pictures even when
you go to 9 dB or 18 dB gain.
The XC-A1 is automatic so all you do is compose and shoot. It has
computer -controlled auto -centering, auto -white, auto -black, plus an
intelligent auto -iris that can handle intense color fields.
The 1.5" electronic viewfinder keeps you fully informed, and a "userfriendly" character display coaches you for set-up in plain English-then
moves out of your view.
All this in a solid, die-cast body that can balance its light weight
perfectly on your shoulder...even without being held.
Now at Camera Mart-the Sharp XC-A1 high performance camera...at
a price you can carry.

The more you know about video, the more you can
rely on Camera Mart.
The

Camera Mart, Inc.

456 West 55th Street, New York 10019 (212) 757-6977
Telex: 275619 FAX (212) 582-2498
305 Vine St., Liverpool, NY 13088 .(315) 457-3703

Sales Service Rental
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HITACHI
PUT AUTO SETUP
EXACTLY WHERE
IT BELONGS.
"Not only does the SK -970 have complete auto setup,
but it's a genuine studio camera that's lightweight enough to

send into the field:'
The largest producer of live concert videos in the U.S., VPS
requires lightweight, low -maintenance broadcast cameras it
can put on the road for long stretches.
Azimzadeh considers the SK -970 the only studio camera
with 2/3 -inch mobility and EFP handling. So it can meet the
demands of often makeshift stadium facilities, while delivering
the broadcast images that are needed for larger -screen
multiple projection.
Since each of the four SK -970s and two SK -97s in the

I. Jay Azimzadeh, President
Video-Pac Systems, Ltd.
Hollywood, CA

travelling package has complete self-contained auto setup,
a separate box isn't needed. And
are confined to one head.
Although VPS earmarks two SK -97s and SK -970s for
studio use, the ability to use both wherever they are needed
is a welcome economy. Still, the greatest asset of the SK -97
and SK -970 is rockbottom reliability. To Azimzadeh, concerts
are just like live TV-no one can afford any slip-ups, or an
equipment failure.

"Since each SK -97 and SK -970 has its own on -board computer,
Terry McIntyre, Remote Supervisor
I can set everything up at the same time
F&F Productions, Inc.

automatically!'
As a mobile production facility covering sports and large outdoor events for local and network TV, F&F needs broadcast
quality on location.
They also need fast, independent setup. So they keep
three handheld SK -97s and four compact studio SK -970s

St. Petersburg, FL

permanently stowed on one or their trucks. And with complete computerized auto setup on -board each camera, the
crew can set all of them up at the same time from parameters
stored in memory without having to worry about drift or last
minute adjustments.
The SK -97 and SK -970 also perform
superbly under low -light conditions. As a result, notes Chief Engineer Dennis Lusk, both
can use very large lenses. And with real-time
registration compensation automatically
correcting for any changes throughout the
travel of zoom lenses, the cameras are ideal
for the demanos of sports coverage. Resolution and colorimetry are also unsurpassed,
according to B ll McKechnie, another Remote
Supervisor. In fact, the SK -97 is often run
by F&F as a "hard" camera, in place of the
SK -970. Location recording is done on two
Hitachi HR -230 1 -inch VTRs.
Most important, however, is the almost
complete interchangeability of both cameras.
Not only are they easy to work with, but they
are also easy to link up. And so similar electronically, a single set of spares can cover any
potentia' emergency.

"The SK -97 is a real mini -cam that can be completely integrated
Bill Weber
into a total studiowide auto setup system?
Vice President for Engineering
WHYY has extensive production facilities at
Independence Mall and more studios on the drawing board. To plan for this rapid growth, WHYY
sought a family of broadcast cameras that was as
flexibly integrated as it was advanced.
While evaluating computerized camera systems, Bill Weber and his staff found that the Hitachi
SK -110 studio unit and the portable SK-97-with

WHYY Television
Philadelphia, PA

the same basic complete auto setup-were so
perfectly matched in colorimetry and resolution
that pedestal and handheld work could be combined without a hitch. And because the SK -97's
auto setup is also completely self-contained, both
cameras are as electronically independent as they
are geared toward common console control.
Staffers like Senior Video Engineer Bob Miller
consider the SK -97's auto setup easy -to -use, as
well as accurate and reliable. And the on -board lens and
scene files give operators instant filter and color correction at
each camera head, in addition to the console. So the staff
looks upon the Hitachi SK -97 as a studio camera that they
can shoulder.
As facilities grow, WHYY's Weber knows that he will have
the flexibility to configure and reconfigure SK -110s, SK -970s,
and SK -97s to meet production requirements of most any
complexity without encountering technical snags. In fact,

with Hitachi cameras at other sister stations in the Eastern
Educational Network, joint productions can even be assured
of a common look.
For a demonstration of the SK -97 and SK -970 in your
studio, contact Hitachi Denshi America Ltd., Broadcast and
Professional Division, 175 Crossways Park West, Woodbury,
NY 11797; (516) 921-7200, or (800) 645-7510. Canada:
Hitachi Denshi Ltd. (Canada), 65 Melford Drive, Scarborough, Ontario M1B 2G6; (416) 299-5900.

HITACHI
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Mediator, Not Dictator

This fall's SMPTE conference is already
distinguished as the largest in SMPTE's
history, with a sold -out exhibit hall

Broadcast Industry News

..
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Staff Report

RADIO PROGRAMMING
AND PRODUCTION: Old
Time Radio Benefits from
New Technology

TEST & MEASUREMENT
Precision In MTS:
Testing For Stereo

Satellite technology has made A Prairie Home
Companion American Public Radio's most
durable and popular show...by Judith Gross,

89

Associate Editor

If stereo television sound is to function
in a reasonably efficient manner, critical
parts of the system must be adjusted
with a precision totally outside earlier
TV aural experience... by Robin Lanier

TV Transmitter
Testing: An Ounce Of

37

TELEVISION
PROGRAMMING AND
PRODUCTION: Arizona

Television Takes to the
Road with News

94

changing...

KTSP-TV, Phoenix has given new meaning to
the term "mobile production." For one month
this summer, the station broadcast its 42 live
nightly newscasts from 29 cities and towns
around the state... by Judith Gross,

Staff Report

Associate Editor

Prevention
In the past. transmitter tube life was
short, and tubes required frequent

TV Monitors:
Designing A New

99
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EXPANDS

CRT
Improvements in imaging devices have
put pressure on manufacturers
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by Larry Thorpe
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Automatic Digital Spot Timer
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AUTOMATION: WHO'S
IN CONTROL?
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From master control to traffic to commercial
compilation, automation is taking over at
television stations
by Eva J. Blinder, Senior Editor

THE TECHNOLOGY OF
LENS DESIGN
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Computer technology has helped advance lens
design, but the immutable laws of physics and
optics prevent breakthroughs -or do they?
Here's a look behind the crystal ball...
by Eva J. Blinder, Senior Editor

FCC Rules and Regulations

The Ramifications of Must -Carry
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POST -PRODUCTION
AUDIO PRODUCTION

MODEL NIRC -1600 REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM

E

1
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MOSELEY ASSOCIATES INC

It's the middle of AM drive time when the call comes.
Your highest -priced talent has an alarm and can't
read the meter on the remote control.
Is it Dne volt or ten? Five thousand watts or fifty?
You've been meaning to get rid of
that old analog remote
control unit, and now
is the t me.

and telemetry data. Automatic Logging is available for
a printed record of station operation, in case Harry
never calls at all.
With a 'Lill 16 status, 16 telemetry and 32 command
channels. the MRC-1600 is not only simple, but sophisticated. Solve your remote control problems
today. Cc ntact Moseley Marketing or your Authorized
Moseley Distributor.

Moseley Associates Inc.. 111 Castilian Drive,
Goleta, California 93117, (805) 968-9621,
Telex: 658-448, Cable: MOSELEY
Optional CRT
and Logger.

The MRC-1600 gives you digital simplicity. With real
numbers and units of measurement that even Harry in -the -morning can read.
The optional CRT delivers keyboard control of the
transmitter and a plain -language display of all status

(A_ MOSELEY
ASSOCIATES, INC.
A Flow General Company
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EDITORIAL
Mediator, Not Dictator
(Ed. Not e: This guess editorial is in response to BM/E's March editorial, "Bravo Mr.
Barnothan," concerning the SMPTE Quarter -Inch Working Group.)

In any disagreement, the most likely means of resolving the issue and
bringing about agreement or compromise is through an arbitration
process whereby a mediator brings the dissenting factions together in
an impartial forum.
Although most standards issues have been quietly resolved in an air
of cooperation, the Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers, when necessary, has been such a mediator during the over
30 years that it has been helping to bring about international standards.
Recent comments concerning the 1/4 -inch videotape standard indicate a
basic misunderstanding of the SMPTE's function in the standardization
process The role of the SMPTE is that of mediator, not dictator.
Simply put, it "can lead the horse to water, but it can't make him

drink."
Ultimately it is the end users, not the SMPTE, who have the power
to exert pressure upon the dissenting parties, and the press can help
voice that pressure. In fact, long before the debate intensifies, it is the
press that can set the stage, and at the pinnacle of dissent, it is the
press that can urge resolution of the conflicting positions. Therefore,
the involvement of the press is not only welcome, it is to be
encouraged.
The recent controversy about the ongoing standardization process for
1/4 -inch videotape has been sparked by the accusation: "Why hasn't
the SMPTE acted?" The question implies ignorance of the process. It
must be restated that it is not the function of the SMPTE to place a
standard on the table, but rather to provide the framework for rational
discussion to take place. If the participants failed to achieve a
standard, it may be a matter for regret, but the SMPTE cannot and
should not be held accountable for such inaction.
The SMPTE will continue to bring about standards, whether a
particular challenge ends in success or otherwise, because the
SMPTE's purpose is to provide a forum where there exists a chance
for consensus. The SMPTE believes, as did Horace Mann, that "the
word, even the most contradictory word, preserves contact-it is
silence which isolates." The purpose of the SMPTE is to ensure that
contact.

Richard G. Streeter
Vice President, Engineering

SMPTE

10
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Shure's new FP31 Mixer takes
a big weight off your shoulders.
Introducing the most innovative field production mixer of its kind. Shure's FP31. You won't
find another mixer this small with these features, dependability and ease of operation.
The FP31 measures only 65/16" x 55/16" x Ws",

and weighs just 2.2 pounds! Incredibly, it offers
the same important features as much larger
mixers. Plus, a few of its own.
Every channel has a mic/line level and a
low-cut filter switch. And to prevent overload distortion, there's a builtin limiter with adjustable
threshold.
The FP3 1 can be powered by
two internal 9 -volt batteries, or
from an external 12 -volt source.
A green LED flashes to remind
you that the mixer is on. Phantom and A -B power are also
provided to operate lavalier and
shotgun microphones.

A slate tone can be laid

down on the tape for locating specific takes,
and there's also a built-in mic for voice
slating.
The mixer also has two separate mic/line
outputs for 2 -camera shoots and a tape output
to feed a cassette. For monitoring, there are two
stereo headphone jacks-one 1/4 -inch and one
for miniplugs. The FP3 1 's rugged nylon carrying
case allows you easy access to every mixer function and lets you piggyback the mixer on your

SIM

°

VCR or other equipment.
For ENG, EFP and film use,
Shure's FP31 has everything
you need to make your mix a
perfect success. Coming from a
mixer this small, that's quite an
accomplishment.
For more information on
Shure's FP31 Mixer, call or
write Shure Brothers Inc.,
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston,
IL 60204, (312) 866-2553.

THE SOUND OF THE PROFESSIONALS®...WORLDWIDE
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FROM THE NEWSROOM
TO THE BOARDROOM
TO THE OPERATING ROOM.
PANASONIC MONITORS.
Video. More and more Ws
playing a larger role in entertainment, industry, education,
even medicine. That's why,
no matter what your special
applicat on, all you need are
the monitors in the Panasonic
BT, CT and MT Series.
OurBT Series monitors are
ideal for broadcast because
they all have the quality and important controls broadcasters
require. _ike a normal/underscan switch that lets you

S

available as a single unit or in
a cual rack.
Our CT monitors also
come in a wide variety of configurations. You can choose
from our 19" models. One
comes with a tuner, and one
can be used internationally

because it lets you switch
be'ween NTSC, PAL and
SE:',AM The CT Series 13"

and 14" monitors include
111111111111il"
models witn a built-in tuner, NTSC composite and RGB

select ether the camera view or the actual moni:or
picture Pulse -cross circuits for easy observation of
sync detail. And blue only for easy chrominance adjustment. The 13" and 19" BT Series monitors (all screen

sizes meas diag) have our special CompuFocus-picture tJbe. Add to that a switchable comb filter and
the resut is increased definition and color sharpness.
Perhaps the most versatile of the BT Series are the
7" monitors. There's one that operates on both AC and
DC so it's perfect for field use. Another model includes
switchable line inputs, external sync terminals and is

inputs for use with computer graphics. And when
light weight and portability are important, there's the
CT Series 5" monitor receiver.
For medical use, the MT -1340G conforms to the
UL -544 standard. Its Data 3rade in -line picture tube
provides the precise resolution medical applications
require. While RGB inputs assure you of critically
accurate color reproductior.
By now it should be clear, no matter what your
special application, the monitors in the BT, CT and MT
Series have the right qualifications. Monitor pictures simulated

For more information, call your nearest Panasonic regional office. Northeast. (201) 348-7620 Midwest (312) 981-4826
Southeast (404) 925-6835. Southwest (214) 257-0763. West (714) 895-7200 Northweg (206) 251-5209.

Panasonic

Industrial Company
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Comsat Offers
Ku -band Service

A Dish for Bowls and Other Events

Another company has joined the fast
growing fleet of companies offering

mobile satellite services. As of the
RTNDA show last month, Comsat
General Corp. in Washington, DC,

a

subsidiary of Comsat, is offering
broadcasters a turnkey Ku system including a new transportable uplink.
Named SkyBridge, the system includes a 2.4 -meter dish mounted on a
19 -foot truck with an official setup
time of five minutes. Two redundant
high -power amps, video receiver and
test equipment are rack -mounted for

customization. The truck can be
bought or leased as part of the pack-

age along with satellite time and a
downlink.
Comsat General designed and built

end -to -end NBC's Ku distribution
system, which includes larger mobile
uplinks. A company spokesman said

before RTNDA that the first
Skybridge buyer had already been
lined up.

Setup is Problem
for Component

The "finest C -band transportable
uplink on the road" is how Capitol

Systems

Satellite, a subsidiary of group owner
Capitol Broadcasting Co. of Raleigh,

SMPTE is looking for a way to pos-

NC, and Raycom, an independent
college sports syndicator operating

sibly eliminate setup in NTSC

systems in combined component/
composite facilities as a way of assisting NTSC/component transfer.
Component systems being set up by
SMPTE do not use setup, so such
transfers are complicated by addition
or deletion of setup and the decrease
or increase of the level, but mostly in
decoding because of inaccuracies in
the setup level.
The two SMPTE Working Groups

that are working on standards for
component television, the Digital
Video Standards and the Component
Analog Video Standards Groups, are

reportedly looking into the matter
"on an urgent basis."
"It makes no difference whether
the component systems are analog or
digital," Stan Baron, the chairman of
the Digital Video Standards Group,
has said. "The removal or addition
of setup will be a significant source
of error wherever translation between
14

Starshooter is designed to be operational IS minutes after arriving.
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out of Charlotte, are describing
their new Starshooter vehicle. The
45 -foot trailer boasts a 4.5 -meter
Andrew antenna with construction

the NTSC environment and the component environment takes place."
Merrill Weiss, who heads the Component Analog Group (see SMPTE report in this issue), said that "Having no
setup in NTSC makes it possible to
keep black levels constant without operator intervention. In addition, there is

an improvement of approximately 3/4
dB in signal-to-noise ratio or dynamic
range achievable by eliminating setup.
It would only be necessary to add setup
on the output of a facility when required
for transmission or interchange."
An ad hoc group at SMPTE studying
component studio implementation will

sturdy enough to allow it to stay in
business in winds over 80 mph.
Starshooter is scheduled to roam
the midwest and southeast this year
for Raycom's coverage of Big Eight

and other football and basketball
conferences and bowls. Capitol Satellite provides other C- and Ku -band
services through its North Carolina
Teleport.

New Telerecording
Method for Audio
It

is now possible to digitally record

high -quality audio through a switched
telephone line onto a floppy disk.
CompuSonics made audio history recently when the company sponsored a
telerecording demonstration along with
AT&T, which provides the high-speed
lines.
Live audio of WLS radio was sent

from Chicago to a CompuSonics
DSP-2002 via AT&T's Accunet
Switched 56 and recorded onto floppy
disk. Later, recorded stereo music was

investigate elimination of setup and

also sent over the phone lines and

will seek input from the industry on this
issue.

played back from a floppy disk with no

noticeable degradation.

If you're looking for a now rowing switcher
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of routing
switching to Di-Tech's expanding selection
leaders
have
been
and every application.
More and more industry
switchers to meet every need, every budget

switchers. We design the most reliable
Our newest, the Model #5850 series, features:
of audio per input (within the same frame)
Expandable AFV MATRIX with up to 3 levels

40x20

No special IC's or Hybrids
Serial RS422, RS 232, Coax or Parallel BCD Control panels
single bus control
Numerical and/or alpha numerical
Numerical and/or CRT X -Y Controllers
Di-tech's current in -the -field 5840 series switcher
The 5850 can be used to expand

catalog today.
the 5850 series, or request our free
for
more
information
on
-Tech
has
the high quality,
Call, write or telex
production studios, Di
Whether it be for radio, television, mobile vans or
and future needs!
reliable, easy -to -operate answer to your present
Illustrated below are just a few of Di-Tech's X -Y Master
Controllers and Single Bus Control Panels.
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NEWS
The Accunet Switched 56 service is a

dialable 56 kb digital line similar to
dedicated private lines which used to be
employed for digital transmission. Because it's a switched service, however,
it can be dialed up as needed at a much
lower cost, less than $50 per hour of usage, according to AT&T.

The CompuSonics DATS (digital
audio transmission system) consists of
the company's DSP-2002 audio computer, which CompuSonics has been
aiming at the audio recording industry,
equipped with an optional interface cir-

cuit board and software for high-speed
digital transmission of audio signals.

Also used in the demonstration was
software featuring the company's CSX
digital audio encoding, a telephone interface unit, and California Microwave
Flextie unit.
According to David Schwartz, president of CompuSonics, the actual trans-

mission time for a specific recording
depends on the CSX rate selected. A
stereo recording with a CSX factor of
eight, for example, can be sent over the
Accunet Switched 56 service in a peri-

Standard
Setter

CornpuSonics president David Schwartz
listens as the company makes audio
history by recording live audio digitally
over switched telephone service onto
floppy disk using the company's
DSP-2002.

od four times the actual running time. A

15 -minute recording will take one
hour. Schwartz said at the time of the
demonstration that CSX 16 was under
development, and that it would have
the capability to record audio at 6 kHz
in real time.

Schwartz said that beta tests of the
telerecording system have started in
New York City and Washington, DC.
He says a major radio network, which
he declined to name, is recording news

actualities over phone lines for

The Standard -Setting Telephone Interface
(Modestly Improved)
It's no secret. Studer has become the acknowledged leader in high quality
telephone interfacing equipment. The Studer Telephone Hybrid - already se-

lected by hundreds of U.S. broadcasters, including all three major networks has been praised for its straightforward design, long-term reliability, and consistently outstanding performance.
At the heart of the Studer Telephone Hybrid is an auto -balancing hybrid
circuit which automatically matches phone line impedance while isolating
send and receive signals for maximum sidetone attenuation. A built-in limiter
prevents sudden overloads, and bandpass filters shape the voice signals for
optimum clarity and system protection. The new updated Studer Hybrid in-

cludes additional noise suppression circuitry to eliminate unwanted noise
and crosstalk while still preserving true 2 -way hybrid operation.
Now the Studer Telephone Hybrid is also available as part of a complete
Telephone System. Designed to operate independent of the studio console,

farther -reaching applications for the
digital audio telecommunications system. He mentioned the possibility of
sending high -quality audio for radio
spots from the west coast to the east in
hours, instead of the days it would take
to arrive by mailed tapes. And he even
visualizes a time when new music will
be sent out from recording companies
directly to radio stations or consumers
at home, from the phone onto floppy
disk, without the need for tapes or vinyl
recordings. If that happens, it would be
good news for CompuSonics, which
not only has a floppy disk -based digital

the self-contained Telephone System includes a microphone input plus a
palm -sized remote module (on a 30' cable) with VU meter for line level,
headphone output, and level controls for microphone, headphone, and tele-

recorder for broadcast use on the mar-

phone receive.
The time -tested Studer interfaces. Improved for even better performance.
Expanded for more flexible operation. And built to set the quality standard
for years to come. Call today for the location of your nearest Studer dealer.

disk -based DSP-1000.

STUDER _,',_3&'0K
Studer Revox America
1425 Elm Hill Pike Nashville, TN 37210 (615) 254-5651
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ket, but has been trying to break into the

consumer marketplace with its floppy

New Weather Network
Goes on Satellite
A new weather network is being
started this fall by Environmental
Satellite Data of Suitland, MD and

Wold Communications. Named
WINX, it will distribute weather

Promise Born

Promise Delivered

The New Bree
Circle 111 on Reader Service Card
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NEWS
graphics and information via satellite

and also serve as a mail system for
Wold's satellite program distribution.

The WINX weather network will
consist of weather graphics and infor-

mation transmitted by Wold on
Telstar 301 and downloaded at sta-

tions into ESD's Front End data

processor, which is based on an IBM
XT or AT personal computer, or its
Color Connection graphics and production system. The Front End com-

puter collects and sorts data and
images and then passes them on to

any of several different graphics systems. When electronic mail software
is added later this year, message and
scheduling information from Wold to
the approximately 650 television stations it feeds each week will pass au-

tomatically to another terminal in
each station.

The weather service itself will be
arranged in three tiers, consisting of
ESD's basic service, basic plus Domestic Data Circuit, and those two
plus Metplan or NAFAX and DIFAX.

Metplan is the weather chart service

designed by Lockheed Data. The cost

per month, which is a flat rate, will
be $950, $1025, and $1200, respectively.

Kodak Honors
Emmy Nominees
In a move clearly aimed at making
further inroads into the video industry, the Eastman Kodak Company recently gave out awards of its own to
five news and documentary Emmy
nominees named for their achievements in film and video photography.
Among the five nominees were two
cinematographers and what Kodak is
calling "an electronic photographer"

-or videographer-who went on to

TEF® System 12 means pinpoint accuracy

in acoustic analysis. Even in the presence of
other noise. TEF System 12 determines areas of reflection or

origin within parts of an inch. With this increased accuracy and the ability
to document your work, you'll be able to reduce costly call-backs by as
much as 75%.
TEF System 12 also utilizes Time Delay Spectrometry (TDS), a test
technique that ignores ambient interference. That means you'll spend less
time waiting for a quiet measurement situation and more time scheduling
new j9bs.
TEF System 12 is actually a portable measurement system with a
complete range of displays that allow analysis of phase, frequency and time
characteristics independently or in combination with each other. The TEF
System 12 also has measurement storage capabilities. You get all the tools
you need to present your clients with an accurate, proof -positive analysis.
And, you can get the TEF System 12 starting at less than $10,000.
To find out more about the first time, anytime acoustic analyzer, call
or write.

win Emmies in the news and documentary category.
The Emmy winners were Martin Bell
and Hugo Van Lawick for cinematography on Among the Wild Chimpanzees, a
National Geographic special produced
by public station WQED in Pittsburgh.
The program was 22 years in the mak-

ing. For electronic photography the
winner was Jon Alpert for American
Survival 1984 for NBC's Today show.
The other nominees honored by Ko-

dak were Jeffrey Rathner, for a segment on The MacNeil -Lehrer News
Hour, and Keith Kulin for a segment on
CBS's Sunday Morning. Emmy winner
Bell was also nominated for a Smithsonian World production aired on PBS.
The National Academy of Television

Arts and Sciences also gave three
Emmies for engineering developments.
RCA Corp. was honored for the de-

velopment of its solid-state imaging
pickup device, used in the innovation
of its CCD camera.
Sony Corp. and ABC each received
an Emmy for their respective contribu-

tions to the development of the Super
Motion System (Super Slo-Mo)-Sony

for the technology and ABC for the
concept.

Two States Enact
AM Stereo Warnings

1718 W. Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, Indiana 46517 (219) 294-5571
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Although the battle over the two remaining AM stereo systems has been
waged long and hard and Motorola is
enjoying the largest number of converts, most consumers remain in the
dark or confused about AM stereo
transmission. Now, at the urging of

A TOUGH ACT TO FOLLOW
Genesis 1T" With ACT 1 $27990

Genesis 1 ACT 1, Microtime's high quality, low-cost digital effects system
increases creative capabilities to your imagination's limit. Create through
self -prompting, icon -driven menus and instrix:ions for sequences involving
moves, freeze, flips, tumbles, posterize, shadow, variable aspect ratio,
XY mosaic, strobe, and source change.

Geresis 1 ACT 1 offers:
O 3 -Axis joystick control
E Keyframe creation of sequences
Ei Smooth curvit:near movement
0 Frame accurate duration of a sequence
E Routing switcher interface for dual input switching
when flipping and tumbling

Three levels of sequence storage
RAM, internal and portable
Genesis 1 ACT 1...A user-friendly digital effects system for your video
productions An ACT not tc be missed at $27,990.

MICROTIME
A Subsidiary of

ANDERSEN GROUP

Microtime, Inc.
1280 Blue Hills Averue
Bloomfield, CT 060C2 USA
Tel: (203) 242-4242
TWX: 710-425-1165
Genesis 1 arid ACT 1 are trademaiks of Microtine Inc.

Visit us at SMPTE Booth 535

Northeast, Ray Bouchard (609) 896-3716
Central, David Everett (312) 934-9191
Southcentral, Steve Krant (214) 644-0232
Southeast, Jerry RanKir (404) 979-4437
Western, Daniel Sofie 1-800-243-1570
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Leonard Kahn, developer and marketer of Motorola's competition-the
Kahn system-the consumer offices

disclosing which systems the receiver

of two states have taken steps to

state the systems by name and if only
one system can be received, as in the

warn buyers of AM stereo radios that
they may not be able to receive every

AM stereo station in full stereo

would be required by state law to
case of Motorola C-Quam-only receivers now being marketed by major
car companies and radio manufactur-

fidelity.

After some public discussion, the
state of Connecticut has paved the
way by proposing a regulation making

is capable of receiving. Dealers

it "deceptive" for any AM

stereo radio dealer, including those
sold in cars, to sell radios without

ers, the dealer must use the word
"only" preceding the name of the
system. The disclosure is also required by labeling on the product,
and in all advertising and brochures
The state of Utah's division of con .

sumer protection has taken steps of its

own, issuing a "consumer alert"
which informs the public about the
competing systems and receivers not
receiving all AM stereo stations in full
stereo. It also urges consumers to wait
for "universal" AM stereo receivers
(currently marketed by Sony) to appear
on the market.

Frank Hilbert, manager of AM
Stereo for Motorola, says the company

is in favor of a consumer alert, but

thinks out and out regulation is
unnecessary.

"As far as we know, the consumer

Aft Schneider
KREUZNACH

who is buying an AM stereo receiver is

pretty well informed," says Hilbert.
"We do think it's good that dealers

have to identify C-Quam radios,
however."
Hilbert says the receiver manufactur-

ers are waiting to see if the changes

NEW SCHNEIDER LENSES...
...Continuing a tradition
of quality and reliability.

recommended by the Connecticut con-

sumer office actually become law
before reacting to what is involved in
labeling and advertising disclosure.
Although both the EIA and Motorola

filed objections to the proposed law,
Hilbert does not believe the state's actions will help promote the Kahn sys-

tem or help foster the marketing of
multisystem receivers.

"I think it will underscore the fact
that there are almost no multisystem re-

ceivers," Hilbert maintains, adding,

"I think consumers will still pick
C-Quam receivers, because it's the de
facto standard."
Some 230 AM stations were broadcasting C-Quam stereo as of August,
and 32 manufacturers were producing

C-Quam-only radios, with Radio
Shack the last jump into the Motorola
corner.

The Schneider tradition continues with two lenses that excel
in their specific environments.
One is ideal for the studio, the new Schneider 14.5X wideangle lens. It combines excellent color correction, minimum
distortion and overall superior optical performance.
The other, the 14X ENG /EFP lens, has earned its well de-

served reputation as a superb performer in electronic news
gathering and field production. It is available with an add-on
super -wide aspheric attachment and a full selection of EFP
accessories.
Contact us for a demonstration.
SCHNEIDER CORPORATION OF AMERICA
400 Crossways Park Drive, Woodbury, NY 11797; (516) 496-8500. TLX: 960102
Jos. Schneider Optische Werke Kreuznach GmbH & Co. KG
PO Box 947, D-6550 Bad Kreuznach, Fed. Rep. of Germany o'X' (0671) 6010 TLX: 42800
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Local News Gets
Two More Sources
Local stations are getting two new
sources for news from outside their
own turf. One is V.I.P. Newsmaker In-

terviews, a live interview show from
The Visnews Group via satellite, which

will allow stations to ask questions of
national and international figures. The
other is Conus Washington Direct, created by Conus Communications, which
will deliver live, unedited Washington

coverage, especially events of local
import, over Ku -band satellite.

V.I.P. Interviews, due to begin late
this fall, will be regularly scheduled

UMW 311,
0111011110UNV

NEWS
weekly interviews during which broadcasters can ask questions by telephone.
Delivery will be by satellite, mostly on
Westar 4 and Telstar 301. The service
will be sold on a market exclusive basis
with prices expected to range between
$150 to $800 per week based on market
size. Sample feeds were run in August
and September with Israeli prime min-

ister Shimon Peres scheduled for the
last installment.
Conus Washington Direct from Conus Communications of Minneapolis is
intended to offer stations unedited, live

coverage of all White House press ac-

tivities and other White House and
Washington events with possible local
significance. Conus Communications

plans to deliver the service, which is
scheduled to begin in early September,
with the Conus Ku -band transponder

during this fall and then in the winter
switch to the new RCA Ku -band satel-

lite. Another Hubbard Broadcasting
company, USSB , has arranged for
RCA Americom to give stations Ku
dishes (see BM/E, June 1985, News
section).

Source Update
Please make the following additions to
the Alphabetical Listing of Manufac-

turers and Instant Source Locator in

your copy of The Source Buyer's
Guide, BM/E, August 1985:

DELMARK CORP.
1092 N. Tustin Ave., Anaheim, CA 92807
714 666-2790

Import/export consulting for broadcast
manufacturers.

DX COMMUNICATIONS
10 Skyline Dr., Hawthorne, NY 10532
914 347-4040

Incomparable

Receive -only earth stations; block down-

converters; LNAs; modulators; 12 GHz
equipment; satellite accessories, splitters, dividers, line amps.

SACHTLER CORP.
OF AMERICA
400 Oser Ave., Hauppauge, NY 11788
516 231-0033

Camera tripods, heads, pedestals, ENG
braces, dollies.

Cipher Digital's Model 735CD
Time -Code Reader/Event
Controller
The Model 735CD -a full function, full speed Time Code Reader
with eight -channel event controller/coincidence detector - incorporates features you won't find anywhere - at any price.
Easily programmed from the front panel or optional RS -232/422
serial port, the 735CD provides frame accurate, contact closure
control of remotely activated devices.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
Machine Control:
Character Generators
Activating VTR's, Film Chains, etc.
Animation Stands
Multiple VTR Sequencing
Switchers
Time -of -Day Events
Special Effect Generators
Alarms

Video Production:

Invaluable. Incomparable.
In stock at $2,160.
For detailed information or demonstration of the innovative Model 735CD,

contact our Sales Department:

Sales/Marketing Headquarters:
Satellite Management Inc.
215 First St. Cambridge. MA 02142

Mic mixers; portable, stereo -studio, audio for -TV consoles; console automation, video
interface for consoles. Audio cassette player/
recorders. Portable, two -/four -track studio, &
multitrack ATRs; audio layback system; center track time code recorder/reproducer. Digi-

tal audio recorders. Replacement heads.
Open -reel tape; audio cassettes. Electronic
audio editors; SMPTE time code synchronizers; editors for digital audio. CD/DAD players.
Parametric equalizers. Digital audio efx, re verb; digital audio delay. Monitor speakers;
headphones. Dynamic, electret/condenser,
RF, lavalier, & shotgun mics; mic booms, dollies. Audio monitor/power amps.

SONY VIDEO
COMMUNICATIONS

Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NJ 07656
201 930-1000
Studio, field, & ENG cameras; single -tube
color cameras; monochrome cameras. Pick-

up tubes; standalone CCUs; lens remote
control. 3/4 -inch U and Beta VTRs. Videotape:

one -inch tape, 3/4 -inch and half -inch cassettes. Character generator/graphics sys-

tems; "draw -on -screen" systems;

keyers. Two -machine editor/controllers. Vid-

eo monitors: monochrome, NTSC, RGB,
high -resolution, battery -powered portable,
video projectors.

In the Video section of the Instant

Tel: (617) 491-8300 Telex: 928166

Source Locator, add Environmental

an SMI group co.

Satellite Data to the H. Electronic Arts/
Graphics category for Digital art/paint
systems.
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Sony Dr., Park Ridge, NJ 07656
201 930-1000

camera/VTR digitizers. Post -production
switchers. RGB chromakeyers; encoded
chromakeyers; title keyers; downstream

cipher digital
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VIDEO TAPE
ADE IN JAPAN

NEWS BRIEFS
The FCC has decided that the fairness
doctrine is no longer in the public interest due to growth in "the information

services marketplace," and that the
doctrine actually chills coverage. The
Commission said it will continue en-

forcement however, as legally required, and Congress reiterated its
support for the doctrine.
Mexico and the U.S. have a new AM

agreement, which is expected to be

Houston has another

.

.

.

.

Studer

Revox donated a PR99 MKII compact
open -reel recorder to the Museum of
Broadcasting in New York city for transcription of 16 -inch discs.
The FCC has amended its rules for
determining and maintaining TV aural

transmitter operating power. Stations can now choose their method of

measurement or instrumentation to

signed and in effect by late fall. Major

keep power from exceeding 22 percent
of authorized peak visual effective radi-

features are nighttime operation by
U.S. stations on Mexican Class I -A

ated power. Specific types of power
metering or meter calibration proce-

clear channels for existing daytimers on

dures (Section 73.663) were also

those channels; Mexican use of U.S.
clear channels with protection for U.S.
stations on those channels based on 10
percent interference curves; and post -

sunset operation by daytimers, who
now stop at 6:00 p.m. local time, in
most cases until two hours after local
sunset.

killed. UC

RCA American plans to launch two
of three high -power Ku -band satellites
by year's end. Conus Communications

will be one user. RCA says over 400

stations have asked for the free
downlinks that it and Hubbard's USSB

are offering

.

.

.

.

WISN-TV,

KISW-FM, Seattle, is getting the
world's most powerful FM transmitter, according to Broadcast Electron-

come Conus Communications'

ics. The company is installing its

The U.S. Appeals Court rejected a

second 60,000 W transmitter; KGOL,

Milwaukee's ABC affiliate, has betwenty-second station.

16 Bit Linear A/D Conversion

Millisecond or 10 Millisecond Steps

20KHz Bandwidth
Mono or Stereo
FOR MORE
INFORMATION
CONTACT

An Arbitron study of television
viewing away from home shows only
four percent to be of this type among
people 12 + years old, and of that 2.9
percent is at another person's home,
typically a young man watching weekend sports.
The NRBA has initiated a move to
create a "Super Radio -Only Association" and called on other associations
to attend a summit meeting for that purpose. The NAB and other trade organi-

zations are reportedly cool to the idea
but have suggested three dates, from
which the NRBA had not picked any as
of presstime.
The NAB has changed its bylaws to

add two seats representing major station groups to its 35 -member Radio
Board
. INTV has gained its onehundreth UHF member, WCAY-TV of
.

request from the NAB and 13 broadcast

48KHz Sampling Rate
Adjustable Delay from 0 to 7 Sec. in 1

organizations to stay its decision striking down Must -Carry rules. The NAB
says it will petition the Supreme Court
but that in the interim local broadcasters may be "substantially and irreparably harmed."

.

.

Nashville.

Undetectable Auto Delay Increment
Full Remote Control
L.E.D. Numeric Display of Delay Time

Bar Graph Headroom Indicator
Front Panel System Diagnostic Test

RAM BROADCAST SYSTEMS

Specialists in Broadcast Systems Design and Engineering, Pre wired Systems and Equipment Sales

CHICAGO: 346 WEST COLFAX STREET, PALATINE. IL 50067 312/358-3330
WASHINGTON. DC 2274 COCQUINA DRIVE, RESTON. VA 22091 703/860-5823
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TOE ilETVIDEOTAPE MOM FUJI
THAT'S 2dB BETTER.
This business thrives on reproduction. And
every reproduction produces potential problems.
That's why you need Fuji's new H621E
1" professional videotape. It's a tape with a video,
chrcma and audio S/N rating 2dB higher than
even our best 1" tape. With H621E, you get an
extra generation to work with, and a master with
unsurpassed picture quality.
It's a tape that can stand up to the new
generation of hardware, with an extra -strong
binder and improved back -coating that keep the
tape running smoothly no matter what you put
it through.

And ifs a tape from a company with a
25 -year repJtation for quality in magnetic media.
So make Fuji H621E part of your next
production Because to make it in this business,
you've got to produce and reproduce and
reproduce.
For more information an our new
generation of 1" videotape, call any of the regional
representatives listed below toll -free.
I

FUJI.

Nobody gives you better performance.

FUJI PROFESSIONAL VIDEOTAPE PRODUCTS:

Northeast Region 1-800-526-9030 Southeast Region 1-800241-6005 Midwest Region 1-800-323-4826 Southwest Region 1-800-527-0.304 Western Region 1-800-241-7695
(in CA 213-636-0101)
(in TX 214-243-2537)
(in IL 312-569-3500)
(in GA 404-441-22221
(in NJ 201-935-6022)
© 1985 Fuji Photo Film U.S.A., Inc., Magnetic Products Div., 350 Fifth Avenue, W NY 10118
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- John Hall, Director of Engineering
WDAF-TV, Kansas City, Missouri

gives you all the action you
The biggest eruption in the professional hand-held
television camera market occurred with the
ntroduction of Ikegami's UNICAM, a multipurpose
Plumbicon' camera concept with a host of
applications.
Utilizing a unique building block approach which
ncorporates the HL -95B basic camera head. various
configurations are possible: Several ENG stand-alone
cameras, combined camera -VTR units with a
selection of 1,/,, inch or 1/4 inch component recorders

and remote controlled EFP cameras with mUticore

Ikegami

cable or Max cable base stations can be assembled.
The versatility and flecbility of the HL -95 system
is provided without sacr ficing state -of -the art
performance in the areas of sensitivity, resolution
and registration; these are achieved with minimum
equipment size, weight and power consumption.
Pound for pound the -IL-95 is the hottest little
camera you'll ever hold in your hands.
For a demonstration of UNICAM and other
Ikegami cameras and monitors, contact us or visit
your local Ikegami dealer.

Ikegami Electronics (U.S.A.), Inc., 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood, NJ 07607
East Coast: (201) 368-9171 West Coast: (213) 534-0050 Southeast: (813) 884-2046
Southwest: (214) 233-2844 Midwest: (312) 834-9774
:ircle 120 on Reader Service Card

'Plumbicon" is a registered trademark of N.V. Philips.

Almost

of recycled
materials. Cartridges eliminate "cue
burn" and provide hundreds of plays with
consistent audio quality.
You'll save money just by preserving the vinyl as a library
master. Cartridge machines are also
more durable, less subject to damage
and utilize less space than turntables.

half the United
States broadcast
industry has discovered the performance, operational and
cost advantages of recording
their critical audio
music . .
onto cartridges. Whether dubbing
from vinyl records or compact discs,
these broadcasters produce reel-toreel sound quality over -the -air and, at
the same time, experience all the
advantages of cartridges. Here's why
they, and we believe in music
you can too!
.

.

.

.

Call today to take advantage of
carting music on ITC's complete line
of cartridge machines.
99B Cartridge Machines, "The Best"
DELTA Cartridge Machines,
"Today's Most Popular Cartridge Machines"
OMEGA Cartridge Machines,
"Affordable Performance

Quality Makes Carting
Music a Reality
International Tapetronics
Corporation/3M cartridge
machines and today's premium cartridges, such as
the ScotchCart® broadcast
cartridge, allow sound
reproduction with virtually
no audio degradation.

You Can Trust"

When newer technology
emerges, it will come from
International Tapetronics
Corporation/3M, "The Leader
in Reliability and Service."

ik

Easier to Use
Unlike vinyl records, compact discs
or reel-to-reel tapes, cartridges automatically recue after each play.
Cartridges can also be easily preloaded
into multiple machines providing valuable extra time for announcers. Plus,
labeled cartridges are easier to read,
file and locate.

Flexible Programming with Less Errors
An all -cart format reduces operator and
format errors, such as playing the wrong
cut off an album, compact disc or ree,-toreel tape. It also allows prerecording and
editing of program segments facilitating
precise program control.

Sound Better and Save Money
A vinyl record played 40 times loses
its sound quality, especially when made

In the U.S. call Toll Free 800-447-0414,
or collect from Alaska and Illinois
309-828-1381. In Canada, call Maruno
Electronics, Ltd. 416-255-9108. In most
countries outside the United States and
Canada, information on ITC equipment
can be obtained through local
distributors.
International Tapetronics Corporation/3M
2425 South Main Street
P.O. Box 241

Bloomington, Illinois 61702-0241

3M hears you ...
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programming Fr production

Old Time Radio Benefits from
New Technology
By Judith Gross
Associate Editor

The people of Lake Wobegon, Minnesota, probably don't know much
about satellite uplinks. They tend to be

suspicious of modem ideas, as their
creator, Garrison Keillor, is fond of
illustrating on his live weekly radio
program, A Prairie Home Companion.
But suspicious or not, satellite technology is the main reason Lake Wobegon
finally has a place, albeit fictional, on
the Minnesota map.

"The little town that time forgot,
that the decades cannot improve" has
become the most durable and popular
feature of a radio show which, by all
logical estimations, should not have

succeeded in this world of modern

Garrison Keillor and The Butch Thompson Trio rehearse A Prairie Home
Companion flanked by numbered mic stands and mic connectors.

tion of Keillor, a humorist with a love

Moos, who has been with the show
since its start. "The live audience is
part of the show, but they are there

of radio the way it used to be: live,

watching the broadcast; we play to the

radio.
The show, like the town, is the crea-

spontaneous, full of warmth, good music, and plenty of folksy humor.
Five years ago, the show went from a

mostly regional one distributed by
Minnesota Public Radio, to a national
broadcast which is currently distributed
by APR (American Public Radio-not
to be confused with NPR) via satellite
to nearly 300 affiliates. This summer,
the show celebrated its eleventh
anniversary.

Double audio mix
What makes A Prairie Home Companion stand out among other radio offerings is also what poses the biggest
challenge for executive producer

radio audience, which is the larger
audience."
The radio/live combination poses
some interesting logistical problems,
especially for TD Cruise, who has to
worry about a double audio mix, one
for the theater, and one for the broadcast, accomplished on separate mixing
consoles.

"The broadcast mix is designed to
achieve a more intimate sound, whereas the house mix is designed to fill out

the auditorium and emphasize those
things that don't carry well from the
stage," Cruise explains. This is espe-

there are a larger number of performers

or guests. For the house mix, Cruise
uses a Yamaha console, because fewer
inputs are required than for the broadcast. She also uses a Yamaha submix to
produce the audience reaction, which is
an important part of the show.

Live, natural sound
Miking the audience is an important

part of Cruise's work. She wants to
give the home listener a feel for the live
performance of the show without overproducing. She uses four to six mics on
the audience, including a pair of AKG

414s, hung high and tucked out of

cially tricky in a large theater, such as

sight, and a pair of PCMs on the wall
that are also invisible to the audience.
"Generally, the 414s give the sense of

this past summer, when the show

the hall and audience size-we don't

played to an audience that numbered

want it to sound like too much or too lit-

Margaret Moos, technical director

900 in Red Wing, MN. Audiences have

tle," Cruise explains. "I want to give

Lynn Cruise, the performers, and the
entire staff, including Keillor
himself-trying to achieve the produc-

numbered up to 1700 in the show's

the home audience the live experience,

temporary home at St. Paul's Orpheum
Theater, and up to 2500 when the show
was on the road in places like Louisville
and Nashville.

so it's a translation, not an actual mix

tion values of a good radio broadcast while performing before a live
audience.

"It is a challenge, especially for the
performers, who might be tempted to

play to the live audience," explains

The broadcast mix is done on a

Studer 269 console, which gives 23 mic
channels and additional line outputs. A
169 submix allows for expansion when

for delivery." Cruise doesn't like to
process the sound of A Prairie Home
Companion, feeling that too much processing would take away from the natural and informal sound of the program.

But she does use several Urei room
equalizers, to equalize the house sound
BM/E OCTOBER, 1985
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and even or flatten out the feedback and
reflections in the room.
Cruise also has a Lexicon digital reverb unit on hand, which she uses when
there are large bands or choruses on the

band, choir or both. Cruise uses Shure
SM 85s, and AKG 452s on stage, primarily with cardioid CK1s, and occasionally with Omni CK2s, but she tries
not to overexaggerate them during the
mix.
"I want to give the impression of a
few casually -placed mics that people
just kind of saunter up to and use. If you

show. She does close miking for the
brass, then uses the reverb to give the
effect of the larger room to the radio

signal, because she says it "gives a
sense of filling the house" to the home
listener.

hear mics opening and closing, I've

She is also experimenting with
compression -limiting.
"It's difficult to get it right," she ob-

serves. "On a live show you are enti-

tled to use it, but it's hard to get

a

perfectly natural and transparent sound

when you compress. Also, you don't
want the pumping on the audience or
applause, so it's difficult to get exactly

what we need." At times when the
show could benefit from a little more
compression, Cruise usually rents one
or uses a demo model, but she says the
show will probably purchase its own
when she decides exactly what fits her
needs.

A Prairie Home Companion technical
director Lynn Cruise tests the sound mix
a Studer console for broadcast and a
Yamaha for the house sound prior to the
start of the live show. (Photo courtesy of
Ray Marklund.)
on

Massive miking
On stage, there are some 20 mics for
an average show, but that number could
climb as high as 45 when there is a large

goofed," Cruise admits, although that
rarely happens. It's no accident then,
that the overall effect is one of eavesdropping on a live broadcast.
A Prairie Home Companion is
broadcast in stereo, and most of the
APR affiliates that air it are public FM

stations. Cruise says she uses close
miking, and pans mono, then uses a
stereo pickup which is mixed in.
"It's an overall pickup, and I add it
to give it a three-dimensional sound,
back, front, and so on. Severe separation would make it hard to give the effect of what's really happening live on
an average stage, unless a home listener's speakers happened to be the same

ErAPPROVED
200 Series On -Air Broadcast Control Console
CFAC KORK WAAX CFMS KPSI WAJR CISN KQAK WAMC OCA KQIP WAPI CJOR KRBE WAPP KACE KRIC
KALB KRMG WAUP KALL KRNA WAVR KAUR KRNT/KRNQ WBBM KBEQ KRQX/KZEW KBRW KRZN WARM
WBCL
KCEE/KWFM KSMB WBCS KCIX KSOF WBNI KCTC KSOL WBNS WK
DON KSON WBNX KEEL/KMBQ
KSPN WBWB KEEY KSUI/WSUI WBYU KHBS KSYZ WVUB
CAO KEZK KTCU WCKO KHIT
KFAL/ICKCA KTFX WCKY KFOR KTUN KN
CMS KGER KTVB WCMU KISS
KOCY/KXXY WCRH KHKE WCO
CRT KHSE WDAF KYSR WDBI
KHYL WDEL KLIR
DEX KIDD WDGM KIMM KELI
WHLM KOA
NC/WDCG KJAZ KJCK WOC
WDVA KJIB
DXU KJMO WELI KINE
WENC KJOJ

ENS KKNG WHGR
ERC/WKXX KLGR

KLAK WEOL
WEYY WGTE
WFDD KXYL
WFTL WSJS
WGAR KMPX

FAX KLNK/KZBS

WFSS KMEL
OX/KHTR
GLD KZAP
LO KOGO KUOW
HYW W1OU/WTYX WKZC

KNMO WHBQ
KONO/KONO
WLAK WLIC1 WI 17
WLXR WMAG WD

DD WLTT WLUP WLUX WLVV
WMJX WMUB WNAX WNDS-TV WNDU
YX WOOD WOOK WPCK/WIRK WPRO WQIS/WNSL
WQXY/WLCS WHO/KLYF
X WNFL WHOM WHOO WRAL WHSB WRDL WHY!, WREC
WIBA WRVA WIBW WRXL
NK WSFL WIOD WDPN
WITL WSOC WJBR WSOY
E WJFM WTAR WJJD WTEB
WJMO KGHL/KIDX KUFM
WCOG KGOU KUMR WMEE WLAC
WTLQ WJRD WTTS WJRY WTWC WJXQ WUFT WKCI WUSY WKCR
3750 Old Getwell Road
WKDF WVIK WKIX/WYYD WVJS/WSTO WKLQ WVMI WKMF/WGMZ
Memphis, Tennessee 38118 USA
WWBC WKQX WWKX WYST WYSU WZPL WZUU WVIC WRNL KLON
Telephone: (901) 362-1350
WNGS WNJY WNTQ

auditronics, inc.
Telex: 533356
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Put Millions of Dollars
in Television Audio
Technology to Work
For Only 22 Cents
Get a FREE Audio Needs
Analysis from Neve for the cost
of a stamp.

NEVE QUESTIONNAIRE
For a FREE Neve audio needs analysis, please fill out the
following questionnare and return It in your company
envelope to: Rupert Neve, Inc., Berkshire Industrial Park,
Bethel, CT 06801.
(NAME)
(TITLE)

If you're about to make some very important
decisions concerning your audio equipment, we'd like
with no obligation. And
with systems beginning at under $10,000, anyone can
take advantage of this offer.

(COMPANY)

For twenty-five years Neve has maintained its
reputation as the leader in audio mixing console
technology. We've crossed the hurdles other
manufacturers are just reaching and we've reached
the heights others will probably never achieve.

Position (please check):
corporate/management
technical/engineering

That's because, for our total history we've worked
hard in the lab and the field to create superior
consoles, perfecting the quality of the sound you hear
and inventing newer, better and more cost-effective
ways to process it.

Audio Operations Personnel:

So stop for a moment. Fill out our questionnaire
and return it to our Connecticut headquarters. Or call
us. We'd like to hear from you. Remember, there is
absolutely no obligation.

Neve
RUPERT NEVE INCORPORATED: Berkshire Industrial Park, Bethel,
CT 06801 (203) 744-6230 Telex 969638 Facsimile: (203) 792-7863

7533 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90046 (213) 874-8124
P.O. Box 40108, Nashville, TN 37204 (615) 385-2727 Telex 786569
NEVE ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL, LTD. Cambridge House,
Melboum, Royston, Hertfordshire, SG86AU England Phone (0763) 60776

(ADDRESS)

(AREA CODE)

iPHONE NUMBER)

I recommend console
purchases.

I approve console purchases.
producer/user
Please check the description that applies to your studio:
jingles/commercials
television broadcasting
film
video production
multitrack recording
video post production

all freelance
all staff
staff & freelance
Number of console inputs required:
stereo (line)

mono (mic/line)

Number of console outputs required:
stereo
multitrack (TKS)

AUX/FB/cue

mono

Console Operation Format:
mono
all of above

multitrack

stereo

Need Automation? Yes No
Current Mixing Consolets) (please list):
Please Check:
Yes, I wish to buy a new mixing console. When?
Yes, I would like a free analysis about my studio's console needs.
Send info for file only.
My Budget for a New Mixing Console is Approximately:
111$9,000-25,000

$25,000-50,000
$50,000-75,000

$75,000-100.000
$100,000-150,000

$150,000

We would like your opinion as to the Importance of the following on
a scale of 1 to 10:
Reliability
Ease of operation
Manufacturer back-up
Sound quality

Brand name
Expandability
Additional comments:
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(ZIP)

(STATE)

(CITY)

Other

Sentry 100EL
with on -board
amplifier

Finally, a Monitor System
with the Power to Make Things Easy
Imagine a monitor speaker that provides
its own power. Fits in tight spaces.
Simplifies setup. And reproduces sound
with test -equipment accuracy.
If you can imagine all that, you've
just pictured the Sentry 100EL powered
monitor system from Electro-Voice.
Designed and created for your
monitoring convenience, the 100EL
combines the superb audio reproduction
of the Sentry 100A with an
integral, 50 -watt amplifier.
With speaker and
amplifier in one compact,

IIIII

dillrack -mountable package, this

monitor system solves problems like limited rack space,
equipment transport on
remotes or cramped spaces in
video editing booths.
Also, by requiring

less hardware-fewer cables and
connectors-the 100EL keeps setup simple

and reduces potential interconnect
problems. And there's no possibility of
power loss caused by resistance from a
lengthy speaker cable.
The on -board amplifier in the 100EL
makes it ideal for single -channel
monitoring. Why buy one speaker and
an extra amplifier channel, when the
Sentry 100EL does the job all by
itself? And because amplifier power is
perfectly matched to the speaker
system, there's no chance of damage
from inadvertent signal overload.
But convenience and trouble -free
operation are only part of the package.
Like all Sentry designs, the /00EL
offers uncompromised accuracy. So you
can be certain of quaiity sound.
The Sentry 100EL - with the power
to make your job easier. For more

information, write
Electro-Voice, Inc., 600 Cecil Street,
Buchanan, MI 49107.

ElectroVoice'
SOUND IN ACTION
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dimensions as the stage. It's not a literal

sets to communicate during the broad-

"We have to deliver Garrison's

translation."
Even with the large number of mics
on stage, Cruise says there aren't always enough mics to go around. The

cast. A lighting cue system cues the
performers on time remaining, since,

voice to the back row; his voice is soft,
and on radio it's low. We want to make

as executive producer Moos points out,
the satellite requires precision timing.

conscious," Cruise explains. "The

mics are on Atlas stands and AKG
booms, and solid -base stands rather
than tripods, because she says "the performers move them around during the
show and these can be grabbed with a

"There's no forgiveness there," she

explains, "we have to be out by one
minute before the hour, or the affiliates

drop us."

it prominent, but not artificial or selfmonologue is the highlight of the show.
so it's tremendously important, and tre-

mendously demanding, to get an intimate sound, not a big projected sound.
It's important that he not have to shout
to be heard."

minimum of noise."
It's also important for the technical
crew to watch the show carefully to

News from Lake Wobegon
Perhaps the biggest challenge Cruise

Keillor, with no extraneous sound. And

keep track of who's on which mic.

and the rest of the production crew

Cruise writes a stage plan and mic plug-

faces is the part of the show reserved for

in plan, and the miking is run-through
during the show's rehearsal, although
there are always last-minute changes,

the "Lake Wobegon" monologue.
Shortly into the third half hour of the
program, Keillor will take the mic and
announce, "It has been a quiet week in
Lake Wobegon, my home town," and
that's the cue for the most unpredict-

use of sound effects, even during the
other portions of the show, is either
nonexistent or sparse.
Performers on the stage, especially

which is what gives the show its sponta-

neous sound. The rehearsals are informal, and the crew stands by, ready to

switch the game plan at a moment's
notice.
Such quick changes necessitate good

communications among performers,
crew, and technicians. The crew uses a
Clear-Com intercom system with hand-

able part of the entire broadcast. Although he appears to be ad-libbing,
Keillor is weaving a story from notes
which he says he writes during the
week. But no one except him knows
how long he will talk.

The monologue is 100 percent

local radio personality Tom Keith, create the sounds live. At first, Cruise ex-

plains, this was done out of a lack of
equipment for such production.
"But now, audiences seem to enjoy
it and it's grown to become a part of the

show," she says, so tape-recorded
sounds will only be used when absolutely necessary.
The satellite distribution is easier to

With Sentinel 16 Remote Control,
There's No Cause For Alarms!
As an intelligent remote control system, the
Sentinel 16 can be programmed to react to changes
in the operating environment. It will attempt to
solve problems before they require operator
intervention. When critical parameters go outside
your pre -determined limits, Sentinel 16 doesn't
just sound an alarm. It automatically makes the
required adjustments! What's more, the Sentinel 16
packs more features in nine inches of rack space
than its competitors.

sonstafros

Easy to use, easy to set up
Can be expanded into a complete ATS
system
Compatible with Harris and other transmitter manufacturers
Like to relax a little? Contact Harris Corporation,
Studio Division, P.O. Box 4290, Quincy, Illinois
62305. 217/222-8200.

M HARRIS

For your information, our name is Harris.
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B A L A,N C E
The symmetry gained

from the equalization
of complementary
forces. Symmetry as in

the precise blending
of sensational
chrominance with
outstanding signal-tonoise. Symmetry
resulting in a video
tape of breathtaking
balance. Ampex 196.

AMPEX

AMPPY COI[10.110/1 OM. ,P1 The Sqnal (.01110.1'

Ampex Corporation, nagnetuc Tape Division, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 94063, (415) 367-3809
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accomplish when A Prairie Home

tuned the stage movement, the intro-

the unexpected results that that might

Companion is at home in St. Paul than
when the show goes on the road. In the
Orpheum, which was the show's home
until this past July, the broadcast signal
was run from the theater on IF cables
down a block to Minnesota Public Radio headquarters, where the network's
earth terminals uplinked it. When trav-

duction of the performers, and the
communication among us is much

entail.
"We like the chaos and tension, and
we willingly accept the imperfection,"
Cruise admits.

eling, the show uses a transportable
C -band uplink.

Although it started out playing to
only local radio audiences, A Prairie
Home Companion has found it possible
to walk that line between intimate local
flavor and widespread national appeal.
Going national has also changed the

show somewhat-from a labor of love
on a Saturday afternoon to a highly pro-

fessional production-without sacrificing the down-home quality.

"It made everybody get real serious," Moos observes. "The pressure
of a larger audience made us rethink

better."
Keillor says the satellite has also
helped bring a part of the country that is
usually ignored by the media into focus

for a national listenership.
"The show relates to people on an
individual level, which more media are
doing these days. There is no need to

Home-grown, down-to-earth, old
time radio, imperfections and all, is
what has propelled A Prairie Home
Companion into national prominence,
thanks !mostly to Keillor, who as the
driving force behind the show has made

come out of big network centers

the return of live radio his personal

anymore, because with satellite transmission, it's getting easier and easier to
originate a radio show from just about
anyplace," says Keillor. He also thinks
it's changed the show.
"I think it's helped us a great deal. It
has allowed us to think of the whole

crusade.

country, and not be so insular as we
might have been before."

Thrill of live radio
By far, the best part of A Prairie

how we do things. The show moves a
lot faster, and a lot more effort is put

Home Companion in its crew's opinion

into the performance. We've fine-

is the fact that it is done live, with all

"Porches, why don't they put them
on houses anymore? Gardens, I miss
them, I miss that sweet corn," he re-

cently lamented in one of his Lake
Wobegon monologues. "To talk about
all these good things that there isn't as
much of as there once was, I feel bad
that, a lot of good stuff is gone
"But it is all recoverable, everything
that was ever good and that was ever
valued in the past, we can bring it back
.
. good old music, radio, old radio,
you can bring it back. That's why I do
this show."
BM/E
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Our Sentinel 48 Will Change The
Way You Look At Remote Control!
Now use color to highlight your complete transmitter and status information. Alarm conditions
are shown in red and normal conditions are shown
in green just the way you'd design a system for
yourself! The Sentinel 48 is EASY to operate by
pointing with our unique light pen rather than
typing commands.

Easier to use than any other remote control
on the market
Control multiple remote Sentinel 48 or
Sentinel 16 sites
Can be expanded to radio ATS system
User programmable at an affordable price
Any way you look at it, the Sentinel 48 can do the
job! For a new perspective on remote control contact Harris Corporation, Studio Division, P.O. Box
4290, Quincy, Illinois 62305. 217-222-8200.
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Television Stereo Never Sounded So Good
For almost ten years CRL has been researching and building audio processors. Two
AM Stereo system. It is now the best selling AM stereo
system in the world. A year ago we introduced our SG 800 stereo generator that set
new standards for FM stereo quality. Now we extend our expertise to television stereo
with the TVS 3000 series. We think you'll agree that television never sounded better.
Check these features.

TVS 3001

TVS 3002

MULTI -BAND
PROCESSOR

LIMITER/
GENERATOR

CBS Loudness control

30 db gain reduction range
Patented gain control element
Automatic phase reversal
correction

Input conditioning filter
Switchable gating
Asymmetry removal
Choice of output, discreet

or matrix
Input and output range
- 30 to + 20

Meets or exceeds all BTSC

requirements
MTS audio peak limiting system
DBX encoding circuits

No filter overshoot
Automatic switch to mono
during sync loss

Proven digital generator design
Automatic gain drift
compensation
Balanced and unbalanced
composite output
Built-in Bessel tone calibration
Video loop -through
SAP and Pro channel inputs

Both units are fully remote controllable and offer full metering, including bar graph and
tally display Slide rail mounting is available as an option.
imrm.. ram

Circuit Research Labs, Inc.
2522 W. Geneva Drive Tempe, Arizona 85282 U.S.A.
800-535-7648 602-438-0888
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programming Fr production

Arizona Television Takes to the
Road with News
By Judith Gross

KTSP-TV, the CBS affiliate in
Phoenix, Arizona, has given new
meaning to the term "mobile production." For one month this summer, the
station broadcast its 42 live nightly
newscasts, at 5 p.m. and 10 p.m., from
29 cities and towns around the state.

The event, dubbed "Celebrate
Arizona," was done in conjunction
with a month -long promotion by the
state, and brought live newscasts, fed
via transportable satellite uplinks, from
places as exotic as the top of the Grand
Canyon.
Station CE Al Hillstrom says that 22

technicians, crew, reporters, and anchors worked hard to make the month-

long effort a success. This involved
modifying existing equipment, and
transporting it to two different sites
each day, one for the 5 p.m. broadcast,

Surrounded by Arizona scenery, the KTSP news team gets ready for a remote newscast
using portable equipment and set

and a different site for the 10 p.m.

pickups that were used on the

broadcast.

broadcast.

One of the key elements that made

calls "mini -remotes around the re-

Customized equipment

the two nightly newscasts run smoothly
from remote sites was the communications, according to Hillstrom.
"Every place we went had four telephone circuits, one for the director's in-

motes." So, while news anchors Dave
Patterson and Deborah Pyburn were
seated at the top of the Grand Canyon
reading the news, the director was also
able to switch live to Bill Leverton, the

The KTSP mobile production truck

was the heart and soul of the "Celebrate Arizona" month. Hillstrom says
it was a self-contained truck modified
by the staff itself.

"Our own production crew converted single -camera EFP to a three camera small mobile unit," Hillstrom
explains. The crew used three Ikegami
HL 79 cameras, and had normal program and intercom IFP systems in the
truck as well.

The audio console was a Tascam
Model 5 set up for four mono outputs.
The truck also had a small Panasonic
routing switcher.
KTSP set up a complete half -inch

Betacam editing station in the truck,
using Sony BVW lOs and Sony BVW
40s. Sony BVW-1 cameras were used
in the field.
Hillstrom says that frame synchronizers also had to be added to the mobile unit, to be able to synchronize live

tercom, a second for the producer to
talk to the talent, and a third and fourth
for computers, to send scripts back and

forth through phone modems,"
Hillstrom says, adding, "the unique
thing was that anywhere we had the
people, they could all talk and commu-

nicate with each other."

Mini -remotes
The nightly newscasts were broadcast live via transportable Ku -band sat-

ellite uplinks, first from VideoStar

Connections, Inc. and then from
Microlink in the latter part of the
month. Hillstrom says that the

broadcast of the entire half-hour, each
newscast also featured what Hillstrom

station's "On the Arizona Road Reporter," in an on -the -spot report from
the bottom of the canyon. Or, Hillstrom
could switch to a live helicopter report
nearby, or to the sports anchor broadcasting in yet another location in the
state and the weatherman from even another location. That's why, Hillstrom
stresses, communications and synchronization were so important to the production of the newscasts.
The newscast script was written at
the remote anchor site with some of it
added back at KTSP studios. Stories
were transmitted back and forth, and
eventually the nonanchor parts of the

newscast-taped stories, live mini -

VideoStar uplink was a five -meter

remotes, sports, and weather-were all

truck, while the Microlink was a

controlled from the studio, as Hillstrom
explains.

2.3 -meter portable.
But in addition to the remote satellite

"Before we went on the air, we fed
BM/E OCTOBER, 1985
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back pretaped stories to the studio,
where they were coordinated with the
rest of the newscast. It was just like a
normal live -at -five newscast, except
we were 300 miles from the studio."
For the weather and sports remotes,

the station used a direct microwave
path from the weatherman, who was
never more than 100 miles away, back

to the studio. The sports remote was
from a separate site via microwave, but

the graphics and character generator
were added at the studio.

Support equipment
KTSP used its regular Sony lavaliers
for the two anchors, and set up portable

lights on folding stands. The anchors,
however, had to learn to live without a
teleprompter for the month, since the
station doesn't own a portable model.

Transportable Ku -band uplinks helped bring KTSP's newscasts from far-reaching parts
of Arizona along with the station's customized mobile truck

For its regular communications,
KTSP used a Cetec Vega wireless

at the

second location in time for the 10

down took only 30 minutes, and the set-

system.

p.m. newscast, Hillstrom said the

Although the amount of equipment
needed each night was considerable,
and the crew had to travel quickly to be

whole operation went smoothly for the
most part.
"After a very short while, the break-

up time one hour."
He says that the 10 p.m. newscast

was run differently than the earlier
newscast, because travel time was lim-

Simply awesome.
NEW: The RS -1616

Programmable "all call" output over -ride

Switcher, Router, Amplifier and Mixer.

- Unlimited input mixing to any outputs

Three year warranty with suggested list
starting as low as $1249.

- No crosspoint overload - - 80dB
crosstalk - .0023% distortion Response, DC-500kHz - -90dB S/N.

Call today, toll free (800) 821-2545 for further information and the name of your
nearest dealer or Rep.

The most powerful combination of flexibility and performance available today and
with features that won't be found in any
other system. Expandable from 8 in X 2 out

to 128 in X 64 out. Stereo & Mono - Individual input amps, gain selectable, mic

thru + 27dBm - +27dBm headroom -

In addition, the means of control are
limited only by your imagination (BCD,
3 wire party line, personal computers,
etc.). You can "roll your own" or use
one of the many controls from RAMKO.

11355-A Folsom Blvd.

Rancho Cordova, CA 95670

(916) 635-3600 TELEX: 176493 RAMKOSAC

RAIVIKO RESEARCH
Anything less is too expensive"
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Panasonic Recam.m No other camcorder
brings as much to the field.

Whether capturing a late -breaking news story or doing
field production, only Panasonic Recam puts so much
studio confidence in the palm of your hand.
For unmatched confidence in the field, the
monochrome viewfinder plays back recorded video
images. With the headset jack providing simultaneous
audio playback of channels 1, 2 or a mix of both.
And while recording, both audio channels are
monitored via bar graphs displayed in the viewfinder
to ensure proper signal levels.
Unlike other camcorders, Recam's on -board 4AH
snap -on battery delivers up, to 11/2 hours of recording.
Without the need for a cumbersome battery belt.
Recam also gives you the control you need in the field.
Two four -position filter wheels (PBO version). Automatic
white and black balance with digital memory. Black
stretch and soft white gamma. Variable matrix and more.
For excellent performance in any shooting situation.
For maximum versatility, Recam can also be used in
either a one- or two-piece configuration. Or as a standalone camera and VCR. What's more, Recam offers you

a choice of Plumbicon* or Saticon** tubes.
To give you broadcast -ready 1" picture -quality on 1/2"

tape, Recam utilizes the YIQ component analog video
recording M -format. Audio quality is broadcast -ready,
too. With Dolby t C noise reduction.
The VCR also incorporates a built-in 34 -point self diagnostic routine to ensure quality before you go on
location. And a rugged die-cast magnesium frame for
both camera and VCR. Two of the many reasons why
Recam was chosen to document the historic climb of
Mt. Everest.

The Panasonic Recam. If you're not shooting with it,
now you know some of what you're missing.
For more information, call your nearest Panasonic
regional office: In the Northeast: (201) 348-7336.
Southeast: (404) 925-6703. Midwest: (317) 852-5973.
West: (619) 941-3387 Southwest: (214) 257-0763.
In Canada: (416) 624-5010.

Panasonic

Broadcast Systems

ANOTHER BROADCAST INNOVATION FROM MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC
*Plumbicon is a registered trademark of N.V. Philips.

**Saticon s a registered trademark of Hitachi, Ltd,
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"t Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories.
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ited to only one hour.
To transport people and equipment,
KTSP used two RVs, three cars, three
pickup trucks, the uplink truck and the
customized mobile unit truck.

parts of Arizona didn't stop with the
newscast itself. For the month -long

The Arizona summer climate did

package, but nearly everything else

pose some problems for KTSP. The air

was done in-house. The art staff, using
a ColorGraphics ArtStar II, designed

were the focus of the features on each
newscast, although Hillstrom says the
news department was careful to main-

the "Celebrate Arizona" logo which
appeared on mobile trucks, bumper -

tain its usual balance of hard news

project, new theme music, news opens,
animation, and bumpers were created.
KTSP purchased an exclusive music

conditioning had to be doubled in the
production truck and uplink truck during "Celebrate Arizona" month, be-

state, and folklore, legends, and myths
about Arizona's ghost towns.
KTSP's work and effort brought the
excitement of live TV to many small

Arizona towns, and local activities

stories.

cause as Hillstrom pointed out, the

stickers and the letterhead. Some ADO

mercury climbed to 112 degrees one
day. But there was no air conditioning

Many of the newscasts coincided

effects were added by station technicians at a nearby production house,
then taken back into the station's own
production studio for some added animation on an in-house Quantel DVE.

with the timing of local fairs and festivities. The state office of tourism opened
a special hotline in conjunction with the

on the anchors, and Hillstrom says they

were "somewhat uncomfortable."

For the most part, Arizona's dry
weather held out for the newscasts. But
one night, according to Hillstrom, just
before the 5 p.m. show, it rained hard,

The finished product was a logo in
motion with sparkle and glimmering
touches added. The station thought the
new graphics so successful that they
have kept basically the same look and

and technicians raced to cover the
$100,000 worth of equipment. But fortunately for the station, the rain stopped

sound to news opens and bumpers created since this summer, but minus the

just before air time, and the broadcast
could go on.

"Celebrate Arizona" theme.
The station also carried the theme

Programming and promotion

over into six special programs that pro-

vided in-depth reports on the Grand
Canyon, the most scenic parts of the

The unique look that KTSP achieved

by locating its anchor desk in various

pA1-11.4

"Celebrate Arizona" month, and
along with Arizona Highways magazine, gave away free state maps.
Despite the frenetic pace, tremendous work, and effort that went into the

success of the month -long endeavor,
Hillstrom and everyone connected with
it felt it was worth it, although it won't
be until September that the ratings will
show for sure.
"We're expecting them to be good;
we got a tremendous amount of feedback and local press from small communities," Hillstrom said.
BM/E

Highest Quality and Reliability

Digital Standards Converters
Digital Time Base Correctors
Digital Decoders
Made in West -Germany
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Only Panasonic delivers alh"recorder
with color playback in the field.

Is it a "wrap" or isn't it? Now you can tell right on the
spot. Because the Panasonic Recam-AU-220 is the only
1/2" VCR that gives you the quality of 1" color playback in
the field. So you can instantly see what you've shot.
Either through the viewfinder or a monitor.
Consider the facts: The Panasonic AU -220 records,
utilizing the M -Format, on standard 1/2" VHS cassettes.
Yet it delivers the kind of picture quality that's long been
the broadcast standard. Luminance is 4.0mHz (typical).
Chrominance is 1.0mHz. While the video S/N is every bit
as good as 1" with chrominance better than 50dB.
For total flexibility, the AU -220 includes a built-in

switchable SMPTE time code generator. And it's
compatible, not only with component analog video
equipment, but also with YC and NTSC.
The Panasonic AU -220. 1" color quality from 1/2" tape
makes it one of a kind.
For more information, call your nearest Panasonic
regional office. Northeast: (201) 348-7336.
Southeast: (404) 925-6772. Central: (317) 852-5973.
West: (619) 941-3387. Canada: (416) 624-5010.

Panasonic
Broadcast Systems

ANOTHER BROADCAST INNOVATION FROM MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC
Circle 132 on Reader Service Card
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"Please stand by" Three words that make any
broadcaster fighting mad. But now you can fight
back because the MVP -100 video tape cart machine from Panasonic Broadcast Systems has just
eliminated dead air for good. And virtually eliminated your biggest problem. "Make Goods:'
Built-in Redundancy
The MVP -100 maintains broadcast continuity
with an incredible array of technical achievements.
Starting with its automatically threaded tape transport systems. Available in 8, 12,16, 20, or 24
transport configurations. Each transport can be

individually programmed and controlled. All with
the accuracy of SMPTE time code identification
through the MVP -100's built-in computer.
Automatic Continuous Programming
News spots, commercials, editorials, station IDs,
promos, even program length material can be
scheduled in advance and automatically aired. But
what really sets the MVP -100 apart is how easily it
eliminates dead air. With its built-in recorders and
spot players, you can forget about the hassle and

expense of "double rolling" a second machine.
Because the MVP -100 plays protection copies

ATHER BROADCAST INNOV=771

simultaneously. So in the unlikely event that your
"on air" transport fails, the MVP -100 can be

programmed to switch to the protection copy
maintaining broadcast continuity.
What's more, the MVP -100 also eliminates

"custom mechanics:' Since each removable transport operates independently of each other, individual repairs or maintenance can be done without
putting the entire system out of commission.
YIQ Format Delivers 1" Quality from 1/2" Tape

Total, reliable automation of your broadcast day
is just one reason to make the MVP -100 an integral

part of your station. The picture quality of its YIQ,
M -format is another. Especially when you consider
how good it is. One -inch quality from 1/2" VHS tape
just about says it all.
The Panasonic MVP -100. Let it make dead air a
dead issue for you. Call your nearest Panasonic
regional office. Northeast: (201) 348-7336.
Southeast: (404) 925-6772. Central: (317) 852-5973.
West: (619)941-3387 Canada: (416) 624-5010.

Panasonic
Broadcast Systems
Circle 133 on Reader Service Card
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Professionals on the Road
in Florida
Midwest and JVC

As the leader in the United
States in the design and manufacture of mobile units, Midwest
utilizes the finest in video equipment - and that means JVC. We
know that when you're on the
road you need a camera that will
give you top-quality
performance.
,111:31:
60-

WYEL

TV112-174.90..7

So when WXEL Public Television
in West Palm Beach, Florida
ordered two mobile units, we knew
how to respond to their need.
Utilizing our basic M30 and
Mobile Units, we custom designed
both units to meet all of WXEL's
remote production demands.
WXEL's M30 Mobile Unit
carries four JVC KY950U Color Cameras which produce broadcast
quality signal-to-noise
ratio, resolution and
performance. The
KY950U uses a prism
optical system and

Edgewood, KY
606-331-8990

Pittsburgh, PA
412-364-6780

Lexington, KY
606-277-4994

St. Louis, MO
314-569-2240

Roanoke, VA
703-980-2584

Columbus, OH
614-846-5552

Indianapolis, IN
317-872-2327

Charleston, WV
304-768-1252

Kansas City, KS
913-469-6810

Charlotte, NC
704-399-6336

Dayton, OH
513-435-3246

Detroit, MI
313-689-9730

Nashville, TN
615-255-2801

Atlanta, GA
404-875-3753

301s-h5i711-t4o9no3D

Cleveland, OH
216-447-9745

Grand Rapids, MI
616-796-5238

Knoxville, TN
615-687-9515

Virginia Beach, VA
804-464-6256

Miami, FL
305-592-5355

Toledo, OH
419-382-6860

Louisville, KY
502-491-2888

Bristol, TN
615-968-2289

Richmond, VA
804-262-5788

Tampa, FL
813-885-9308

Orlando, FL
305-898-1885

Plumbicon* pickup tubes.
WXEL's M1 Mobile Production
Unit utilizes two JVC KY320U Color Cameras. The KY320U also
uses the newly designed 2/3" electrostatic focus/electromagnetic
deflection Plumbicon* tubes to
give it excellent dynamic range
suitable for the wide variety of applications demanded in on -location
work.
So join with WXEL and get on

the road with the Professionals-

Midwest and JVC. Midwest has the
expertise to custom design a
mobile unit that fits all of YOUR
production needs!

MIDHESI'
Communications Corp.
One Sperti Drive
Edgewood, KY 41017

800-543-1584
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THE127: SPAPTE:
MARKED FOR GREATNESS

This fall's SMPTE

conference is already distinguish-

ed as the largest
in SMPTE's history with a
sold out exhibit hall of 245

companies, and there are
signs that it will also be the
most stimulating show ever.

The following interviews,
program topics, and exhibit
listings gathered by BM/E

all indicate that the 127th
Technical Conference and
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46
Audio and Video Equipment Exhibitors
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Equipment Exhibit will

High Tech Demonstrations

have no trouble living up to

56

its official theme, "New
Directions In Technology

- Difficult Decisions."

Technical and Exhibit Program

72
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Eady Seeks TV
Standards,

dards are that the committees are con-

Members

see resolved soon is that of digital

of October. But he feels now that that's
unlikely.

VTRs, also a choice of a set of multiplexed, analog component parameters
for TV studio operation," Eady says.

SMPTE as a participant, threw its sup-

With another year left in his term as
SMPTE president, Harold Eady has
two major goals for the society.
He wants SMPTE to continue to be

the standard -setting body for the TV
and motion picture industries, and he
wants to recruit more members, especially from the TV industry.
Although setting standards is a priority, Eady believes this will come about
only by providing an open forum for re-

search and discussion, and by letting
the industry itself decide how standards
will emerge.

"We can't take sides, telling manufacturers what to market," Eady cau-

sidering is hard for Eady or anyone
else involved in the ongoing work
to predict.

"One of the major issues I'd like to

He envisions a digital recording standard being put in place during his two-

year tenure, and says there could
"possibly" be standards in that time as
well for parallel and serial interfaces
and component analog standards.
But he says that standards for HDTV

Committee, the objective was to have
an agreement, at least with the EBU, on

an HDTV standard in time for the
CCIR's Geneva meeting at the end
In the past year, the ATSC, with
port behind the Japanese NHK standard. But Powers explains that SMPTE
proposed modifications to the Japanese
standard that were agreed upon by the
ATSC. Powers says the primary reason
for the modification was so that HDTV

would be more compatible with the
film industry. According to Powers,

and 1/4 -inch are probably more than two

the proposed change is being re-

years from being resolved, although in
the case of 1/4 -inch he maintains, "The
user can make it happen better than we
can, say if the networks unite and tell

searched around the world.
But he cautions that there is an even

the manufacturers what they want."
But right now that seems unlikely.
SMPTE membership is currently in
excess of 8500, but Eady would like to
see that number grow, not for the sake

more basic problem with the ATSCSMPTE-supported Japanese standard,
and that is the 60 Hz field rate. The
field rate proposed in Europe and supported by the EBU, China, the USSR,

of growth alone, but to reflect the tremendous amount of activity that has

taken place on the television side of
the industry.

"I want to be sure this dramatic increase is reflected in our membership,
and I'd like to recruit more video production people, TV stations and net-

works," he says. A presidential
advisory panel meeting later this year
will address the issue of how SMPTE
can modify and increase its services on
the TV industry, according to Eady.
Eady says of the direction of SMPTE
and the industry as a whole that future

concerns will focus away from the
Harold Eady, president.

tions, "we can only provide the
platform; unlike the EBU, we can't dic-

tate standards."
Eady says that standards on questions such as HDTV and 1/4 -inch tape
will emerge from agreement among
manufacturers, and he cites two-inch
quad as an example of where this has
worked in the past.
He says that recent attention on new
electronic technologies has put pressure on the society to implement stan-

HDTV Progress
Slow
It's unlikely that a worldwide standard

on HDTV will be established in the
near future. In fact, despite much coop-

erative work between the Advanced

misunderstand SMPTE's role.

Television Standards Committee

they think we can say this is the way it
will go, but we can't say that without
industry approval," Eady explains.
Just how far away some of the stanBM/E OCTOBER, 1985

Kerns Powers, New Technology chairman.

and many other countries around the
world, however, is 50 Hz.
"That is the key problem and it's not

dards, but warns that most people
"A lot of people misunderstand
SMPTE's role in standardization-

46

question of video versus film and will
incorporate them both under the concept of electronic imaging.
"The future is electronic imaging,"
says Eady, "not TV or film."

likely that any agreement will come
about, not simply before the CCIR
meets, but at all," Powers says.
"The basic objective is to get the Europeans to change and get some kind of

agreement with EBU," he says,
adding, "in the interest of our grandchildren, when HDTV will be order of
the day, it will be advantageous to have
only one system, rather than the 13 that

exist today."

(ATSC) and SMPTE in this country,

Powers concedes that the 60 Hz stan-

worldwide standards are still being de-

dard creates problems of backward

layed by lack of agreement and seem
farther off than ever.

According to Kerns Powers, chair-

man of SMPTE's New Technology

compatibility, but he maintains,
"Those are regarded as interim technical problems which can be solved, but
will at least permit the world to have a

For years, science has known that many people dream in colour. Recently though,
large numbers of television audio engineers are experiencing an entirely different
phenomencn: The Stereo Nightmare.

The VTR starts arguing with the synchroniser. The multitracks struggle with the VTR.
As the music and efx fight the dialogue, the automation is having yet another brilliant
disagreement with itself. The clock looms ominously. The producer is emitting
homicidal glares. Maintenance tries to reach the scene, but can't break through the
writhing mass of incompatibilities. Ir_ the middle of this chaos, a nervous voice comes on
the intercom and informs you that the entire management structure has just exploded!
The most frightening thing is that The Stereo Nightmare strikes when its victims are
wide awake. The syndrome is all too real. And as it spreads, the industry's loss in
man-hours and prod-Jction costs has become staggering.
Fortunately, there is a cure. Developed by dedicated specialists in a private research
laboratory near Oxford, England, it's effectiveness has been proved in case after case,
by leading broadcasters and post -production houses throughout the world. We call it
the SL 6000 E Series Stereo Video System. Our clients call it a dream come true.
If your facility suffers from The Stereo Nightmare, you owe it to yourself and your
family to get all the facts. Write for our 40 page colour booklet on the SSL Stereo
Video System. Better yet, give our specialists a call. We'll have you working faster
and sleeping better - in no time at all.

Solid State Logic
Oxford New York Los Angeles Hong Kong
Stonesfield Oxford, England 0X7 2PQ (099 389) 8282
200 West 57th Street New York, New York 10019 (212) 315-1111
6255 Sunset Boulevard lips Angeles, California 90028 (213) 463-4444
22 Austin Avenue, Suite 301 Tsimshatsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong (3) 721-2162
Circle 125 on Reader Service Card
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single standard for the future."
Unfortunately, according to Powers

it doesn't look as if there will be any
agreement on HDTV standards for a
long time to come.
"It is not very hopeful now, and it
will take a number of things, mostly
convincing everyone that the goal is
worth the troubles to get there."
Powers still believes, however, that
it is possible to get an agreement on
HDTV worldwide standards within the
next four years, but with a caution.
"If it doesn't get resolved in 1985 or

early '86, in this cycle," he warns,
"there would either be a proliferation
of incompatible de facto standards, or
the delay of intro of HDTV until a standard is resolved, which could take four

more years."
Since the CCIR meets in Geneva at
the same time the October SMPTE conference takes place, the stalemate over

committee approval in January. Work

is still very much at the advanced re-

ens says the CCIR's study group has already begun looking over the standards
proposals in time for its October meet-

search level, Davies says.
According to Davies, the Television

ing, and that final agreement is anticipated when the CCIR plenary meeting

on a digital serial interface, meanwhile,

Technology Committee is already
looking ahead to the next order of
business-focusing on color imagery
standards, especially those needed for
the exchange of pictures back and forth

between component systems, HDTV,
and film.
"We need to examine what would be
the appropriate gamma correction, say,

Component
Analog
By the beginning of 1986, there should

be standards in place for component
analog television, according to Ken
Davies, chairman of SMPTE Commit-

tee on Television Technology. The
working group on component analog
recently submitted proposals for three -

channel parallel component analog
standards and a standard for a single channel multiplexed analog component
(S -MAC) interface. Together they establish the basic criteria for component
interfaces in both the parallel, three -

channel, and serial, single -channel
S -MAC forms.

According to the working group, the
two standards were designed to be com-

patible with CCIR 601 on digital TV
studio interface. The parallel interface
was coordinated with the EBU, which

has just begun studying the single channel interface.
Davies says the first approval of the
component analog standards will most

likely come about at the October
SMPTE Conference, with standards
48
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thickness, dimensions, also mechanical footprint and control track configu-

ration. Now the committee has also
agreed upon the channel coding, shuf-

fling strategy and mechanical tolerances as well.

nent, and so on," Davies explains.

documents since major manufacturers
are in agreement and gave input in their
development," Dickens says.
But another standards issue, that of
1/4 -inch tape, remains stalled, perhaps
indefinitely, according to Dickens. In
the time since SMPTE's compromise

"We need to look at how the system
displays color images."
Davies believes that it may be possi-

"At the CCIR study group meeting
in October, we expect approval of these

format was rejected, it was recommended that the committee take it back
for further study. But Dickens says that

TV Technology
Looks Beyond

The committee had previously
agreed upon several factors concerning
digital cassettes: tape width, material,

of something produced on HDTV and
released on film, or produced on film
and released on HDTV, PAL, compo-

HDTV is sure to be a much-discussed
topic in Los Angeles.

Committee

is held next May.

there isn't much in this area that the
committee can do.

Dickens likens the situation with
Ken Davies, Television Technology
chairman.

ble to come up with new color imagery

standards, but says that initially, with
reproduction needs, such as in going
from HDTV to film, conversion standards would be a priority.
He feels the fast moving pace of the
technology creates an immediate need
to address color imagery standards.
"We need to look at what's desirable
and what we have now, do the mathe-

matics, and show how it could work,
and perhaps in a year or 18 months we
could come up with new standards pro-

posals," Davies says, adding that it's

work the committee recognizes as
"urgent."

1/4 -inch to that of half -inch, and says
that what will probably happen is that
each manufacturer will stay in the marketplace and present documents to get
each of the individual 1/4 -inch formats

registered. That being the case, there
would be at least two 1/4 -inch formats
on the market, paralleling the situation
with half -inch recording.
Dickens says it's possible that work
on developing a standard for 1/4 -inch
started too late, after manufacturers had
made a substantial investment in their
separate products. He believes that the
much larger investment needed for dig-

ital recording products is what saved
digital from the standards snafu which
developed with half- and 1/4 -inch.

Digital Moves Streeter Looks
at SMPTE
Forward
Structure

SMPTE's Video Recording and Reproduction Technology Committee has put

the finishing touches on standards for
digital recording and is expecting swift
approval from its own hierarchy as well
as agreement with the EBU, which has

been working closely with the
committee, and the CCIR.

Committee chairman Bernie Dick-

For Dick Streeter, SMPTE's engineering vice president, setting priorities that
reflect many rapidly changing technol-

ogies is as important to the future of
the organization as the matter of setting
standards.

His main concern for the future is
whether SMPTE should look outward

We've earned our stripes.
Worldwide...and we're proud of it. Barco monitors
are the number one choice of Broadcast and Professional
users in more than 70 countries. Now, Barco Industries

has established its own U.S. offices to better serve its

for white field, cross hatch chroma phase/saturation
evaluation and switchable notchfilter/comb filter.
Our CM 22 9" Professional monitor also features
AKB, RGBS input, and a switchable notchfilter/comb filter.The CM 22 is fully portable with AC/12V DC operation.

rapidly expanding customer base.

With Barco Monitors, you can believe your eyes.

Expect nothing less than perfection. Barco Industries

Monitors don't recreate perfection, they

do best-full transparency, stability, and
reliability at competitive prices. Our stateof-the-art technology incorporates the latest
design advancements in video display
electronics.
Some of our many standard features
on our CTVM 4 Broadcast monitor are perfectly matched American Standard Phosphor, and AKB (Automatic Kinescope Bias-

ing) to eliminate color temperature drift.
Other features include RGBS, optional
component video input, internal generators

is working hard to be number one in

America. That's why we back our product
with a full one-year warranty and operate
service centers in the U.S. to meet all your
service needs quickly and efficiently - in
the Barco tradition of quality.

capture it. And that's what Barco monitors

For more information about our
complete product line - Broadcast and
Professional monitors, HDTV, Chroma
Barco Industries, Inc. has main offices
in Kortrijk, Belgium. The company's

principal activities are in the design
and manufacture of Broadcast and Professional equipment, CATV, Computer

Graphic Displays, Office Communication, Textile Electronics and Printed
Circuit Boards.

Decoders and CATV equipment - contact
our national office in Menlo Park, California, Tel. 415/328-4380; Nashua, New
Hampshire. 603/392-9371 or your local
authorized Barco Industries dealer.
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See us at SMPTE Booth 1643 and 1644

or inward to define the areas of technology it should be exploring.

"How do we best examine what's
coming up in the future, should we rely
on inputs from industry, or should we
have in the SMPTE organization itself

the means to bring up new topics?"
Streeter asks.
He says SMPTE is looking at how to

set up a structure to determine future
directions.

"Right now we're heavily involved
in the digital world, trying to look toward timetables," he observes.

"But questions have been raisedshould we be involved in imaging, in
still cameras, where does that fall into

our overall mix, or is it too consumer -oriented'?"

Streeter says there are ongoing
discussions on "where is the technology moving?," but that there is no formalized agenda, no five-year plan.

We did it right.
It's no surprise that when
the key engineers of our
PZM® microphone technology
set their sights on combining
the benefits of the boundary
effect with unidirectionality,
the fruits of their efforts would
be nothing less than superior.
After all, Crown has been
leading the way in boundary
technology longer than anyone in the industry. And, like
the PZM project, our commitment to developing the
"premiere" unidirectional,
surface -mounted microphone
rings true.
Introducing the PCCTM- 160

Phase Coherent CardioidTM

from Crown.
Designed for easy mounting on a boundary surface,
the PCC-160 utilizes a subminiature supercardioid mic
capsule to create a directional pattern which im-

proves gain -before -feedback,

reduces unwanted room
noise and rejects sounds
from the rear.
For stage reinforcement,
podiums, news desks, or for
hiding in sets, the PCC-160
offers superior performance.
And because the microphone is mounted on a
boundary, direct and reflected sounds arrive at the
diaphragm in -phase. The
result...wide, smooth frequency response free of
tonal coloration or unnatural
sound which can occur with
conventional microphones.
Self-contained electronics
eliminate the need for a
sometimes awkward in -line
preamp box. The PCC-160
can be powered directly
from the console or other
remote power source. Or if
battery power is convenient,
a battery supply unit can be
inserted anywhere in the
mike line...right up to the
console or mixer.

For maximum flexibility,
the PCC-160 features an exclusive three-way "bass tilt"
switch which allows you to
tailor, up or down, the low end response for special applications or unusual boundary sizes.
Due to its low profile and
"go away gray" finish, the
PCC-160 microphone becomes nearly invisible in
use, making it ideal for the
stage, newsroom or lectern
top.

But beneath its cloak of
dark gray, the PCC-160 is
protected by a heavy -gauge,
all -steel body, tough enough
to stand up to even the
most severe abuse.
The PCC-160. A
microphone meeting the
needs of today's sound professional with today's most
advanced technology.
We did it right.
Call or write for more information and complete
specifications.

crown.
Crown International, 1718 W. Mishawaka Rd., Elkhart, IN 46517 (219) 294-8000.
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Richard Streeter, Engineering VP.

"In the final analysis, what we do is
meet the requirements or needs as dictated by the industry," he concludes.

Streeter feels the best example of
how the SMPTE structure works is the
current progress in digital recording.
"It took the cooperation of the man-

ufacturers, it was done in a timely
fashion, and it was seen as not advantageous to rush it into the marketplace,"
Streeter points out. He adds that working in "a parallel effort" with the EBU
also helped move the issue of digital recording standards along.

"That's a natural way to do it, because manufacturers who produce for

U.S. and Europe are the same,"
he maintains.

"We had the experts, manufacturers, and users all acting on the same in-

formation," Streeter adds. "We
weren't duplicating each other's
efforts."

ONLY ONE CAMERA SHOOTS
THIS WELL IN 2 FOOTCANDLES.
IMAGINE HOW IT SHOOTS
IN BROAD DAYLIGHT.
The Panasonic' N-3
NiteHawk- It's one of
a kind because it's the only camera
with three Newvicon' tubes. And

more, the N-3 has all the profes-

that reans you get outstanding

unique combination of three 1/2"
Newviccn tubes lets you make the
most of available light by providing
bright, natural video images
In sunlight and in the studio the

pictLre quality under a wide variety
of lighting conditions.
Wlen you're shooting at night
or in dimly lit locations, as in the
simulated example above, the N -3's

N-3 continues to shine with 600
lines ho-izontal resolution. An
impress ve S/N ratio. As well as
minimal lag, burn -in, come{ tailing
and gecmetric distortion. What's

for it, there's another bright spot.
Its pr ce.
Audition the NiteHawk and see
why f-om sunlight to night light no
other camera can hold a candle to it.

N iteH7:1111(.,11 I I I I I I I I

siona features you'd expect from
the broad line of Panasonic three tube cameras.
Still, with all the N-3 has going

For more information, call your nearest Panasonic -egional office:Northeast (201) 348-7620 Southeast (404) 925-6835
Midwest: (312) 981-4826 Southwest: (214) 257-0763 West (714) 895-7200 Northwest (206) 251-5209

Panasonic

Industrial Company
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Multiformat VHS recorder for worldwide use:PAL CCIR and 4.43 MHz
NTSC 14 -step dial search
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VHS playback deck 14 -step
dial search. Frame advance,

auto-rapeat

PANASONIC
HAS A PROFESSIONAL
VIDEO DECK FOR
EVERY PROFESSION.
From medicine to music. From New York to
Londor. Whether it's industrial training, hi-fi
stereo duplicating or international business
communications, there's a Panasonic 6000
Series VHSTM deck designed for you.
For long-term stability, all 6000 Series
professional decks have a sturdy aluminurr
diecast chassis. They also have ultraprecise
direct -c rive video head cylinders to deliver
noisele3s video images and special -looking
special effects.
The 6000 Series also includes all the
inputs and outputs professionals demand.
Like 8 -pin video connectors for direct single

connection to a monitor. BNC connectors for
easy interface with other video components.
And time code connectors for advanced
editing applications.
Still, with all the 6000 Series has going
for it, Panasonic knows a professional deck is
only as good as the professional support
behind it. That's why you' I find regional offices
each with a staff of engineers to assist you
with matching components for your specific
system. And technical service for nstallation
and instuction So whatEver profession you're
in, take a look at the video decks designed for
your profession. The Panasonic 6000 Series.

Fa more information, call your nearest Panasonic regional office. Northeast (201) 348-7620 Midwest (312) 981-4826
Southeast (404) 925-6835 Southwest (214) 257-0763 West (714) 895-7200 Northwest (206) 251-5209

Panasonic

Industrial Company
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ANGENIEUX

1516

Hopes to introduce a new lens, and will

definitely show its very lightweight
14x8 super -wide angle ENG lens and a
I 4x9 ENG lens. Angenieux lenses for

studio cameras will be featured at the

Philips and Thomson-CSF booths.
New cine lenses also will be premiered.

ANTON/BAUER

1509
Will show newer products, premiered
at NAB, including the Ultralight system of compact, lightweight portable
lighting, comprised of single and dual
models and the UltraKit; mobile fast
chargers, a one -hour fast charger or

16 -hour charger that operates from
most vehicles; dual battery holder;
LPS-4, a linear 13 V, 4 A, 115/120 V
ac power supply. Established products
will be the Pro Pac 13 and 14 snap -on
nicad batteries and Pro Pac 90 VTR battery; Lifesaver nicad chargers; 30/13
dual voltage battery belt; PPSAD perpetual power belt; plus silver batteries,
ac power supplies, Black Beauty lighting system, and the Micro Control portable camera control system.

ANVIL CASES
1646
Will introduce a new product at the
show, along with its regular line of

Watch For
New Technology

educate people about the "bewildering assortment" of systems avail-

able. The committees want

Urged on by the overwhelming success of last year's demonstration of
high -definition television equipment,

attendees to be able to see "exactly
what the systems do and don't do,"

SMPTE's Engineering and New

committees expect a lot of interest

Technology Committees have organized New Technology Demon-

in this part of the show.
Though the list of participants will

"happening" areas: HDTV, en-

probably not be definite until the
show itself, SMPTE would like to
show a total system in the HDTV

strations covering three
hanced video, and advanced transmission systems. Interested parties

for October 30 and 31, plus, possi-

type systems in areas separate from

bly, some new equipment. The

the exhibit floor. The demos will

Don McCroskey, chairman of

HDTV demo at Montreux included
Grass Valley Group's experimental
switcher, Quantel's Paintbox, and

SMPTE's program committee and
former manager of A/V systems for
ABC, said in a telephone interview
that the theme or purpose will be to

Barco monitors. For Los Angeles, it's
said that among new high -definition
equipment which might turn up are
an Ultimatte and a Philips field store.

probably be run for about two days.

ASC-200, a standards conversion system for PAL, SECAM, and NTSC, a

featuring the CM -22, a nine -inch portable monitor with AKB to eliminate col-

stereo TV sound signal generator,.

or temperature drifting, RGB input,

HDTV equipment, and a variable line
rate encoder.

and switchable comb filters. Also seen

903
Will premiere the Aston 4 production

APHEX SYSTEMS
601
Will show the recently introduced

typefaces. Effective resolution is 10 ns.
The A3 character generator will also be
shown.

Model 9004 mic preamp, in a modular
format, and the 402 self -powered mic
preamp in a two -channel, rackmount-

AUDIO ENGINEERING
ASSOC.

ed package. Other products will be

Will show its recently introduced AEA -

the Aphex II Aural Exciter for audio enhancement and the Compellor program -

MS 38 stereo box with MS stereo,

controlled compressor/ leveler/ peak

control, plus its established line of

limiter.

mixing consoles, tape machines and

1838

XXY stereo, and dimension variable

AUDIO PRECISION

800

Will make its SMPTE debut by
releasing a new IM distortion option for
its System One, the PC -based automatic audio test system introduced at NAB.

ARRI HMI lights; ARRISUN 5 and 12,

575 and 1200 W PAR lights; CineJib

video and film camera crane, and
ARRILITES, portable lighting kits
with 650, 1000, 2000 W fixtures.

ASACA/SHIBASOKU

56

AURORA IMAGING
SYSTEMS

B&B SYSTEMS

1604
Will be taking orders on Imagescope,
seen in prototype at NAB. Imagescope
provides a visual display of stereo imaging and perspective and is designed
to insure compatibility when broadcasting stereo to mono receivers. It can
be used for miking and mixing. The established line of stereo phase scopes
will also be on view, including the AM
1, 2, and 3 for TV post -production, FM
broadcasting and recording studio use,

and stereo TV broadcasting, plus the
MP4 Series standalone meter panels.

BELDEN
COMMUNICATIONS

A/V synchronizing equipment.

575, 1200, 2500, 4000, and 6000 W

will be the PCD-3 Series chroma decoders and the HDTV monitor.

ASTON ELECTRONICS

electronic rackmount cases and cases
for cine and video support equipment.

HMI first seen at NAB, and will show
its full line of HMIs, a 200 W fresnel,

demo, which is tentatively scheduled

have been invited to show proto-

character generator with multiplane
display, 4096 color palette, diagonal
writing and a library of over 1500

ARRIFLEX CORP.
1425
Will present lighting and grip equipment, including the ARRI 12,000 W

he said. He noted that the

506

Will have its Modulight convertible
softlight, which offers 1-16 kW operation. Also the Lee 8 kW HMI, 200 W

portable sun gun, and lines of filters,
resin camera filters, and polyester photo filters.

1538

ROBERT BOSCH CORP. 546

Will bring its AU -125 and AU -75 digi-

Will premiere a new paint system, one

tal videographic painting and anima-

which the company predicts will be
competitive with anything yet on the

tion systems, which also provide

124
Will show products from its established
lines of audio and video monitoring and

drawing, font generation, and weather
graphics capabilities.

test and measurement equipment. At
NAB, ASACA introduced the
ACL-6000B, an upgraded video cart
system holding up to 600 carts, the

BARCO INDUSTRIES
1643
Will present its CTVM and CTVM-3 sources, and the Terrain Modeler,
Series broadcast monitors, along with
which can produce fractal, mountain the CM Series professional monitors,
like shapes. Other product introduc-

BM/E OCTOBER, 1985

market. Bosch is also bringing out two
new software packages for the
FGS-4000, the Multi Lightsource Editor with 16 colorable, animatable light

Bwilt especially for the

broadcaster, the Ampex
ADO1m2000 special effects

system delivers viewers at a price
that will amaze you.
No other special effects system is
so fast and easy to use for live
broadcasting. Instant, single -stroke
access to 30 effects, plus all the
standard effects that have made the
ADO system famous, will give your
live programming the look that

glues viewers to their chairs.
And options like rotation, three
dimensional perspective and the
unique Digi-matte'" key processor
give you room to grow. You can
even add more channels when
you're ready!
Call your Ampex Sales Engineer
for a look at the ADO as a standalone performer, or teamed with
our new AVC switcher for the
ultimate in creative power. And

remember, with each Ampex
product comes Ampex support
and service, worldwide.
Atlanta (404) 491-7112 Chicago (312) 593-6000
Dallas (214) 960-1162 Los Angeles (818) 240-5000
New Jersey (201) 825-9600
(In New York (212) 947-8633)
San Francisco (415) 367-2296
Washington, D.C. (301) 530-8800
Canada (416) 821-8840

AMPEX

Ampex Corporation One of The Signal Companies N

Circle 141 on Reader Service Card

ADO 2000: Chair Force Recrui
44401wA

a

CCD-1 Joins the
Gallery of Excellence
The CCD-1 is
fast changing

RCA Broadcast Systems is proud to add a
fifth Emmy to our collection. This one
was awarded for the development of
CCD technology that resulted in
the design of our CCD- I camera.

the 'look" of
television.
It's a picture perfect "look"
with no lag,
no burn in,
no comet -

tailing. The camera has outstanding dynamic range and superior
low light level
operation to capture those tough
ENG shots. The
CCD- I S sports

camera version
can slow down fast action to provide viewers with crisp, sharp
pictures of the
stitches on a 90
mile per hour

few

fastball-and it

can stop the modi°
tion when the
tennis ball meets the racquet.
We thank The National
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences for this
honor, and the
television industry
for their acceptance of the CCD-1.
!

_

tatirc.47.<1

-111Olir-/j

RCA Broadcast Systems,
P.O. Box 900,
United States Avenue,
Gibbsboro, N.J. 08026.
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tions will consist of new signal

T-37 bodypack transmitter and R -31A

from Daymax, Cine 60, DeSisti, Lee.
and others.

equipment, including audio and video
amplifiers; a new X,Y zoom for film to -tape transfer with the FDL-60; and
new control panels for the TAS/TVS
2000 distribution switcher.
Established equipment will include
the Quartercam recorder/camera system, MCS 2000 master control switcher, and FGS-4000 computer graphics
system.

receiver, while the 1-H includes the

504

packs and accessories; CASP battery/

video equipment or 30 V camera lights;
in -line battery voltage reducer;

charger/analyzer/sequencer/power

multirate Lifeguard fast charger; 30,

supply for sealed nicad packs and other

14.4, and 12 V Sun Guns; miniature 12

types of batteries; and MaxErase 16B
degausser.

channel BP -90 battery overnight char-

BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS

Will highlight its recently introduced
TZ-30 TV stereo generator as well as

the 5400 three -deck cart machine
series, 3200 and 2100 single -deck cart

machines, and the 4R50 rackmount,
four -channel mixing console for remote broadcasts.

902
CANON USA
Will show its full line of broadcast
lenses, including the J8x6B super
wide-angle lens introduced at NAB.
Canon will also be featuring its own
line of tripods, dollies, and pedestal
camera heads, which premiered at

Model T-36 handheld transmitter and

906

the R -31A receiver. Both feature
DYNEX 11, Cetec Vega's audio

CINE 6C

processor for high S/N, wide dynamic
range, and natural sound.

camera battery it introduced at NAB as
a direct replacement for OEM conven-

849
CHRISTIE ELECTRIC
CORP.
Will have its Reflex 20 line of burping chargers with super nicad battery

746
New to SMPTE will be the Scribe, an
ultra high -resolution text generator
with 1500 foundry -generated fonts
available, unlimited color selection,
and unrestricted character placement.

CHYRON CORP.

The Chameleon, a low-cost, multifunctional paint system, will also be making
its first appearance at this show. Also
featured will be the Chyron 4100 EXB
graphics and titling system with 27 ns

Will show the modular on -board
tional batteries. Also new will be a
Betacam battery. Other products include switchable battery belts and
packs for alternately powering 14 V

V camera lights; pocket -sized dual -

gers; mobile 12 V dc one -hour fast
chargers; dual battery pack systems;
and improved battery dememorizer.
1317
Will unveil the Shadow III, a new uni-

CIPHER DIGITAL

versal time code synchronizer. Other
additions to the complete line of time
code, synchronizing and audio products are the 716A time code generator

with programmable offsets and the

710A time code reader with true

NAB.

resolution, 12 on-line resident fonts
selectable from a large font library;

regenerating code output, both intro-

1142
CENTRAL DYNAMICS
Will present the following products

animation -3D rotation, MGM graph-

delivery.

ics/font compose and background

which were introduced at NAB and will
be seen at SMPTE for the first time: an

graphics with a drawing table option
and Digifex option for digital effects;

automated master control switcher, in

plus the VP -2, a low-priced, high -resolution character generator with six resi-

stereo or upgradable to stereo; the
SDS-2 routing switcher; and from the
80 Series line, the CD -680 production

switcher with ISO Key for multiple
keys with preset, a feature that debuted

at NAB. Other equipment will be
shown from the existing lines of downstream keyers, DAs, and other production equipment.

dent fonts.

134
CINEMA PRODUCTS
CORP.
Will feature its Mini -Mote remote controlled pan and tilt head; Camera/
Lens Control system for film and video

lenses; Cinevid Plus image enhancer
for film camera video assists; CP Co -

duced at NAB and now ready for
CMX SYSTEMS

435
Will present a totally new, computer -

assisted video editing system, the
3100, designed to replace the 340XL. It
features multiple EDL files, 900 -event

memory, Autoclean, and Match, Cut,
Calculate, and Learn keys. The CASS
1 computer -aided sound system, proto-

typed at NAB, will be shown; it is a
post -production audio editing and
mixing system, CMX keyboard and
edit decision list -oriented, for
computer -controlled accuracy over audio consoles, ATRs, and other sources.
Also present will be the 3400A editing

605

Ax Digital Remote -Control system for
Ikegami LH-79E cameras; Steadigate

Will bring its Periscope VI6 periscope
lens, introduced at NAB, designed specifically for 2/3 -inch video and 16 mm

film gate conversion for Rank Cintel
telecines; CP/Tiltplate for geared and
fluid heads; WRC-3A wireless lens

system, which adds Gizmo II to the

film cameras, with f/3.2 1:1 relay
optics and interchangeable camera

control systems; and Steadicam adjustable load capacity arm. Other products
include the Steadicam Universal Model

Memory.

CENTURY PRECISION
OPTICS

3400's features; it has up to 64 GPI re-

lays and a new Dynamic Motion
1734

also new, consisting of two precision -

III; Camraprompter and Camra-

COHERENT
COMMUNICATIONS

manufactured elements. Other prod-

prompter L prompting systems; "Film

New products will consist of the Smart

mounts. A wide-angle adapter set is
ucts are the line of telephone lenses for
video and lens accessories.

Style" Studio Rig; Mini-Worrall

Slate, a self-contained SMPTE time

geared head; J-6 joystick zoom control;
GSMO 16 mm tine camera; CP Co -Ax

1546

Digital Remote Control; RDS/HMI

From among its lines of wireless micro-

Uni-Focus 200 W lighting system; and
Universal matte box systems.

code reader/generator for synching picture and sound, especially with telecine
transfers; the Dumb Slate, a time code
reader; and a UHF video transmitter for

CETEC VEGA

phone and wireless intercom systems,
Cetec will show its PRO 1-B bodypack
and PRO 1-H handheld wireless mic
systems. The 1-B consists of the Model

CINEMILLS CORP.

942

Will have its line of lighting equipment

remote video monitoring. The regular
line of radio mics, Mini-mics, PS -3
power supply for condenser mics, and
MX80 portable mixer will be present.
BM/E OCTOBER, 1985

59

COLORGRAPHICS
603
SYSTEMS
Will bring its ArtStar 2, an art/paint

PC 300, which can store and retrieve
edit lists.

system that was introduced at NAB and
is available in either 24 bits -per -pixel or
eight bits -per -pixel versions; plus the
LiveLine 4 weather graphics system.

COOL LIGHT
1305
Will have its L-13 and L-20 battery

COLORTRAN
342
Will bring its line of lighting control

tion, with new enhancements premiered at SIGGRAPH.

belts with built-in chargers, unveiled at
NAB, which provide 13 and 20 Ah, re-

spectively. The MiniCool head -free
light, with a line of accessories includ-

ing stands and lamps, will also be

DATUM

1814

Will unveil two new products, the
Model 9550 video data encoder and
9200 video data reader, which allow
digital data to be relayed in the VBI of a
composite video signal. Up to 776 bits
of information can be inserted; applica-

consoles, dimmers, and Fresnels.

featured.

145
COMPREHENSIVE
VIDEO SUPPLY
Will have its lines of interface products, computer cable, maintenance

1449
CORPORATE
COMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS
Will show its line of color correction

supplies, and lighting, the last including fixture kits, modulation accessory
systems, and CAV software like the
Edit Lister program.

products including the System BM for

be Datum's SMPTE/EBU time code
equipment including readers, generators, character generators, and VITC

component video, and the System

options.

COMPU = PROMPT
904
Will bring its line of color computerized prompting systems for video and

tions include transmission of control

60XLB3, also with time -saving automation, for color correction processing

for flying spot scanners and CCD
telecines.

film, such as the CP-2000 color compu-

and status information, and proprietary
communications. Also on display will

DENECKE
1912
Will introduce the Dcode line of lowcost time code readers and electronic
film slates, including the TC-1, which
reads SMPTE or EBU time code from
VTS and film editing or synchronizing

terized prompter introduced at NAB,
with unlimited text length and editing

equipment and is priced at $550. A

while scrolling; the CP Jr., a small,
lightweight camera -mounted video

tronic slate will be seen; it provides a
one -inch high -intensity LED readout
without sync cable, for film or video
production. Cost is $980.

preproduction model of the ES -1 elec-

prompter for ENG cameras; the
Compu = Prompt

Deluxe

podium

prompter monitor system; and the
Compu = Prompt uninterruped power
supply.

Convergence's 195 Editing System.

COMPUSONICS

CROSSPOINT
LATCH CORP.

1201
Will show the DSP 2002 from its 2000

Series Winchester disk -based audio
recorder/editor systems; this can interface with the Sony PCM 1610 digital
processor and the Mitsubishi X80 digital audio recorder. The DSP 1000 floppy disk recorder/player will also
appear.

COMPUTER PROMPTING 904
Will premiere its CPC -1000, a
computer -based prompter that uses the

IBM PC family and compatibles. Offers color text and variable fonts.

CONVERGENCE CORP.

934
Will display its 195LM low-cost A/Broll edit controller with three -VTR con-

trol, which premiered at NAB.
Features include three built-in time
code readers and one time code genera-

tor, Cleanit list cleaning program,
200 -event memory, and sequential auto
assembly. A new package will offer the

204LMS's four -VTR controller, A/Broll, 800 -event memory, sequential and

checkerboard auto assembly with a
Compaq PC running an MS/DOSbased, IBM-compatible program called
60

3D animation system for video produc-

BM/E OCTOBER. 1985
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1920/21

Will introduce a new downstream key
editor and also show the Model 6119
production and post -production switch-

er, first seen at NAB, with six inputs
and optional microprocessor control.
Also new will be the Model 8000 TBC,
for locking two VTRs to each other and
thus allowing A/B rolls with one TBC.
From the regular line, the 6112AK 4x9

input switcher, a microprocessor version of the 6112, will be seen, along
with the 6139, a six -bus, three-M/E
switcher, and the 7239 autodrive for the

6139. An eight -input version of the

DESISTI AMERICA
966
Will have its line of lighting equipment, including CID spots, HMI PAR
instruments, HMI softlights, lightweight stands and grips, fresnels, cycs,
and related items.

DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT
CORP.
see QUAD
EIGHT/WESTREX
DIGITAL SERVICES
CORP.

509

Will premiere a component version of
the Illusion digital effects system. A

PAL version of this equipment was
shown at Montreux and is now being
offered for the first time in NTSC. A

6139 will be shown; it also comes in 16 and 24 -input models.

single -channel Illusion with still store

The Model 6124 four -bus, 12 -input
video switcher with two fully independent effects systems will be displayed,

multichannel Illusion.

along with the 6009, an eight -input,
three -bus switcher specifically designed for editor interface, which will

will also be seen, as well as the
DIGITAL VIDEO
SYSTEMS

418

Will unveil a totally new line of lowcost, one -RU TBCs, TBC frame stores,

be shown alone and in conjunction with
the 7209 computer controller and editor
interface.

frame synchronizers, and test signal
generators. Regular products will be
represented by Four -Matte, which

CUBICOMP CORP.

displays four video signals on one monitor, and SA B -MAC communications
products.

1407
Will have on hand its Picturemaker, a

TELEVISION FACILITY
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
With a decade of nationwide
service and dedication to quality,
Centro is a design and
engineering firm employing the
disciplines necessary to
implement successful television
facilities and mobile systems.

Innovative concepts, attention to
detail and competitive pricing has
identified Centro as an attractive
alternative for facilities planning,
architectural delineation, systems
integration and project
implementation.

Call us today and compare our services and prices.
CENTRO CORPORATION
9516 CHESAPEAKE DRIVE
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92123
(619) 560-1578
Circle 143 on Reader Service Card

DOLBY
1335
LABORATORIES
Will feature its noise reduction for
one -inch videotape machines in both
plug-in and outboard versions. Also appearing will be noise reduction systems

for multitrack recorders for postproduction and film sound production
applications.

DROID WORKS
1342
Will show its EditDroid computer

Datum's 9550 video data encoder.

editing system. Appearing for the first
time at SMPTE will be SoundDroid, a
digital audio signal processing system.

three -machine editing system with A/B
option; and still -frame audio for interactive videodiscs.

DUBNER COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

516

Will introduce a brand-new still store
system that can tie in with the company's paint system. Also new will be the
SPOT computer automated break tape
system. The DPS-1 paint system will
be on hand with the 10K and 20K char-

acter generators, all introduced at
NAB. Regular equipment will be the
CGB-2 graphics animation system and
the Texta character generator/graphics
system.

DYNAIR ELECTRONICS

116
Will bring its 1 Series family of controllers, which debuted at NAB. This in-

cludes the PCA-900A alphanumeric
control and PCA-904A 21 -key control,

both of which are controllers for
switchers and machine controllers. The
regular line will be represented by the
System 23 machine control system, 25
Series routing switcher, and System 21
routing switcher.

EASTMAN KODAK CO.

al videotapes, and Instagraphic slide
and print products.

ECHOLAB

1416
Will show two products introduced at
NAB: the SE/6, a large front -panel version of the SE/3 special effects genera-

tor; and the DSF broadcast -quality
digital effects unit. Other products will

include the SE/3, with 10 inputs and
built-in memory for 5000 events, and
the SE -1G special effects generator for
new low -end genlockable cameras.

ment, and the line of EV-Bloc circuit

up tube, introduced at NAB for such
new ENG/EFP cameras as the Sony
BVP-30 and BVP-360, as well as the

broadcast, including time code generators and readers, transport controllers,
and character generators.

modules for post -production and

P8164 1/2 -inch hybrid Leddicon for the

JVC KY -320E, Hitachi FP -22, and
similar cameras. The established line
includes Leddicon and Vidison pickup
tubes for broadcast TV cameras.

702
Will probably display an MTS stereo
generator and demodulator by Eiden

Co., along with its own EM 7100
Series editing system. Also on hand
will be its U. VAS video and audio syn-

chronizer system, and line of battery
packs.

ESE
1000
Will show its established line of digital
clocks and timers, master clock systems, programmable clocks and timers,

comparators, time calculators, and video DAs.

EVENTIDE

FAROUDJA
LABORATORIES

1648

Will bring its line of video noise reducers, image enhancers, color correctors,

decoders, and comb filters.

ELECON (UNIVERSAL)

900

Will introduce the following new
software for its SP2016 audio effects
processor/reverb: vocoder program;
automatic panner; reverse, nonlinear,
and gated programs. Also present, for

FOR -A CORP.
742
Will introduce the following products
to SMPTE: the FA -440 digital effects
TBC, offering compression, horizontal
and vertical mosaics, inversion,
mirror -image, horizontal and vertical

splits, and color image; the FA -450
component TBC; CVM-500 compo-

nent video mixer or switcher; the
ENC-110 color encoder. Regular line
will include the FA -400/420 digital
TBCs with freeze frame, FA -410 digital TBC, FA -430 digital TBC with image enhancement and color correction,
CCS-4300 broadcast color corrector,
DEC -100 RGB decoder, and VTW400 video typewriter. For -A is also the
sole U.S. distributor of equipment for

U.K.-based System Video Ltd., including microprocessor -based wave-

form monitors, vectorscopes, and
signal generators.

the first time at SMPTE, will be the 969

Harmonizer, a multipurpose effects
unit with pitch change and other features. Also to be shown are the 949

FORTEL

Harmonizer, with pitch change and effects, which can be used with most au-

Other products will be the Colorex

dio recorders for time compression,

for correcting differential phase and
gain errors, and the Y688 total error
corrector, a TBC with added image

and the Timesqueeze Jr. system for au-

dio time compression for film and
video.

editing system with Video Editing and
Cinemagraphic workstations; the IVES
BM/E OCTOBER, 1985

line of LTC and VITC time code equip-

EVERTZ
MICROSYSTEMS

106

Will bring its TBC line, Models

CCDY/C, TBC32, and TBC32 HET.
chroma noise reducer, DP/G corrector

processing.

1052

Will feature the EMME videotape

62

1309

Will present the P8474 2/3 -inch mixed
field Leddicon lead -oxide camera pick-

time code readers, generators, and
525

A new product will be announced at the
show; definite products are the film and
video company's active lines of instant
picture films, its full line of profession-

EECO

EEV

ers, including the Emulator, for
multitrack audio for editing systems,
and the Chaser, a chase synchronizer.
Established products will include the

806

FOSTEX CORP.
1707
For its first SMPTE exhibition ever,

Will present a new line of synchroniz-

Fostex will introduce a new eight -track

Pla6in ideas in motion...
HUBCOM is known as an innovator
building specialized vehicles for
any communications application.
Call us to set your ideas
into motion...

POP

'U.

HUBCOM

*

HUBBARD COMMUNICA770NB INC.
it

12495 34 Street North
St Petersburg, FL 33702, USA
813/577-7759 Twx 810-863-0417
0 HUIIIIIARD COMMUNICATIONS, ANC I MB
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SLIM

POWERFUL.
A FULL FEATURE BROADCAST PERFORMANCE TBC
FEATURES
Time base correction for Hetero-

Operates with or without VTR

Constant H phase for matched
frame edit.
4 times sub -carrier sampling, 8 bit
resolution.
16 line window.
Absolutely transparent.

Adjustable horizontal and vertical
blanking.
Handle high speed search.
Full processing amplifier control.
13A inches height, less than 15 lb.

dyne VTRs.

OPTIONS
Noise reducer.

3.58 MHz sub -carrier feedback.

Station Identification.
Digital pixel by pixel
Drop out compensator.

Digital SMPTE Color Bar

The HOTRONIC AE61 upholds the standards of performance and
easy operation that so many TBC users demand. While paring size
and weight to the barest possible minimum, it does not sacrifice the
rigid Hotronic standards of reliability and longevity. This product is
not merely transparently respectable. It is transparently superb! The

AE61 is custom -designed for the increasingly quality-conscious
world of the 80s. The demand for quality in the 80s has sharpened the
character of the AE61 - the standards of Hotronic have formed it!

THE HOTRONIC AE61.
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HOTRONIC, INC.
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1210 South Bascom Ave., #128
San Jose, California 95128
TEL: (408) 292-1176

track SMPTE time code, a new MIDI to

Legs tripod; the Senior, Junior and
Mini animation stands; FAX artists
discs and supplies; 575 W Meteor,

SMPTE synchronizer, as well as its

1200 W Comet, and 2500 W Super Star.

regular time code synchronizer for audio or video, and a new 8x4x2 mixing
board. Stereo mics and near field studio
monitor speakers, introduced at NAB,
will be exhibited, as will Fostex's regular line of signal processing gear and

HMI lighting systems.

ATR with synchronizer port, a new
two -track stereo machine with center

1543
JAMES GRUNDER
Will introduce to SMPTE the TBC/
frame store synchronizer with special
effects, shown in prototype in its suite

at NAB. This consists of a P12730
mainframe for special effects and offers

GOTHAM AUDIO
CORP.

1808

border color generation. Also appearing at this show for the first time

Will emphasize Neumann shotgun mi-

crophones, Models KMR 81 and 82.

will be the P148 special effects box, the

P152 controller labelled "Morris,"
which is a universal controller with

recorder.

Regular Neumann studio mics will also
be shown.

434
FR EZZOLI NI
Will unveil a new Frezzi Multiple Mini

GRAHAM-PATTEN
SYSTEMS

1709

SMPTE. A new comb filter option for

Fill lighting kit, which uses 100 W

Will highlight edit suite audio mixers,

existing units and the P14720 and
14730 will provide 4.2 MHz band-

lamps for low heat continuous location
lighting; includes three Mini -Fills, dichroic filters, and a four -output Frezzi

especially its 16 -input mixer with
equalizer which was introduced at
NAB, programmable equalizers for

ac power supply. List price is about
$1000; optional adapter cables for
12-14 V dc operation. Plus the complete line of ENG/EFP power packs,
chargers, multiple charging stations,

both 12- and 16 -input mixers, which
can be retrofitted to existing Graham The complete line of audio and video
DAs will be shown, and the company

GTE LIGHTING
PRODUCTS

on -board ac power supplies, portable
lighting systems, and Mini -Fill light

will be offering custom design of audio
and video DA systems, remote -control
DAs, and transmitter remote control.

HARRIS BROADCAST

the B-16

16 -track

synchronizer -ready.

Patten mixers, and downstream keyers.

heads.

142
FUJINON
Will present its line of lenses and lens

remote control, which include the
NAB -introduced f/1.2 version of its
A44X9.5ESM 44X zoom for 2/3 -inch

Denecke's TC1 time code reader.

wide angle studio lens for 11/4 -inch
cameras; and an economical 16xENG
zoom with wide angle of 9.5 mm and
f/1.8 maximum aperture.
312
Brand-new will be H621E one -inch
videotape, along with the two tapes introduced at NAB: H321B, Betacam

FUJI PHOTO FILM USA

half -inch tape with increased audio ca-

pacity, and H421M, M -format half inch VHS tape. The H52 I BR, 1/4 -inch

videocassettes, will be highlighted
from the existing tape lines.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

1109

Will present its complete line of
Quartzline and incandescent lamps for
production lighting, including Watt -

Miser Quartzline lamps for TV and
motion picture production.

1730
Will introduce the FAX/EOS single frame video animation control unit.
Alsowill show the Image 300 35 mm
high-speed camera system; Mignon 35

ALAN GORDON

mm portable projector; Imerect 500 and
925 prisms; Mini Moy 12 -inch geared
camera head; the new lightweight Pro -

expected to be in production by

width, horizontal and vertical enhance-

ment, and noise reduction. The
company will also be selling Brabury
Ltd. 14- and 20 -inch monitors with
over 500 lines of resolution.
1020

Will feature its line of Sylvania lamps.

938
DIV.
Completely new will be a signal processing box for broadcast and industrial
applications; more details will be available at the show. A graphics interface
for IRIS and Aurora will also be intro-

duced. Established products will in-

cameras, also in an f/1.4 version
weighing just 14.6 kg; the P20x14 extra

built-in seven-inch touchscreen. All are

clude the DVE 200 digital video effects

GRASS VALLEY

512

GROUP
Can be expected to exhibit its line of
switching and distribution equipment
including the Models 100 and 1680 video production switchers, Model 100CV

system; IRIS/Aurora graphics/paint/
still store system; and the 5400 and
5500 family of signal processors and
TBC products with verifiable tracking
feature tat a major price reduction).
Also the Phase 6 audio device for keep-

analog component production switcher, 300/DVE video production system,
Horizon and Ten -X routing switchers,
4S -M200 master control automation,
Wavelink fiberoptics transmission system, 3250 Series sync generators, 3200
Series video processing equipment, the
line of signal distribution equipment,
AMX100 post -production audio mixer,
and perhaps the experimental HDTV
production switcher demonstrated at
NAB.

ing left and right audio channels in

652

707
HEDCO
Will unveil the Model HD -12 12x12
routing switcher, which is controlled

GRAY ENGINEERING
LABS

May have in production by SMPTE its
new DT 213 time code data transmitter

and dual character generator, and the

proper phasing, which debuted at
NAB. Microwave equipment will also
be on hand.

HARRISON SYSTEMS

1134

Will premiere the new 10 Series
console, described by the company as
the world's first totally automated and

dynamically resettable console. A
sampling from the existing range of au-

dio consoles will also be on hand.

internally with RS -232 and RS-422/RS
485; it occupies two rack units. New to

SMPTE time code transmitters and

SMPTE will be the general purpose
switcher control, nicknamed the PUP
for practically universal processor,

readers, VITC readers and generators,
video reticule generators, and video assisted film editing products.

which will switch any HEDCO switcher by way of modem, local computer,
or dumb terminal. The regular lines of

FC- 142 film counter character generator. Will show the established lines of
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routing switchers, video and audio distribution equipment will also be shown.

KARL HEITZ, INC.
1737
Will bring the Gitzo 564LM microphone fishbowl in the five -section

include the line of component video
switchers, AFV switchers with built-in
power supplies, master control switch-

ers, the VMP-1 voltage monitor, and
the 8105 border generator with downstream keyer.

model that ranges from one and a half to

seven feet, and a six -section version
that extends to eight feet. Also present
will be the Gitzo mono tripod with a

INNOVATIVE
1642
TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

built-in monopod in one leg; Gitzo

added to the existing line of support
equipment, which will be represented
by the P-1 pneumatic pedestal, H-100
Hydrocam head, H-16 fluid head on a
T-12 tripod, and the System 40 tripod
and fluid head.

580/680 100 percent fluid heads with
adjustable counterbalance for cameras
up to 50 or 100 pounds; Gitzo Levelling

Ball 3 for Studex with rapid shift or
gearlift column; Levelling Ball 6F with

flat base; and the portable Kinoptik
mini -collimator, with 274 mm lens.

HITACHI DENSHI

The P-8 portable field pedestal will be

INTERACTIVE MOTION 1609
CONTROL

816

Will introduce its Video Aerial Image

Will introduce the SK1 IOD studio cam-

System for converting 35 mm and 2

era with full automatic setup of RGB,
automatic analog and digital registration (DRC), real-time lens correction,
and 30 mm LLC diode gun Plumbicon.

Regular products will consist of the
SK -97 ENG camera, SK -970 studio
camera, HR -230 one -inch VTR, and

1/4 -inch slides to video; and the Integrated Video Products Stage, a scaled -

down stage for shooting products in
video, with nodal point pan/tilt head.
The 3536 motion control computer will
also be available.

JVC CO. OF AMERICA

930

Will unveil a line of 3/4 -inch tape, and

JVC's first TBC, the SATIOOU. The
CR-8500 front loading 3/4 -inch VCR
will be on hand; it was previewed at
NAB and is expected to be ready for
delivery by SMPTE. Other products
will be the Procam Series three -tube
cameras, with emphasis on 3/4 -inch
equipment.

K&H PRODUCTS/
PORTABRACE

1502

Will have the line of nylon cases for all

Betacam systems, premiered at NAB,
plus a new recorder case for the Sony
VO-6800 added to its line of recorder,
camera, and general purpose ENG/EFP
cases.

KINTEK
1923
Will introduce the brand-new Monogard, an automatic monitor to indicate

reverse polarity and automatically

Z-31 low-cost camera.

switch it if desired. The KT 903 stereo

HM ELECTRONICS

synthesizer, introduced at NAB, will
also be shown.

tem 87, a handheld mic with Shure
SM67 mic element, and a preview of

Will premier the Model 1500 character

1934
New equipment will include the Sys-

LAIRD TELEMEDIA

the BH 720 belt pack cabled intercom
with one and two channels, the latter
over a four -wire cable. The standard
lines of wireless mics, intercoms, and
cabled intercoms will be present.

1252

generator. From its regular line, the
Athena telecine, Model 4320 slide projector with dual drums, and 5050 automatic light control will be present.

LAKE SYSTEMS

HOTRONIC

1140
CORP.
Will premiere the new dual -channel

128
Will show its AE 61 time base corrector
and AD 51 TBC/frame synchronizer,
with options including digital dropout
compensation and digital SMPTE color

Frezzi Mini -Fill lighting kit.

INTERGROUP VIDEO
1906
SYSTEMS
Will bring the new 8001 Mini Master

La -Kart station automation system with

bar.

Control, an eight -output master control
switcher seen in prototype already but
with new features, which include serial
interface capability, fade/take, take/
fade, and cut transitions, and three au-

tiple formats (half -inch Beta and

dio breakaway inputs, all for under
$8000. Also new will be the 16x1

recue, and a new catalog sort of events.

video -only routing switcher, a single
rack unit with inputs that has been designed as an input device for the new
boxes. Cost is under $1000. Existing
equipment will be the 903 Series production switchers, 904 Series production switchers, and 899 master control
switchers.

LEITCH VIDEO LTD.
1742
Will present its CSD 5300 master
clock; DAC intelligent clocks; VPA

JAVELIN ELECTRONICS 930'
Will present items from its line of

Will introduce a new TBC, the

IKEGAMI

1412

Will bring its updated 9 Series monitors
and the TKC 990 telecine system. From

its extensive camera line, the HL -95

and HL -79E ENG cameras will be
shown, as will the HK -357 and 322 stu-

dio cameras, SC -500 studio camera,
and the SC -730A and 730AP small
studio/broadcast color cameras. Also
plans to show its HDTV equipment.

IMAGE VIDEO

502

Will bring several products unveiled at
NAB, including a master control auto-

mation system, a component routing

switcher, a stereo master control
switcher, and a video/stereo audio
routing switcher. Established products
66

DAs; monitors; and remote pan and tilt
systems.
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CCD, monochrome, and color cameras; camera lenses and extenders; video

multichannel, all source to all destination capability. Other features are mulM -format, 3/4 -inch U-Matic, and one -

inch Type -C), multiple segments per
tape, component processing or NTSC,
on-line editing, auto -preview, manual

331 video processing amplifier; audio
and video DAs; SCH 731 phase monitor; DTG Series test signal generators:
and audio and video switchers.

LENCO

1517

TBC-490, with pixel -by -pixel DOC,
constant H phase for matched frame
edits, and eight -bit resolution; it comes

Committed to
111

34U

What better way to show a commitnent
than to introduce the finest, most iniovative 3/4" Editing Recorder ever made?
The commitment is JVC's. The reccrder
is the CR-850U.
CR-850U. With a new level of picture
quality!
CR-850U. With a new level of convenience!
CR-850U. With a new level of flexibility!
CR-850U. With a new level of reliability!
SMPTE time code... built-in editing

control functions...47 dB signal-to-noise
ratio (the highest available!) ...Y-688
dubbing for clean transfer without distortion ... rack-mountable...full direct -drive
transport... unique diagnostic warning
system ...front panel test points...connections for serial and parallel remote

controllers.. all this and more!
The quali:y, the convenience, the flexibility, the reliability you'vE asked for!
Here, now, it the unique JVC CR-850U
Editing Recorder!
For more information, call, toll -free:
1-800-JVC-5825
JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA
Professional Video

Communications Division
41 Slater Drive,Elmwood Park, NJ 07407
JVC CANADA, Scarborough, Ontario

C

1985 JVC Company 0 Arne -Ica
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When the action begins, HGX PRO performs.

111EIXell
PROFESSIONAL
INDUSTRIAL

4'pitariaL.
Vi1eocassette0

STARRING MOLECULAR FUSION BINDING

AS THE OXIDE BOND THAT COMBATS THE ELEMENTS.

PRODUCED WITH EPITAXIAL OXIDES FOR BRIGHTER CHROMA & ENHANCED

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE.

PLAYED AND REPLAYED WITH NO SIGNAL LOSS.

AND CO-STARRING THE TOUGHEST SHELL IN THE BUSINESS.

ANOTHER MAJOR STUDIO RELEASE FROM
AVAILABLE IN VHS AND BETA FORMATS.
Maxell Corporation of America, 60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, N.J. 07074 201-641-8600

maxelle

PROFESSIONALIINDUSTRIAL DIVISION
Circle 147 on Reader Service Card

of studio incandescent fresnel fixtures
from 1000 W to 10 kW; the A230 six -

cost satellite newsgathering vehicle,

435P, measures the SC/H condition of
any standard PAL color video signal.
Established products to be exhibited are
video/audio terminal equipment;
RS170-A sync, black -burst, color bar,
multiburst and stairstep ramp genera-

channel sound mixer; and a 12 kW

MIC central receiver, Super 2MX

Luxarc focusing fresnel HMI light. The
company will also show its large selection of HMIs and its Pepper miniature
quartz -halogen lights.

lightweight, portable microwave transmitter for ENG, and Skypod.

tors; NTSC encoders and decoders;
video delay amps; video and audio

3M BROADCASTING
AND RELATED
PRODUCTS DIV.

in a 1 3/4 -inch rack configuration. The

new PAL videoscope, Model PVS-

DAs; pulse and subcarriers amps; mon-

itors; 199 W stereo power amp; video
noise meter; and the Videoscope.

120

Will emphasize the 3M/Artronic studio

Ku -band. It will also have on hand its

234
MAGNA -TECH
ELECTRONIC
Will present products from its line of
sprocketed magnetic film transports
and dubbers, film/video synchronizers,
and time code reader/generators.

graphics system in two versions, the
8x24 Imagegrab system, and the standard 8x24 system. Other spotlighted
equipment will be the D-5000 graphic
arts character generator, D-1512 char-

306
MAGNI SYSTEMS
Will release two new products, the
1520/1525 Integrated Measurement

acter generator system, and the H

Computer Aided Television Synthe-

stereo digital audio delay synchronizer;
low-cost PCM-60 digital reverb; Model

Series audio/video routing switching

sizer (PCATS). The first is a waveform
monitor and vectorscope with test sig-

200 digital reverb/room simulator;

panels.

212
LEXICON
Will highlight its stereo time
compressor/expander, the 1200C/S.
Also to be shown are the Model 1300

system with several new control

Package (IMP), and the 2015 Personal

nal generator in one package and an
AUTO "signal follows measurement"

224XL digital reverb/effects processor
with LARC; and PCM 41 and 42 digital
delay lines.

mode in which the signal generator provides the signal usually associated with
a monitoring mode.
The 2015 PCATS is used with IBM

316
Will display its line of ultrasonic film
cleaning equipment.

LIPSNER-SMITH CO.

PC -compatible Signal Master Editor
software package, which helps define
test signal parameters and programs the

642

PCATS for coversion to both analog

Will introduce to SMPTE a 19 -inch on -

525/60 NTSC to 1125/60 HDTV and

camera studio prompting system with
wide angle mirror and hood, and the
A-2100 dedicated computer prompter
including QWERTY keyboard, with all
word processing commands in English

selectable clock frequencies for compatibility with standard digital
sampling frequencies.

LISTEC TELEVISION
EQUIPMENT CORP.

and digital signals. Signals from

beyond are possible along with

1503
MAG-ZON
Will have its line of audio magnetic

and up to 1.5 hours air time on a 5
1/4 -inch floppy disk. Also new will be
the A-4000 Series portable studio/field
prompters with 1.5X Magnifier system
and nine -inch on -camera system below
the lens. Other new products will be the
Polar Video product line consisting of
the PVM-1 video production switcher,
weighing seven pounds, 120 V ac or 12
V dc power; PPM -1 Picture Mover, an

analog video processing device allowing a range of picture locations;
PAF-1 Auto Fade Unit for preprogrammed fades from shot to shot. Ad-

ditionally, the full line of Vinten
camera mounting equipment will be

tape.

MATTHEWS STUDIO
EQUIPMENT

Lake's multichannel La -Kart.

120

Will bring items from its complete line
of cranes, dollies, track, stands, lighting control and diffusion, mounting

Will unwrap a new brand of digital vid-

and grip equipment, and remote camera

eo mastering tape, Scotch 275, which

heads and controls. Recently introduced products include the Doorway

3M MAGNETIC AUDIO/
VIDEO PRODUCTS DIV.

will be available in 1/4-, half-, and one -

inch widths in 10.5- and 12.5 -inch
reels. The Snap -Cap Hanger system
will be a new kind of storage system for
all types of videocassettes, Beta, VHS,

featured.

mini, and maxi. Other products on
hand, which were introduced earlier

913
Will have a full line of lighting equip-

this year, will be Scotch MBR master
broadcast U-Matic videotape; Scotch
Broadcast half -inch videocassettes;

photography.

BC/Broadcast half -inch videocassettes;
Cinetrack magnetic film; 480 one -inch

LOWEL-LIGHT MFG.

ment for film, video, and still
LTM CORP. OF
AMERICA

1312

Will feature the Cinepar 200, a 200 W
HMI; Pepper Packs, portable, professional lighting kits using fresnels; a line

935

mastering videotape; and 226 and 250
audio mastering tapes.

Dolly, Car Mount, Side Mount, scrim

bags, grid clamp, Matth gag, Matth
quad, Cam -Remote sports version.
Cam -Remote one -operator console,
Cam -Remote snorkel, Turtle stand,
collapsible C -stand, focus track, Tulip
cowling and seats, point of ladder pin,

Matth poles, Stage Stands, Flex Clamp, adapter kit, collapsible stand
extension, and heat resistor umbrella.

MAXELL CORP.
OF AMERICA

705

Will show its lines of professional au-

1349

dio cassettes and HGX professional

Will highlight its SNG package, a low-

half -inch tape, 3/4 -inch videocassettes.

M/A-COM MAC
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"Small market stations can expect th
performance/price ratio to make
the SC -500 a solid investment!'
- David Hooge, Chief Ergineer KEYC, Mankato, Minnesota
Ikegami introduces the studio field camera for
users who want Ikegami quality at a modest
price: the SC -500, Saticon nl tube camera.
Engineered to deliver a big return on a little
investment, this self-contained viewfinder camera
achieves excellent resolution by operating in the
high voltage mode and can be used in a selfcontained mode or controlled by a remote CCU
(up to 300 meters using 13 mm cable).
Standard automatic features designed to
offer better performance and trouble -free
operation include: Deflection Distortion
Correction, Highlight Compression, Dynamic
Focus and more.
The SC -500 is the best value in its
performance price class in the industry.
For a complete demonstration of the SC -500
and other Ikegami cameras and monitors, contact
us or visit your local Ikegam dealer.

Ikegami
Ikegami Electronics (U.S.A.),, Inc.,
37 Brook Avenue,
Maywood, NJ 07607
East Coast: (201) 368-9171
West Coast: (213) 534-0050
Southeast: (813) 884-2046
Southwest: (214) 233-2844
Midwest: (312) 834-9774

Saticon' is a registered trademark of Hitriet;l_il.
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MERLIN ENGINEERING 1116
WORKS

NAGRA MAGNETIC
RECORDERS

1207

video cameras, for stop action and
motion analysis, including the N -79E
based on Ikegami's HL -79E, and the
N -3A, an auto setup, three -tube cam-

new will be Vertical Interval Stereo
Audio or VISA. In addition, Merlin

Will show its 4S Time Code (TATC)
portable recorder and T -Audio Time
Code recorder for post -production,
both with center stripe SMPTE time

will show the GEC McMichael telecine

code.

housing and external sync, and a spe-

1120
NEC AMERICA
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

shown.

Will debut a new digital effects system,
details to be revealed at the show. Also

for the first time.
902
MICRON AUDIO
PRODUCTS
Will introduce the CTR501, a new

cialized lens for astronomy may be

from the lines of handheld and modular

DIV.
Will have the production version of the
the DVE System 10 special effects unit,
which was shown in prototype at NAB.
From its other lines of video equipment
the SP3A CCD camera will be shown.

multichannel diversity receivers,
single -channel portable to multichan-

912

pocket transmitter, and the MR501 mobile receiver, both with complimentary

noise suppression. Regular products

nel modular systems, will also be
present.

535
MICROTIME
Will display the Genesis1 programmable digital effects system with the

NEUMADE PRODUCTS
Will present samples of its empty
videotape reels, carts and cases;
videotape loaders, timers and

rewinders; and Neuvator II film
cleaners.

NORTH AMERICAN
PHILIPS LIGHTING

1816

Will spotlight its lamps, HMI and CSI

fixtures, quartz fixtures, and cyc
lighting.

NOVA SYSTEMS

1652

Will unveil a new TBC, the 620, details
to be announced. The 490 heterodyne only TBC will also be present with the

500 direct -only TBC, and 510 direct/
heterodyne TBC.

NOVOMAGNETICS

1712

Will show its complete line of magnetic

ACT -1 controller, introduced at NAB,

audio film.

which offers joystick positioning and
frame -accurate specification of effect
length. The T-220 FIT, format interchange TBC will be shown.

MIDWEST CORP.

era. A modified CCD camera, the
CCD-1000 with new, more rugged

1006
Will show several products introduced
last spring, such as the SQ6 Series re-

NURAD

ceive antenna system, a six-foot ver-

552

sion of Superquad II with quad
polarization, high gain, and low

Will be talking about its S-20 SNG ve-

hicle for Ku -band satellite transmissions, first seen at NAB, and its general
line of ENG vehicles and larger mobile
teleproduction vehicles.

sidelobes; 130CTI compact 22 channel 13 GHz transmitter; 1300R1

1525

20PA 15(A) mast -mounted power amp,

MOLE-RICHARDSON

CO.
Will bring its dimmers, fresnels, HMI
fixtures, Solarspots, softlights, lighting
kits, cyc strips, quartz lights, and grip
equipment. Recent additions include

14.5 + compact parabolic antenna;

20CT1 compact transmitter and
both for 2 GHz applications; Logic Track helicopter automatic tracking receive system; 20CA I compact antenna;
Supertrack automatic tracking system,
2.5 and 2 GHz; AT Series frequency agile transmitters in 2, 2.5, 6, 7, and 13
GHz; 130AR2 13 GHz frequency -agile
receiver; and AP2 Series central ENG/
EJ receivers with improved audio S/N
and adjacent channel rejection.

isok

'11-, "I..."

the 4271 Molemote Molepar, 2981
mini softlight, 5321 2.5K dc
Molelectronic dimmer, 5361 ac to dc
Molelectronic dimmer, 2901 two-inch
Tiny -Mole Solarspot, 6281A 6000 W

HMI Mole Solar -Arc, and the 4811
Baby Size low compact lightweight
stand.

MONTAGE COMPUTER 1248
CORP.
Will demonstrate the Montage Picture
Cutter, a computer -controlled, film style video editing system that allows

change of editorial decisions at
random.

The Superquad II, Silhouette, and

The Montage Picture Processor.

RUPERT NEVE, INC.

345

Will highlight its NECAM 96 computer

remote transmit systems and PT and

automated audio mixing system with
automated and group muting and realtime control and displays. Also in the

RX Series portable transmitters and receivers; SuperPod airborne microwave
system. STL/ICR systems with anten-

exhibit will be the 8128 Series

nas, FT2 Series transmitters, FR2

multitrack console with microproc-

Series receivers, and H/S Series hot

essor -controlled central assignment,

standby units.

in -line monitoring, and two signal
paths; the 542 Series video editing/

438

post -production consoles, eight to 16
inputs, mono or stereo.

sound follower for any telecine projector, and film -to -video interface system.

NA
NISUS
Will emphasize its shutter -modified

MULTI -TRACK
MAGNETICS
Will have its l06-DCS-10 high-speed

quad receive antenna systems will also
be presented along with the Silhouette

O'CONNOR
ENGINEERING LABS

1535

Will introduce its first all -metal tripod,

the Model 155 Metal. Also will highlight from its complete line of camera
support systems for any size or weight
BM/E OCTOBER, 1985
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which are used in Skycam; the

TECHNICAL AND
EXHIBIT PROGRAM

AS -6100 special effects generator; the
chromakey generator, Model AS -200;
and the AS -100 color sync generator.

From the monitor line will be the
19 and 13 -inch color monitors.

Monday-October 28

Wednesday-October 30

A.M.

Conference Opening: Welcoming address by SMPTE president Harold Eady, Novo Communications, Inc.

Engineering Report: SMPTE Engineering VP Richard G. Streeter,
CBS Broadcast Group

A.M.

Digital Audio Applications
Film & Television Production II

10:00-6:00 Exhibit hall open
P.M.
Video Transmission and Processing Systems

PHILIPS
TELEVISION SYSTEMS

Guest Speaker: Wilbur J.
Thursday-October 31

Unchanging Values"
P.M.

Honors and Awards Luncheon
Personal Computer Applications

Electronic Graphics
Multichannel TV Sound
10:00-4:00 Exhibit hall open
P.M.

Film & Lab Technology I

Will show a new LDK 7020 20 -inch
monitor featuring a high -resolution
CRT. Also shown will be the LDK 6,
25, or 30 mm studio camera; LDK 26
family of 18 mm automatic cameras
with total computer control; LDK 614

High -Definition Television (witn

triax portable camera; the latest genera-

Panel Discussion)
Video Post -Production & Editing

tion of LDK 54 recorder/camera; and
two monitors, the LDH 6220, 20 -inch
monitor and LDH-6200, 14 -inch color

Tuesday-October 29

A.M.

A.M.
Film Camera and Projections Sys-

Friday-November 1

tems

A.M.

Film & Lab Technology II

Television Cameras
Television Systems
P.M.
Video Recording

10:00-6:00 Exhibit hall open
P.M.
Film & Television Production I

camera the Model 100HD heavy-duty
fluid head, a new version of the 100C,
which O'Connor premiered at NAB.

OPTECH
1932
Will display its line of HMI lights for
rent, including a new 12K dayburst.

OSRAM CORP.

OTARI

309
Will have on hand the MTR-20 open reel multichannel ATR, shown in prototype last year. Also available will be

the CB -120 auto -locator for the
MTR-20, capable of time code.

PAG AMERICA

1824
The recently established distributor of
PAG, Ltd. of England will market the
Speedcharge 6000, a microprocessorcontrolled battery charger that automat-

ically gives the right charge to nicad
and some lead -acid batteries via fast or
slow charge. The Speedcharge also can

revitalize poor batteries and detects
faulty batteries. The Sequencer 6000
charge up to eight nicad batteries or

BM/E OCTOBER, 1985

monitor.

Philips will also have on hand its
sync pulse generator, comb filter, and
pro CD system.

PLASTIC REEL CORP.
500
\\ ill picNcilt its complete line of

belts with the Speedcharge; Pagclip 90
and a PAG PP90 battery can act as replacement for Sony BP -90s and attaches directly to ENG cameras; various
PAGPAC batteries will also be shown.

PALTEX

538

Will feature its computerized videotape

1316

Will showcase its HMI lamps and lighting fixtures.

72

138

Prezzano, Group VP, Eastmak
Kodak Co., "Changing Times ...

2:00-800 Exhibit hall open

can

PERROTT
1736
ENGINEERING LABS
Will bring its full line of nicad, silverzinc, and lead -acid power systems,
some of which will be shown on the
newer, lighter cameras.

editing equipment and digital
processors. Esprit, a five -VTR edit
controller with up to 14,000 lines of
edit list memory, was introduced at
NAB along with the Gemini eight -bit
digital video processor, which features
advanced 4:2:2 component sampling
techniques for fully framed, digitally
processed, stable color video output.

PANASONIC
INDUSTRIAL

909

Will present its entire line of M -format

recorders and editing equipment; the
MVP -100 multifunction video player;
the AK -30 camera, primarily for ENG;
the AU -220 M -format portable VTR;

Recam editing equipment, including
the AU -300B editing recorder and the
AU -A30 controller; the Recam onepiece recorder/cameras AK -100P
Plumbicon and AK -100S Saticon,

videotape reels, including an anti -static
reel, and videocassette containers, plus
Beta, VHS, and'/4-inch videotape.

0 -TV

844

Will introduce expanded memory capa-

bility for the VPS 500-11 computer
prompter and will show its regular line
of teleprompters, including the Mini Q
on -location prompter.

QUAD -EIGHT'
1320
WESTREX
Will bring the Superstar console, a
20 -bit analog console designed specifically for digital recording; it sports 64
mixing buses and can record with two

32 -track ATRs, including the
Mitsubishi X850 32 -channel PCM recorder. Other items will be the Compu-

mix 4, a 32 -bit master processing
computer that records on an 80-Mbyte
Winchester hard disk in real-time, and

the Intelligent Digital Fader with its
own microprocessor. The Mitsubishi
X-86 two -track PCM digital ATR will
also be exhibited.

QUANTA CORP.

542
Will show the EVP 850 paint system,
dual -channel Quantafont Q-8, and the
QCG 500 character generator, all with

nnoissetir

of communications
Intercom systems.
Headsets. Interfaces.
Complete engineering

support - from
application to
configuration.
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QUANTEL

A totally integrated lending library at your fingertips
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Capture and present your stills with
the expandable Quantel Library
System. Create your graphics on
Paintbox. Interchange images from
one to the other and mange up to
100,000 pictures with the
integrated Central Lending Library.
Totally digital. Only fronh Quantel.
Paintbox is a trademark of Quarrel

MCl/QUANTEL
PO Bo)t 50810

3290 West Bayere Road
Palo Alto, Cali rnia 94303

QUANTEL

Phone: (415) 856-6226

Teley334420 MCI PLA
/Fax. (415) 493-5262
ircle 150 on Reader Servi. pand

software that has been modified and

telecine

control computer for

evaluators, the VTE 102 for 90 -minute

improved since NAB.

preprogrammed scene -by -scene color

reels and the VTE 103 for three-hour

correction, Ferrit dubber, and Slide

reels.

1220

QUANTEL

Will bring the 6030 Digital Library sys-

tem, a digital still store and central
lending ibrary, Paint Box with the Perspective option, and the Cypher digital
caption generator.

File still store.

placement for current quad cart ma-

Will exhibit its WR-8616 post -

commercials and program material.
RCA will also be demonstrating its
CCD- I cameras, which include the
CCD-1S sports version of the solid-

production audio mixing console along
with some Panasonic video equipment

to show a typical version of its post production setup in operation. Also
present will be the WP -9210 power
amp; WS -A70 studio monitor speakers;
WZ-932 1/2 -octave equalizer; and the

duced at NAB: TapeChek 6120, a new
one -inch evaluator/cleaner that detects
and displays tape defects in color with
over 20X speed; TapeChek 320 for inspecting and cleaning all VHS tape; the

Video Cartridge system, an M -format
multicassette system designed as a re-

909

RAMSA (PANASONIC
PRO AUDIO)

RESEARCH
416
TECHNOLOGY INTL. (ATI)
Will present several products intro-

RCA BROADCAST
112
SYSTEMS DIV.
Will show the TCR-500 Silverlake

chines to automate the airing of

VT Series evaluators/cleaners for
3/4 -inch, Beta, and VHS formats. Also
the TV -2000 for one operation film pre-

viewing, editing, inspecting, and
cleaning, and a table -top 16 mm film
viewer, CineScan.

state camera.

REAL WORLD
TECHNOLOGIES

1303

ROSCO
LABORATORIES

Will have equipment from its selection
WR-S208 stereo audio mixer.
of UniVUer VU and PPM meters, vid922, 924 eo monitor audio level displays, safe tiRANK CINTEL
Will introduce to SMPTE the MK3 tle area generators, and the Univiewer
high -definition flying spot scanner for and MonSter mono/stereo coherence
the 1125 -line, 60 Hz standard. The evaluator.
Mark MK3 C Flying Spot telecine, the
current model with variable speed and RECORTEC
1936
X,Y zoom, will also be on hand with Will demonstrate two videotape mod-

the ADS -1 CCD telecine, Amigo

Will show its range of precise
chromakey and Ultimatte paints. Also

exhibiting scenery materials, props,
and color and diffusion filters for light,
patterns, and specialized TV paints and
scenic materials.
1931
ROSS VIDEO
Will bring its Model RUS-210 produc-

els from its line of tape cleaner/

We Interrupt This Program
Now matured and ready to go ... our
dedicated "IFB" System. It insures
immediate communication of fast breaking stories to on -air talent, from
any number of locations. This modular

1049

.

system provides multiple program audio
feeds and allows directors to access up
to 96 talents wearing belt -pack talent
receivers. Expandable, cost-effective,
no -fair IFB. Its time has come.

Clear-Com. Get it rightthe first time!
1111 17th Street, San Francisco, CA 94107 415-861-6666 TWX: 910-372-1087
Export Division: PO. Box 302, Walnut Creek, CA 94596 415-932-8134 Telex: 175340 CLEAR-COM VINCK
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duction system, introduced at NAB;
using Eurocard-style cassettes and a
modular mainframe arrangement, it of-

fers new audio control architecture,
stereo and dual -language feeds, eight to

reel field recorder, its lines of mics and
mixers including the lavalier series and
ultra -miniature ECM -77 introduced at
NAB, and the AVS-500 Sync Master, a
time -code based synchronizer.

SOUNDCRAFT
ELECTRONICS

Will add to its lines of consoles a new

broadcast production console, the
TV24, the 200 B

64 mono or stereo input channels and
12 other stereo mix buses, electronic
switching and SSL's optional
computer -based Instant Reset, Total

SONY BROADCAST
PRODUCTS

Recall, for floppy disk storage, and

Will unveil a new 14 -inch monitor, the

Will exhibit the 3000 Series programmable transmission/audio test system,
which is equipped with an RS -232 in-

SSL Studio, for machine and synchronizer control. The 6000 E Series stereo
video system can accept up to 56 input/
output modules with three stereo mix
buses for stereo music, dialog, and effects feeds. Options to both series include the Programmable Equalizer for
two three -band parametric equalizers
and pan pots, the Real -Time system for
executing complex sequences from one

BVM 1310/1410, and a new BSBX-

terface bus.

set of controls, and the Integral Syn-

VTR for still frame animation and

chronizer and Master Transport Selector for manual or computer control of up
to five transports.

videodisc applications was also shown,

SONY PRO AUDIO DIV. 530
Will introduce a new broadcast

SONY INDUSTRIAL
TAPE

530

100 3x1 routing switcher. Sony introduced a BVP-3A Betacam camera at
NAB as well as the BVW-15 dynamic
tracking player, and improvements to
the high -definition video system. The
stereo audio production/post-production system was seen interfaced with

as was the BVH-2700 and BVP-3000
Super Motion video system.

Frezzi-

Full 4AH Premium Battery
Packs for portable cameras.

Charger

Two independent

ac adapters or chargers
in one unit.
Fgp..ggFc Exclusive extra output

12-0z. "Mini -Fill"
High -Tech
camera light & accessories. Battery pack

connecror tor
_portahtsble

lig

411111.
100 W.
12 -volt

Used

1130

electronic control and synchronizing

530

system; and the ST 1B 35 mm film -to tape transfer unit.

STRAND CENTURY
735
Will present its complete line of

AM BROADCASTING - HIGH FIDELITY
Are these terms mutually exclusive?
OYES ONO ODON'T KNOW
Suprisingly, many broadcasters may not know that the correct
answer to this question is no. Large sums of money are spent each
year to purchase new transmitters, new studio equipment, new
audio processing equipment and to modify antenna systems for
improved AM sound. Unfortunately, until now, there has been no
such thing as a professional quality AM monitor receiver. As a
result, the perceived fidelity of an AM signal has been severely
restricted by receiver performance.
Potomac has developed the SMR-11 Synthesized Monitor
Receiver which will let you hear and measure the quality of your
transmitted AM signal ... perhaps for the first time. Features
include: Crystal Stability; 60 dB Signal to Noise Ratio; Audio
Frequency Response ±0.5 dB, 20 Hz to 8 kHz; Total Harmonic
Distortion less than 0.2% (95% Modulation) at audio frequencies
above 40 Hz ... please write for complete descriptive
brochure.
8

by all
3 major
networks.

STEENBECK

flatbed film editors, including a flatbed
table with U-Matic transport for video
sound editing; the ST 201V Video Reporter, first seen at NAB, which combines a videocassette machine with an

Will bring out two new tapes, V 1 -K

Multi -function
Dual -channel AC Adapter Battery

1718

Will present its line of video cabinets,
racks, and consoles for production and
post -production facilities.

and the BVH-2500 Delta time lapse

one -inch C -format tape, and BCT tape
for Betacams and Betacams.

& lighting needs.

STANTRON

Will show items from its selection of

5003 time code recorder, TCD-5 pro

"one source"for all
your portable power

SOUND TECHNOLOGY 1706

broadcast one -inch Type -C machines,

console. Also on hand will be the APR
recorder, APR -2003 two -track, open -

-9
our re -charge.
For recorders, cameras, lights.

For more information and catalogs
call (201) 427-1160/1/2.

Electronics Inc.
idiaiFrezzolini
7 Valley Sthawthorne,N.1.07506-2084
PIA: 710-988-4142

Made in U.S.A.

.0

THIS DIAL WILL TUNE YOU IN TO THE
NEW SOUND OF AM BROADCASTING

932 PHILADELPHIA AVE.

IITOMAC INSTRUMENTS

R SPRING, MD. 20910
1301)

See Frezzi- at SMPTE/Booth 434
78

1938
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dimming and control systems and fixtures, HMI solid-state ballasts, and Par

along with the existing BVW-20
Betacam field recorder bag.

Will introduce Matthey 350 Series vid-

lights, including the Shaulea 575 W
HMI open-faced fixture introduced at
NAB along with a line of softlights and
a 12K HMI fresnel.

STUDER REVOX
AMERICA

1740

A820-TC, with 14 -inch reel capacity,
and new pilot tone versions of the A810
stereo audio recorder for film audio.
The 169/269 compact mixing consoles
for video editing and post -production
will also be there.

1807
SWINTEK
ENTERPRISES
Will introduce the Mark QDC dual frequency receiver for video or film
cameras as well as showing its existing
lines of radio headsets, intercoms, and
monitors.

TASCAM PRODUCTION
PRODUCTS

709

Will introduce the ATR 60 tape transports, and have on hand its 40 and 50
Series multitrack recorders and lines of

mixing consoles, time code audio
decks, and battery -powered field
recorders.

TEKTRONIX

1716
TELESCRIPT
Will show products from its range of

eo delays, Racal Freedom I headsets,
and the Elcon EA 750 tape evaluator.

scroll and keyboard entry teleprompters, such as the computer prompting
program with ROM cartridge, support

TENTEL CORP.

disk and 10 -pushbutton remote control-

Will bring out a new audio recorder, the

1330

The new SPG-170A NTSC sync generator will offer RS -170A sync generation, digital genlock and a high stability
color standard. Other premiering products will be the WFM-300 component

analog video waveform monitor,

ler for the Commodore C-64, which
was first seen at NAB. Also new last

spring was the Smart Prompter, a
patible PCs with infinitely variable
speed scrolling, pushbutton font sizes,
underline, and upper and lower case.

1946
Will show its TM 8505 coax connector
for the Ikegami HL -95 or any ENG
camera; TM 832 coax, twisted pair, or
triax cable; and pan/tilt system for television cameras.

TELEPAK

1739
Will bring its new Mini -Gaff portable

gaffer bag and a new Betacam bag,

TFT

1500
Will have its 850 BTSC aural modulation monitor, 8500 composite subcar-

Elecon's battery packs are
known for their consistent
dependability, durable construction, long life and outstanding
electrical characteristics. We're
manufacturer
in Japan and now becoming the
professional's first choice in the
U.S. Once you've experienced
our packs, you'll understand why.

Replacement
Battery Packs
ELEPACK 90 Battery pack
with cwrying case

ELEPACK 90
Heavy duty, rechargeable battery pack for
ENG equipment. Perfect replacement for

Sintered plates in
each cell assure stable output (10A max.).
Built-in thermal
protector guards the
battery pack from
abnormal heat generation.

TELEMETRICS

Tentelometer tape tension gauges and
the TSH line of spindle height gauges.

POWER &
PERFORMANCE

applications. From the Portable Instru-

Other products from the extensive test
and measurement instrument line will
be shown.

Type -C VTRs, along with other

CONSISTENT

Sony BP -90. Includes
heavy duty carrying
case.

bandwidth and 100 Ms/f digitizing rate.

1618
Will bring its video recorder head protrusion and eccentricity gauge for

prompting program for IBM and com-

named "Lightning," which will offer
monitor and measure inequalities in
component amplitude and timing, and
the BTSC modulation monitor and decoder, a single unit designed for stereo
ments Division will be the new 2430
digital, all-purpose portable oscilloscope with 150 MHz equivalent time

1012
TELEVISION
EQUIPMENT ASSOCIATES

High capacity
12V/ 4Ah (0.2C rate).

ELEPACK NP -1
Compact, high performance rechargeable battery pack for video cameras/
recorders, especially Sony
Betacam- . Includes soft
carrying case.
Call for dealer nearest you.

(81W 846-6220
'"Betacam is a registered trademark of
Sony Corporation.

ELEPACK NP -1

Battery pack
(case not shown)

NIVERSAL

-lecon

INC.

Manufacturer of
Professional Broadcasting Equipment

903 S. Lake St., No. 102 Burbank, CA 91502 (818) 846-6220
Circle 155 on Reader Service Card
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rier generator system, 701 monaural
frequency modulation monitor, and
7610 remote -control system for small
television stations.

THOMSON-CSF
BROADCAST

1112

ment, including its universal PC and
Commodore computer interfaces, programming, and system components for
control of Unitrol dimmers.

dress track track time code modification, and the Shuttle 1, a vari-speed
remote -control for Sony's VP 5000/
5600 playback deck. Also new will be
the Shuttle 2, for interfacing the VP

UTAH SCIENTIFIC

5000/5600 to a Convergence ECS 90 or
204.

1602

Will exhibit the AVS 1B routing
switcher; MC -500 master control

Will introduce new software packages
for the Vidifont V graphics system, and

switchers; PLM Cl and SM Cl ma-

will show the Vidifont Viditext II.

chine control switchers; and the VDA 8

From the Thomson camera line will be

and ADA 8 audio and video distribution amps.

the Model 1623 and 1624 ENG
handheld cameras.

VITAL INDUSTRIES
109
Will present items from its line of production and master control switchers,
the SqueeZoom video effects system,
SAM master control automation sys-

VIDEO
1724
INTERNATIONAL
Plans to introduce three products, the
DTC 3500 digital TV standards converter, a comb filter decoder, and the
TBC 3000 time base corrector.

tem, and stereo audio package for master control switchers.

compose title stand; and the UNI-11SND uniplexer system for converting
35 mm to video.

VIDEOTEK

console line with the new Model

ULTIMATTE CORP.

switchers, audio program monitors,
demodulators and DAs will be the

TOTAL SPECTRUM

1745
Will show its VS -200M motorized pan/
tilt camera remote system; VS -CB -T
controller for the VS -200M; HS -100P
servo -controlled pan/tilt system and

Multicontroller for it; FCS-20 font

1307
Will demonstrate its Ultimatte 5 component analog compositer.

UNION CONNECTOR

1507
New to its lines of professional monitors, receiver/monitors, waveform
monitors, vectorscopes, routing

BSG-200 sync generator and the

vices and electric distribution equip-

WINSTED CORP.
1209
Will augment its videotape editing
H88-23 console, designed for the Sony
half -inch Betacam system. A tape storage system for half -inch tapes will also
be introduced.

ZELLAN OPTICS
1409
Will display its Aaton cine cameras;
Angenieux and Zeiss lenses; Camrail

VID-VIDEO

light tracking system; and Portamount

1813
Will introduce a zero frame offset ad-

vibration filtering

system.

ONLY THE MICRON CNS 500 SERIES WIRELESS
GIVES YOU NOISE SUPPRESSION
...WITHOUT THE NOISE
Micron, the long established world
leader is joined by the Micron 500
Series, featuring the substantial
enhancement of Complementary
Noise Suppression. The first and only
wireless microphone with a totally
transparent noise suppression
system, the CNS Microns offer
the professional user:
wider dynamic range (115dB)
enhanced low signal performance
extended operating range
increased immunity from interference
improved multi -channel performance
Micron__ .for those who hear the difference

For further Information, write or call:

MICRON AUDIO PRODUCTS, LTD.
210 Westlake Drive-ValhallE, NY 10595 Tel:

Visit us at SMPTE Booth 902
Circle 156 on Reader Service Card
80
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1945

TSM-60 waveform monitor.

1104

Will show the line of electric wiring de-

WEST COAST AUDIO

(914) 761-6520

YOUR WORLD IS
CHARGED ENOUGH.
YOU DON'T NEED
STATIC FROM YOUR
VIDEOCASSETTES.

STATIC -ATTRACTED DEBRIS ON
VIDEOCASSETTE TAPE . . . A MAJOR
CAUSE OF DAMAGING DROPOUTS.

Electron micrograph final magnification 100x.
Photographed at the University of Minnesota, Electron $4icroscope Service Labdfatory, St. Paul, MN.
c 1985 3M Co. "Scotch" is a trademark of 3M.

You're looking at an electron micrograph of videocassette tape. It dramatically shows
the debris that a videocassette's
inherent static charge can attract.
Hair. Dust. Rbers. Cigarette ashes.
Note the size of these particles in
relationship to the read head. Is it any
wonder they can cause dropouts and

picture quality problems?
Now our patented new ScotchTM Anti-

Stat Treatment solves the problem. It's a
revolutionary cassette coating that minimizes static attraction, giving our 1/2 -inch
Broadcast and 3/4 -inch MBR videocassettes
the industry's lowest electrostatic charge levels.

The result: Fewer transient dropouts. Less
color noise. Better signal-to-noise. A reduction
of picture problems caused by static -attracted
particles.
These new Anti-Stat Videocassettes, recogniz-

able by their distinctive red doors and hubs, are
what you've come to expect from 3M. Still another
example that no one in the industry is as consistently
innovative. Still another demonstration of 3M's cornmitment to quality. Still another reason we're number
one in the world of the pro.

OURTAPE

ALWAYS AN INNOVATION AHEAD.

31WI

Broadcast

Anti-Stat

Scotch
AUDIO & VIDEO "I XPES

3M

..IM

©1985 3M Co. Scotch " is

trademark O11-3*

Fifteen minutes to air
time, and you have six minutes of videotape to edit into
thirty seconds. You don't have
any time to worry about whether the machines are aligned per-

p

fectly. But you don't have any

reason to worry either. Not if you
have a tape you can rely on.

We know you need a videocassette that can handle the toughest
editing conditions. So we created the
ScotchTM 3/4 -inch MBR videocassette

with a thicker backing to reduce tape
"crunching" and edge damage. We also
gave it our exclusive Anti-Stat Treatment
for fewer tranBASE FILM THICKNESS
(in millimeters)
sient dropouts.
Less color noise
90
and better signal
85to noise, too.

80-

It's available in
hanger cases, in-

75--

cluding Mini U-Matics.

With our red doors and - 3M
MBR
hubs for easy Anti-Stat

BRAND

BRAND

BRAND

A

identification. With our engineers just a phone call
away. With all the toughness it takes to be number one

in the world of the pro.

NOTHING ELSE MEASURES UP.

AUDIO & VIDEO TAPES

©1985 3M Co. "Scotch- is a trademark of 3M.

You've waited three hours

in the dust and hot sun to
get that spectacular finish,
only to have your once -in -a lifetime shots destroyed by transient dropouts caused by parti-

cles drawn into your videocassette by a static charge. But that's
always been a risk, until now.
We know you need a 1/2 -inch video-

cassette that can go anywhere without picking up static -drawn souvenirs

that will destroy your picture. So we

developed the exclusive Scotch-mAntiStat Treatment, giving our new 1/2" Broad-

cast Videocassettes the industry's lowest

electrostatic
charge levels

ELECTROSTATIC CHARGE
(BETA)

for unsurpassed D - 8000 dropout performance. With out- 0 - 6000 -

standing color re- a-- 4000 production and sig- -2000nal to noise. Hanger 3
3M BRAND BRANDBRAND
cases are available in
A
PB20

VHS and Beta, in 10

and 20 -minute lengths. All distinguished by our red
doors and hubs for easy Anti-Stat identification. All
backed by our engineers, just a phone call away. All the
more reason we're number one in the world of the pro.

ANTI-STAT...ANTI-DROPOUT.
Anti-Stal

3M VIDEO RECORDING TAPES.
WE STAKE OUR PROFESSIONAL
REPUTATION ON THEM.
AND YOU CAN STAKE YOURS.
When you use 3M video recording tapes,
you're on the right track
In fact, in 1983, we won an Emmy Award for

pioneering and developing video recording
tape.

For over 30 years, we have been setting
industry standards for excellence and quality
assurance. And we back Scotch' Video tapes
with unmatched service, nationwide. When you
have any questions or problems, technical service representatives are just a phone call away.
For all these reasons, Scotch' Audio and Video

tapes are number one in the world of the pro.
For more information about our complete

line of audio and video recording tapes and
diskettes, call for a free brochure.

1-800-328-1684

Scotch

NUMBER ONE IN THE lAsidilie) OffTHE PRO

3M

1

MIS, UK and other

-

Precision in MIS:

new technologies are

Testing for Stereo

taking TOM from its

By Robin Lanier

staid role into excit-

The main problem facing the experienced television engineer setting up
and testing his or her transmitter for
stereo sound is a psychological onelearning to think about TV audio in
terms of precision far above the common expectations of TV mono and of

ing future directions

CONTENTS

FM stereo. But, if stereo sound is to do

even reasonably well the job it was
developed to do, critical parts of the

MIS:
Testing for Stereo

89

TRANSMIT!
Ounce of Prey

94

MONIT
A New CRT

99

regarded as minimums for acceptable
performance.
The new precision must start with
signal handling in the studio. Assuming
that the studio has been upgraded to get
noise and distortion to vanishing levels,
a convenient point to start on transmit-

ter testing and adjustment is the aural
exciter. It is now widely believed that
the exciter must be of the direct FM

type for likelihood of good performance with the new expanded audio
baseband.
First, the input port must accept the
wideband signal. If there is any doubt,
there is probably only a simple modification required. Eric Small of Modulation Sciences, which manufactures and
markets one of the stereo exciters available today, says that in many cases the
required change can be done by termi-

system must be adjusted with a precision totally outside earlier TV aural
experience.
Appendix D of the BTSC Recom- nating the input at 75 ohms, and
mended Practices supplies the nuts and attenuating it so that 2.5 to 3 volts probolts of the testing procedures and stan- duces 75 kHz deviation. Other modifidards to be met. A new version was due cations can be made accordingly.
When the exciter is ready, it should
from the EIA just prior to publication.
be
swept over the range from 50 Hz to
The standards set forth will of course be

i
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50 kHz, and should be flat within a few
tenths of a dB all the way.
Highly important to noise control is a

check of the visual exciter and the
transmitter for ICPM. The BTSC system is much more sensitive to ICPM
than the older mono system. Television
engineers have been monitoring ICPM
for years. What is new is the need to get

ICPM below three degrees for reasonable stereo performance and below one
degree for the best stereo. A high level
of ICPM may result from misadjust-

ment of the transmitter. The maker
should be consulted, because in some
cases there are retrofit adapters to reduce the ICPM level in specific trans-

mitters. Measuring ICPM takes a
high -precision phase meter.
The tests for encoder tracking and for
separation, will in many cases be better
done after the engineer has lined up the

system in the "Equivalent Mode" (as
described later). The two tests must be
made in the "BTSC Mode," with the
encode -decode system in place.

level. The 25 kHz level represents 100

percent modulation of the L + R
channel.

Separation for quality
Highly significant for overall performance is the channel separation across
the frequency band. A variety of faults
can degrade the separation, so excellent
separation is a good mark of proper performance. A benchmark figure for top
performance is 40 dB. The BTSC mini-

mum is 26 dB, 100 Hz to 8 kHz.
In getting set to measure the separation, however, the engineer runs into

tries to use established test gear. The
quantities that have to be measured are
likely to be smaller than the accuracy of
the test gear. The industry is coming up
with some new approaches to this problem. At least two modulation monitors,

aimed specifically at BTSC and

What may well be the most difficult
and critical adjustment of all is that for
tracking of the noise reduction encoder
and decoder.
The companding in the L -R channel
complicates the system far beyond that
for FM stereo, which is linear in both

TVM-100 and TVM-200, which work
together to measure 20 or more of the
quantities in a BTSC operating system.

claiming extremely high accuracy,
have recently been introduced to the
market. Belar Electronics has the

TFT's Model 850 Aural Modulation
Monitor, also designed specifically for

the L + R and the L -R. The perfor-

the BTSC job, offers a very large

mance of the whole BTSC system can
be seriously degraded if the companding encoder and decoder do not track
together. An error of a small part of a
dB can cause trouble.
The reference of both the transmitter
end and the receiver end is the deviation
of the carrier. To make sure the proper
carrier deviation is the reference at the
encoder, a procedure has been developed that has extremely high accuracy.
Each stereo generator includes a calibration mode that connects to the refer-

complement of tests.
B & B Systems, which already mar-

mode set and adjusted as set forth in the
instructions for the generator, the engi-

neer injects an audio signal of 10,396
Hz at the generator input. Then he or
she adjusts the modulation level at the
transmitter so that the carrier just disap-

pears. This is the Bessel null, with all
the energy in the sidebands; it occurs at
exactly 25 kHz of deviation.
BM/E OCTOBER, 1985

Belar's TV stereo modulation monitor is
one of the products that has been
introduced to meet the growing demand
for MTS test equipment.

difficult accuracy problems if he or she

Vital tracking

ence level of the encoder. With this
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The encoder reference is thus estab-

lished at 25 kHz. The decoder reference, established by the maker of the
receiver, will normally be at the same

The new aural monitor designed by TFT
specifically for BTSC stereo provides a
variety of MTS test functions.

Modulation Sciences, developer of
the TSG stereo generator, has developed a similar computer program with

kets the AM -1, AM -2 and AM -3 stereo

the same purpose. Small says it runs on
a variety of personal computers and is
available to any engineer who needs it.

phase and SMPTE time code verification systems, has recently introduced a

very accurate measurements of the am-

new product called the Imagescope,

This leaves the problem of making
plitude and phase performance of the

which graphically displays a stereo audio signal: balance, separation and level of the stereo signal (see box).

alternative is to use a wideband aural

Another way to get the separation
figures is through a computer simula-

demodulator with the addition of a lowdistortion audio oscillator (less than 0.1

tion of a perfect stereo modulator demodulator system, into which are fed
amplitude and phase measurements of

an actual system. Then the computer

will deliver the separation figures.
Such a method was outlined by J.J.
Gibson of RCA in a paper that is now in

Appendix D of the BTSC recommended practices. The paper describes
the program and shows how it is to be

used. It depends on highly accurate
gain and phase measurements.

system under test. The new modulation

monitors may be useful here. An

percent THD), a frequency counter to
measure the exact frequency being injected, a digital ac voltmeter flat to at
least 100 kHz, and a high -precision

phase meter (accurate to ± 0.03 degrees). The wideband aural demodulator has been a problem, but this is beginning to open up with the promise of
the new modulation monitors, and of
new equipment designed specifically

for back-to-back checkout, such as
Modulation Sciences' new Model

TEK'S NEW 1710B: THE
BRIGHTE

"WAVEFORMMONITORING.
Or e -of -a -kind capability

in 3 new waveform monitor
that's easy to use and afford!
The Tek 1710B has all the
essentials for reliable, consisr.ent monitoring of your
viceo signal. For example, it
includes the first -ever burst
phase indicator found in a
waveform monitor. This special new color display indica-es if ourst is properly set:
a green light means it's right!

Operating simplicity
an /one will appreciate. The

front panel controls of the
1710B are logically grouped
and lateled for fast, easy
handling. And the high quality Tektronix CRT offers

a sharp, bright trace so it's
easy to see.
You get outstanding
versatility and Tek quality in
a convenient, compact package that fits in half a rack.
DC power operation can be
installed and used with a
battery pack for fully portable operation in the field

If you see a place for a
cost-effective wave'orm
monitor in your operation,
you owe it to yourself to see
the 1710B. Available in both
NTSC and PAL versions, the
1710B is our most economical answer yet to imp-oving
picture cuality through video
waveforn monitoring.

For a ook, contact a
Tektronix Professional Video
Dealer, or your loca
Tektronix. Sales Engineer,
listed in major -city cirectories.

100

80
60

BEHIND THE SCENES
LZVISION
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SRD-1 television stereo decoder.

There are several other wideband
demodulators which manufacturers are
beginning to aim at the rapidly growing

MTS market. Tektronix has an enhanced demodulator with a bandwidth

widened to 150 kHz. Telemet and
Rohde & Schwarz also have wideband

demodulators and Elecon has a
demodulator that features cards for either MTS or SAP.
If separation falls below the standard
substantially, the engineer may check
for a number of faults, among them an
error in the encoder reference level (an

extremely sensitive standard, as already noted), phase shift or uneven
amplitude response in the exciter, improper design of the companding units,

excessive noise or distortion, or a
stereo generator out of alignment.
One problem that remains is that of
old standard performance errors. They
are basic, in any communications system, but measuring them involves an-

other large complication of BTSC
checkout. The nonlinearity of the
encode -decode system makes a number

of these "straightaway" tests extremely difficult. Therefore, the BTSC has

devised a test method called the
"Equivalent Mode," in which the
whole encode -decode system is replaced by standard 75 -microsecond

Scope patterns show results of separation test in the two test modes: left, the
equivalent mode (companding removed), and right, with the companding in the
circuit. Top pair were made with Modulation Sciences stereo generator back-toback with Modulation Sciences SRD decoder. In bottom pair, the Larcan TEC-IV
transmitter was included in the test loop.

± 75 kHz, and ± 100 kHz deviation. In

most cases, third harmonic will pre-

dominate and should be below 0.5 per cent (48 dB down), and better if lower.

preemphasis and deemphasis. The sys-

tem thus becomes linear, like an FM
stereo system, and

a

number of

essential checks can easily be made.

An Update on the X -Y
Scope Display

All crosstalk and noise measurements and those for harmonic distortion

are made in the Equivalent Mode. It

frequently used x -y scope display of

also allows for checking the effects of
the diplexer on separation. This method
allows the system to be brought near
perfection before the engineer undertakes the very difficult actual operation
tests already described.

serial program material, familiar to

To check distortion, the engineer
needs a low -distortion oscillator, a

Imagescope abstracts the am:litude and phase relations between
the two channels and displays them

baseband spectrum analyzer and an aural demodulator. Measuring the THD is
not helpful because the engineer needs
to identify the main harmonic components, which will be mainly the second

recording engineers since the advent

Imagescope, from B & B Systems,
graphically displays balance, separation
and level of a stereo signal.
The

of stereo, is embodied in the
Imagescope, a new device put on the
market by B & B Systems of Valencia,
CA.

in a form that makes the channel dis-

persion patterns instantly evident,
even to the untrained viewer. Loss

that corrective action can be taken

to avoid creating a program
unacceptable to mono viewers.
The device is also useful in record-

ing mixdown operations, allowing
each track to be panned separately
to the exact stereo position and amplitude wanted, in advance of actual
sound monitoring.
The old x -y "scrambled egg" pattern demanded an expert for interpretation. Imagescope, the makers
say, gives the same information and

and third harmonics. The low -

of a channel, or heavy unbalance on
one side, can thus be seen immedi-

frequency spectrum analyzer gives the
picture he or she needs.

ately. And out of phase situations,

The check should be made at fre-

mono quality, or virtually eliminate

quencies from 5 kHz to 100 kHz, in 5

much more, and in an easily readable

the mono signal, show up quickly so

form.

kHz steps, and at ± 25 kHz, ± 50 kHz,
92

A considerable refinement of the
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which can be seriously destructive to

FACT!

AUDIO PRECISION SYSTEM ONE:
Performs most audio tests 3 to 10 times faster
than the fastest audio
DIST(XTHD) & INPUT(.1110 vs PRIVICHs4
0.01
test and measurement equipment
presently available.
Delivers industry -leading
residual thd + n, noise, flatness;
tests 16 -bit digital systems to
it
manufacturers specifications. Noise
1.5 ;IV
-1.50
114 dBu)
Provides real time test results 22k BW
900229
190
graphed on screen;
paper print-out at the touch of a key.
Comes bundled with software
package for all common audio tests;
runs automated tests
20 minutes out of the box.
Allows expansion with future
modules for additional audio tests.
Total system cost, including computer
and standard three year warranty
on System One, is Y2 the price
of other automated audio test systems.
.
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While we can't prove the distortion and noise
specs without an actual demonstration, we can
show the ease of use and flexibility of the
graphics with a demo disk that can be
used in any IBM' PC compatible computer.

If you would like more facts and the proof, return the coupon to:
Audio Precision
P.O. Box 2209

Beaverton, OR 97075
503/297-4837 1-800/231-7350
TELEX 283957 AUDIO UR
L

Audio

precision

Now, that's the way to test audio!

I have enclosed 510, please send demo disk and literature.

H Send literature only.
Name
Address
City

Company
IBM

State/Country
Phone

is a registered trademark of International Business machines

ZIP

TEE
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Distortion of more that about 0.5 per-

cent at 50 kHz deviation is likely to

wideband signal and measuring bandwidth at the input and output.
Noise and distortion are especially
serious as frequent causes of

impair the stereo performance.
Some possible causes of third harmonic distortion are nonlinear oper- crosstalk-interference from channel
ation or slew -rate limiting in the stages to channel or to the pilot frequency-as
ahead of the modulator; nonlinearity of well as degradation of separation. Bob
the varactor diodes; and narrow band- Orban of Orban Associates, developers
width in the exciter, transmitter, or of the Optimod-TV 8182A stereo gendiplexer. The diplexer, which some in erator, lists protection of the pilot as
the industry saw as a major stumbling among the most important objectives of
block for TV stereo, has turned out in the testing process, along with separamost cases to cause no serious trouble. tion, encoder -decoder tracking, and the
It can be checked by injecting a other major needs. Pilot protection is

extremely critical because of the very

exacting requirements of the filters,
which must allow full main channel response to 15 kHz but cut it 50 or 60 dB

at 15,374 Hz-the pilot frequency.
A lot of the expertise and the equipment for MTS test and measurement
are very new in the industry, but it is
clear that the main problems are being
solved, or soon will be.
BM/E
Robin Lanier, formerly BM/E's senior
editor, is now an independent writer
and consultant living in New York City.

TV Transmitter Testing: An Ounce of Prevention
In the "old days," working on a
TV transmitter was a constant
headache. There were frequent
breakdowns. The air signal had
to be constantly checked, and the trans-

mitter tweaked. Tube life was short,
and tubes required frequent changing.

Today, of course, there is an

increasing tendency to treat a transmitter as just one more piece of high-tech
gear in the broadcast plant. The trans-

nected with the standby switching

network). And, of course, the blame

for this rests squarely with shortsighted management, which in its zeal
to save engineering salaries may indeed
be costing itself even more money.

mitter crew has the occasional breakdown, usually handled by automatic
switching to the backup transmitter.

Short-sighted management

New solid-state designs offer digital di-

a simple matter of dollars and cents.
Today, an "average" transmitter tube

agnostic tools that indicate exactly
where the fault lies. And when the tube
rarely fails, the engineer simply inserts
another one.
This situation is particularly true for
the new mid- to high -power UHF sta-

tions that are coming onto the air in
droves. Interested in maximizing
profitability, and therefore reducing the
number of operations and engineering
personnel, the new TV stations buy as
much automatic equipment as they can,
and often rely on contract engineers to
supplement a small on -staff engineering department.

This, of course, is not a problem in
everyday operations. The new generation of transmitters truly does run itself.

Even when there are problems, they

can often be handled by a smart-

94

going on whatsoever, short of insuring
that the station is, indeed, on the air and
putting out video and audio (usually remotely sensed by an alarm system con-

Providing testing and maintenance is

lasts 8000-10,000 hours (although
there are some tubes which have lasted
as long as 50,000 hours). Given an av-

erage tube cost of $6000-$10,000 for

medium -power UHF models, this
yields an average cost of $8000 for an
average life of 9000 hours, or a tube operating cost of $1.11 per hour. If a station is on the air for 15 hours a day, the
tube alone costs $16.65 a day.

But what if the tube is not properly
maintained, and the transmitter not
properly aligned? In this case, tube life
can be as short as 6000 hours-not an
exaggeration, but based on actual cases
reported by transmitter manufacturers.
With a 6000 -hour average life, the cost

per hour for the tube rises to $1.66.

And the same 15 -hour broadcast day

thinking engineer with access to a telephone to his vendors.
But there is, indeed, a new problem
starting to creep into the UHF TV mar-

The over -$3000 -a -year difference is di-

ket: there is simply almost no testing

procedures.
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now costs $24.90-$9088.50 a year.

rectly attributable to the simplest

of maintenance and alignment

Improper tube maintenance and transmitter alignment can reduce tube life
by as much as a third, as seen with this
overheated base.

Besides facing additional costs for
the tube itself, the station that does not

perform adequate transmitter testing
also faces the additional cost for tube
replacement necessitated by having a
factory technician come and install the
new tube.

Testing requirements
In fact, the procedures for testing and

aligning the transmitter are quite simple, requiring only a knowledgeable
engineer and readily -available equip-

ment. Transmitter testing falls into
three phases: RF testing, power measurement, and video monitoring. The
chart accompanying this story outlines
three "packages" (basic, mid -range,
and deluxe) that can be used to estimate
the costs of purchasing test equipment.
What, specifically, is required in the
way of testing?

Scientific
Atlanta

THE ONLY FULL LINEUP THAT
COVERS ALL THE BASES.
SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA

MAKES COMMUNICATION
SYSTEMS TURNKEY
AND TROUBLE FREE.
The need for reliable and trouble free
systems for video, audio and data satellite transmission increases everyday.
To meet this need, Scientific-Atlanta
offers the most comprehensive line
and has become one of the largest supplies of high quality satellite products
in the world.
Whether uplink or downlink, our
earth stations are complete, offering:
antennas. exciters, receivers, low -noise
amplifiers, switching equipment, power
amplifiers, plus every accessory.
Ku -Band electronics are now available with the same standard of performance that Scientific-Atlanta has set in
its C -Band electronics. And, data communication is available from 56 Kb/s
to T -I .

jerrific-Atlania has been the

TURNKEY SYSTEM APPROACH.

Scientific-Atlanta can design and
install a complete system. Or, we can
provide specific components to stand
alone or integrate perfectly with an
existing system. Such flexibility results
in cost-effectiveness because you
choose only the features you need.
And, once specified, you receive
prompt system assembly and shipment.
SINGLE -SOURCE MANUFACTURER.

Scientific-Atlanta is in a unique
position to offer responsive and continuous after -sales support. From com-

prehensive training programs to the
fastest possible turnaround for maintenance, replacement parts and repairs.
Our full line of trouble -free products, turnkey system approach, flexibil-

ity and responsive customer service
have gained the confidence of operators worldwide. That's the reason we've
supplied more large earth stations than
any other manufacturer in the world.
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leader h earth station technology, sales
and performance from the beginning.
For more information call Dan Landreth
at (404)449-2844. Or, send in the coupon below.
I w.a pt to know more about thc

it I,

Atlalta fat lineup of products.
Name

Coa-,:amy

Tale

AcIdqs.

City

Zip

Pnorel

e a sele=_,presentatve contact me

BM E

Mail t Scialific-Atlanta, Department AR
PO. 0

105027. Atlanta .5A 30348

Faster than a speedy
floppy disk,
More powerful than a
personal computer,
and able to leap
long distance remotes
with a single button,

THE NEW SOUND TECH
3000 SuperSeries TM
Programmable transmission/
audio test system
Specifically designed for broadcast engi-

neers, our new 3000 Series consists of two
fully -programmable, two -channel, compact

and portable components: an Audio Generator (3100A) and its companion Audio
Analyzer (3200A).

GENERATOR OR ANALYZER,
SUPERFAST-SUPERPERFORMANCE.
To accomplish a comprehensive audio
proof with other test equipment can take as
much as 4 hours. In less than sixty seconds

our system will deliver the same precise
data.

Just want to check a distortion spec?
How about 500 msec? Level? Would you
believe 30 msec?

The SuperSeries lets you design your
own test routines and store them in programmable, non-volatile memories. Why go
through time-consuming. tedious and superfluous external computers or controller programming if you don't have to? In fact. forget
flipping floppys entirely!
The Generator outputs sine and square waves, SMPTE IMD, Tone -Burst and Sine Step. Output level is +30 to -90 dBm. RF is
completely eliminated by fiber-optic signal
isolation.
The Analyzer can make more measurements than any other test system presently
available: flat & filtered level, SIN, THD vs.
Level Sr Freq.. SMPTE IMD, phase error,

channel separation - even Quantization
noise. Naturally, both units are electronically
balanced and floating.

FSR SUPER COMMUNICATIONS
In addition to GPIB and RS -232 interfaces, the SuperSeries can talk to each other
easily because of our exclusive FSK communications protocol. This means you can
perform any kind of automated test, in any

sequence, in any application, without the
need for an external computer, controller or
separate communications line.

The 3000 SuperSeries are available as
separates (pictured) or together in a single
mainframe. Options are limited, and there's

a 2000 Series for less demanding. but
equally important test requirements.

Contact us now for full technical data
and prices which will undoubtedly be more
good news.
Here on the Daily Planet, and in a world
of injustice, your biggest crime would be to

ignore the facts from the mild-mannered
company.

S SOUND
TECHNOLOGY
1400 Dell Avenue
Campbell, California 95008
(408) 378-6540
Telex: 357445

Aq

lest
the
test.
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Recommended TV Transmitter Test Packages
Basic

Mid -range

Deluxe

$350-5800

S350-$800

$350-$800

$1000

$1000

51000

$1495-S1800

52800-$3495

S3495-$3845

$395-$1000

$595-S1000

S1800-52500

$150

$150

$150

Unnecessary

Unnecessary

S10,960

Unnecessary

Unnecessary

$5780

$3890-$4750

$4895-$6445

$23,535-$25,035

$1000
$475-5650
$695-5995

$1000
$475-$650
$995-$2500

S1000
$475-$650
$2500-$10,000

RF Testing

1. Directional
coupler

2.

3.

Dummy
load'
RF sweep
generator

4. X Y

Oscilloscope
5.

Cables,

connectors,
etc.
6.

7.

Spectrum
analyzer
Sideband
adapter
TOTAL

Power Measurement
1. Dummy load
2. Watt meter
3. Video test
signal
generator'
TOTAL

Video Monitoring
1. TV
demodulator
2. Waveform
monitor
3.

Vectorscope
monitor
Video test
signal
generator'
TOTAL

4. TV
5.

TOTAL
PACKAGE:
NOTES:

$2170-$2645

$2470-$4150

$3975-$11,650

S1680-$2300

$2300-$9500

S2300-524,000

$1600-82000

$2000-$5200

$5200-$6300

$1860-$2050
$630-$984
5695-$995

$2050-$2850
5984-S2000
$995-$2500

$2850-$8500
$2000-$5760
$2500-510,000

put circuit of the amplifier before the
measurement point.
If the factory -supplied coupler section is to be used for power calibration,
a microwave power meter is often necessary. The coupled parts of the section

are factory -calibrated against known
standards and have been adjusted for
specific coupling values dependent on
transmitter output power. Listed below
are coupling values per unit power:
l kW
2 kW
2.5 kW
5 kW
10 kW

-38 dB
-41 dB
-42 dB
-45 dB
-48 dB

These values will provide a 95 mW
average power output as measured at
the forward coupled port, under the
specific conditions of:
I. Visual carrier only, (aural carrier
2.

off).
Sync and blanking level video only,

(black picture), sync pulse amplitude 40 IRE units (.286 volts).

Using a directional wattmeter, any
plug-in element selected should provide maximum deflection of the meter
to minimize meter movement errors.
The transmitter rated peak visual power
rating is divided by the conversion factor of 1.68 to obtain the average power

reading that will be displayed on the
56465-$8329

88329-522,050 $14,850-554,560

$9830-$12,729 S12,699-528,145 $37,860-579,245

1. This item redundant and specified in two test sets. Also
price varies according to specific power level. This load rated
at 1 kW.
2. Redundant items specified in two test sets.

Power calibration

er calibration. Also a spectrum analy-

Power calibration of the transmitter
should be performed on a regular basis
to ensure proper operation both under
FCC rules as well as transmitter specifications. Monitoring of the output power can be done at the coupling section
provided with the equipment, or via a

correct aural -to -visual carrier ratio, and

zer will be needed to establish the

installed at the time of equipment in-

aural meter calibration.
The transmitter should be connected
to a substantially resistive load/
termination, rated to handle on an average basis the full peak power rating of
the transmitter. Once the power level
has been established, the transmitter is
reattached to the transmission line and
the antenna is checked again. In both

stallation to be used as a backup power
indicator as well as a reference for pow-

transmitter must be included in the out-

directional wattmeter. It is recommended that a wattmeter line section be

cases, the filters supplied with the

meter.
Once the visual power is established,

the aural carrier can be turned on and
the output signal of the transmitter displayed on the spectrum analyzer. The
spectrum analyzer is used to establish a
10 dB aural/visual ratio. Aural carrier

level must be set using the modulator
aural carrier level control. The main

power set control should not be
adjusted.
When both levels have been set, the
transmitter monitor box can be opened
and meter drive levels adjusted to indicated properly.
The reflected or reverse power meter
can now be calibrated and the VSWR
fault circuits checked.
Turn the transmitter on and allow to
cycle up. With transmitter adjusted for

rated power output, reverse the diode
detectors at the output power coupler.
The forward coupler port is now attached to the reverse input port of the
box and forward power is read on the
BM/E OCTOBER, 1985
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VIDEO ANALYSIS...AT A SPEED AND
COST NEVER BEFORE ATTAINABLE.
16 PARAMETERS IN
2.5 SECONDS FOR ,15,500.
The Model UVF is the video analyzer you've been waiting
for. It provides fast and precise quality assessment of Inser-

tion Test Signals (ITS) and their adherence to given

tolerances. A mere 2.5 seconds after applying the signal, 16
test -line parameters are simultaneously ready for examination, all in accordance with NTC-7 and RS -250B standards.
The lightweight, low cost Model UVF is suitable for all routine
measurements on TV links, transmitters and cable networks.
The Video Analyzer features:
RS -250B compliance Reliability even under severe noise
conditions Latest microprocessor technology IEEE -488
Storage of measured values for signal analysis 4 independent sampling programs

Many years of experience and a history of innovation, stand
behind the UVF.

Send for complete specifications and our New 1986 Sound
and TV Broadcast Catalog.

ROFIDE &SCHWARZ

polarad

Rohde & Schwarz-Polarad, Inc., 13 Nevada Drive, Lake Success, NY 11042
Tel: 516-488-7300 TLX 960072
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reverse power meter of the control meter panel.

Adjust the reverse power monitor
board in the monitor box for proper indication of output power, on the reverse
meter scale.

Plate current fault
This procedure should be done with
the mains power applied and the transmitter in a LOCAL -OFF control mode.
An external dc power supply is required
that has the capability of delivering the
specified current; also, an external am-

lifilSUREMEN1
tive of supply to opposite side of

SCRIBE

resistor, point E201.
Setup for high side in -line resistor
sense: Connect a dc supply through the
ammeter across the screen current limit

SCRIBE

resistor. Positive of supply to point

E203, negative of supply to point
E204.

Turn external supply on and adjust
voltage/current to yield specified current level through resistor.

needed.
Connect a dc supply through the am-

meter across the plate return resistor
positive of supply to ground, negative

power applied. Fault level is 10 percent
of rated peak power output. The reverse
power meter must be calibrated before
this procedure is performed.

to opposite quote side of plate return resistor. Alternately, if the resistor is not

With RF power control set to minimum, reverse the reflected and forward

directly accessible, identify and place
negative supply lead to point E101 of
plate supply bleeder stack.
Turn external supply on and adjust
voltage/current to yield specified current level through return resistor.

video detector diodes at the output
power sensing coupler. Observe re-

Setup for low side return resistor
sense: Connect a supply through the
ammeter across the screen return resistor. Positive of supply to ground, nega-

SCRIBE
SCRIBE

This procedure must be done in
LOCAL -ON control mode, with RF

This procedure should be done with
the mains power applied and the transmitter in a LOCAL -OFF control mode.
An external dc power supply is required
that has the capability of delivering the
specified fault level current. Also, an
external ammeter of sufficient capability is needed. Different equipment setups are necessary due to two different
sense resistor locations. Type one uses
the low side return resistor as the sensory resistor, and type two uses the high
side in line resistor.

SCRIBE

VSWR fault

meter of sufficient capabilities is

Screen current fault

SCRIBE

verse power meter scale on transmitter
while gradually increasing power output. At 10 percent of rated power as indicated on this meter, the fault display
LED indicator should register. (It may
be helpful to place 10 dB of attenuation
with set value pads, in -line, between
the low-level amplifiers to reduce the
sensitivity of the power control.)

,211©

P3

SCRIBE

SCRIBE
SCRIBE
SCRIBE

Maintenance schedule
In order to obtain maximum system
reliability and maintain optimum performance from the equipment, it is im-

The Ultimate Text Generator
with

1500

portant to establish a systematic
preventative maintenance schedule. A
well constructed program will aid the
operator in identifying potential probBM/E
lems .
The editor wishes to thank William Barrow
Test/Service manager at Aerodyne Industries, for his help with this story.

TV Monitors: Designing a New CRT

FONT

LIBRARY
plus:

Ultra -high resolution

Antialiased display
Automatic character kerning
Unlimited character placement
Maintains resolution in resizing
and more.
from

By Larry Thorpe
Back in the late 1960s, when the Sony
Trinitron television receiver took the
consumer market by storm, the broad-

cast and teleproduction markets still
awaited advances in medium- to high -

resolution color CRTs to better satisfy

their vastly different requirements.
Two issues of concern were the enhanced color saturation of the Trinitron
and the inherent concealment of high frequency noise. Although these properties were perfectly suited to consumer

H hurl RC

naturally

CHYRON TELESYSTEMS. A DIVISION OF
CHYRON CORPORATION. 265 Spagnoli Rd.,

Melville, NY 11747 516-249-3296
Telex: 144522 Chyron Melv
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TEN I1 MfASUREMENT
receivers, a more rigorous design
approach was needed to provide professional users with an objective evalu-

ation of the complex picture requirements for broadcast and teleproduction
studios.

The need for better monitor design
was dictated in part by other changes in
the market. During the 1960s and early

1970s, color cameras were not noted
for their stability. Considerable effort

was expended daily to realign these
complex systems. As camera stability
rapidly improved from the mid -1970s

Left to right, the three standard color CRT configurations: delta gun dot shadow
mask, in -line gun dot shadow mask, and in -line gun slot shadow mask.

on, however, the instability of color

tron guns and beams. Since the beams
pass through round holes in the shadow

monitors was increasingly exposed as

mask and are directed to land on a

CRT with the difference that the metal

single phosphor dot, extensive convergence adjustments are required for precise alignment of the beams.

mask uses vertical slots instead of

the weak link in the equipment
configuration.
Variations in CRT design affect the
performance and quality of each different kind of monitor system. There are,
in fact, three cathode ray tube designs
in the shadow mask technology. The
delta gun dot shadow mask CRT employs a triangular configuration of elec-

The in -line gun dot shadow mask

The third design, the in -line slot
shadow mask, resembles the in -line
round holes. This system has no dynamic convergence controls.
An entirely different system, the ap-

CRT is similar except that the electron
lenses are arranged in a linear fashion.
The resolution of this system is inher-

erture grille, was featured in the

ently less than that of the delta gun

herently better suited for high resolu-

CRT.

tion than the delta and in -line designs of

Trinitron tube. Researchers realized
that the aperture grille structure was in-

TERCOM SYSTEMS
FROM
HME
The industry leader in ruggedness and reliabili
'

Our 700 Series Communications System has established itself as the choice
for performance and reliability. HME also offers
both cabled & wireless intercom products for the
flexibility needed in many
diverse applications.

h m e
HM ELECTRONICS, INC.
9675 Business Park Avenue
San Diego. CA 92131
Phone (619) 578-8300
Telex: 350-771

HME manufactures a complete line of cabled intercom, wireless intercom and wireless microphone products.
Circle 165 on Reader Service Card
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Two Leaders

with an
important
following.

Check the racks of the industry's
leaders, and you'll find Leader
instruments. At ABC, Sony Broadcast,
Reeves, Zenith, HBO, RCA, A.F.
Associates, Group W, ATC, Midwest

Corporation, and NBC, to name a
few...where quality its paramount,
Leader has been their choice.

You could pay more for
others. But you'll get more
from Leader.
For instance, our half -rack
LBO -5860A Waveform Monitor
makes ,t easy for you to select

lines 14-21 (fields 1 and 2) from the
front panel. And there's an L model
that shows you lines 7-21 for
coding information, too. Our half rack LVS-5850B Vectorscope is
the perfect mate, with selectable,
electronically -generated targets* that
can be read from across the room.
Electronically -generated targets
also provide the highest level of
measurement accuracy, even if you
misalign the CRT center dot. It also
has an internal etched graticule, and
gives a VITS display with strobe input.

More than just
competitively priced.
The convenience of viewing both
vector and waveform displays
simultaneously gives you
uninterrupted monitoring capability.
Top broadcasters rely on Leader
quality. It's backed by a two-year
warranty (including CRT's) and factory
service depots on both coasts.
Circle 166 on Reader Service Card

Ask for a catalog of our waveform
monitors, vectorscopes, signal
generators and other instruments;
an evaluation unit, and the name
of your nearest "Select" Leader
distributor.
Call toll -free

(800) 645-5104
In IVew York State

(516) 231-6900

Forprofessionals
whwo

k no

LEADER

the Instruments Corporation
difference.
380 Oser Avenue
Hauppauge, New York 11788
Regional Offices:
Chicago, Dallas, Atlanta,
Los Angeles, Boston
In Canada call Omnitronix Ltd.
(514) 337-9500

*Patented

Closed captioning and teletext
are only the beginning

How installing the new Leitch
VIP 1101N today gives you an
edge on tomorrow.
If vertical blanking intervals only meant
blanking, you wouldn't need the new Leitch
NTSC vertical interval processor. But this isn't the
case as you know. You'll see more and more use
made of the VBI in the near future.
You couldn't be better prepared than with the
new Leitch VIP 1101N. Because this is a fully
programmable stand alone vertical interval
inserter/deleter it will not become obsolete. This
innovative vertical interval processor doesn't
generate any insertion test signals. Instead it
handles with remarkable ease and accuracy a
number of external insertion signals. The
VIP 1101N is easily programmed even from a
remote location. It provides complete protection
for the VBI and the all important program signal.

LEITCH
Progressive Concepts in Television Technology

Leitch Video International Inc.
10 Dyas Road, Don Mills,
Ontario, Canada M3B 1V5
(416) 445-9640

Behind this capacity and flexibility is a
combination of advanced techniques -- microprocessor control, digital technology and the most
recent developments in analog circuit components.
The new Leitch VIP 1101N also offers
comprehensive self -diagnostics including set-up
and timing modes. Two vertical signal inputs are
standard. But the VIP 1101N is expandable to
nine inputs -- a feature unique to Leitch. It is also
programmable up to 4 fields.
Your program signal couldn't be in better
hands. Get the full information on the new Leitch
VIP 1101N now. Let us show you how you can
keep a sharp eye on the future while protecting
your bottom line.
For further
information,
contact:
Leitch Video of America, Inc.
825k Greenbrier Circle
Chesapeake, VA 23320
(804) 4247920

Circle 167 on Reader Service Card

Leitch Video of America, Inc.
12520 Loma Rica Drive, P.O. Box 1985
Grass Valley, CA 95945
(916) 273.7541

MEASUREMENT
the shadow mask CRTs. The curvature
of a shadow mask places a physical limitation on the number of holes that can
evenly and precisely be accommodated

so as not to weaken the structure.
Therefore, a much lower percentage of

the beams can penetrate the shadow
mask holes. Furthermore, the bombardment of the beam on the metal
screen can distort the uniformity of the
screen, which, in turn, alters the color

ness in the image display. For this

Improved electro-optical

reason, it was determined that the dis-

design

tance between the holes of 19 -inch
monitors must be limited to 0.43 mm
(0.31 mm for 12- and 14 -inch monitors) in order to maintain acceptable
uniformity.
All these considerations led Sony to
retain the inherently superior aperture
grille design in its first major refinement, which in the late 1970s vastly im-

reproduction of the image. The aperture grille design, on the other hand, is
composed of relatively wide stripes

proved the CRT's high -resolution

through which the electron guns can ef-

signed for higher resolution.) The Sony
single -gun, three -beam aperture grille

ficiently shoot beams to land on the
phosphor stripes.
The number of holes that can be de-

signed into the shadow mask is also
limited by the distance between them.
If there are too many, the R,G, and B
color signals can overlap the blackened
area (or black matrix) around the phosphors, producing blotchiness or cloudi-

Since color CRTs for broadcast mon-

itors are complex electro-optical systems, the design of their components
and their resulting performance involve
advanced technology and precise engi-

neering. Sony provided the high resolution requirements for a broadcast
monitor series by addressing all the inherent properties that determine the ul-

capability. (The electro-optical system,

timate quality of color CRTs. Of

as described below, was also rede-

foremost concern to broadcasters is the
resolution capability of color CRTs. A
high -resolution CRT, on the average,

reduces the variables of alignment. It
directs the beams to land precisely on
the phosphor stripes, without excess
beams warping the grille. Its straight,
taut, striped design allows the beams
shot from the single lens to penetrate
the grille more fully, thereby requiring
only horizontal alignment.

displays 550 TV lines in the center of

the raster, critical for scrutinizing a
wideband video signal.
Three factors affect a monitor's reso-

lution capability. First, the pitch (or
distance) between two adjacent phosphor centers or stripes determines the
ability to resolve fine detail. Since the

MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLED
6112AK

TWO FULL MIX -EFFECTS SYSTEMS. EDITOR CONTROL
THREE MODELS
6112 with LED Buttons
6112BH with incandescent lamp buttons
6112AK Microprocessor controlled

ME,

9

9

ME 2

MI

FADER ARMS CAN BE PROGRAMMED TO CONTROL
POSITIONER AND BORDER

INDEPENDENT PROGRAMMING FOR EACH MIX -

EFFECTS SYSTEM. 999 FRAMES TRANSITION
DURATION PLUS 999 =RAMES DELAY.

TRANSITIONS CAN BE TRIGGERED SEPARATELY OR
SIMULTANEOUSLY.
* TRUE POSITIONER (NOT A RATE CONTROL DEVICE)

SWITCHABLE INTO EITHER M.E., WITH POSITION
MEMORY.

TWO PATTERN GENERATORS INDEPENDENTLY
POSITIONABLE
FULL EDITOR CONTROL WITH ADDITION OF "SMART
INTERFACE BCARD".

AUDIO FOLLOW WITH Model 6800
* TWO MIX -EFFECTS SYSTEMS PERMIT MORE EFFECTS

6112AK $10,800.

7239 $12,500.

TO BE RECORDED IN THE FIRST PASS: REDUCING
NUMBER OF GENERATIONS OF TAPE.

CROSSPOINT LATCH HAS THE MOST POWERFUL INTERFACES IN THE INDUSTRY

CROSSPOINT LATCH CORP.

AUDIO FOLLOW MIXER
95 Progress Street, Union, N.J. 07083
Tel: (201) 688-1510, Telex: 9104901990
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do you know/

PST &OREM
Sony monitor design involves an aperture grille of stripes rather than a series
of holes through a shadow mask, grille

slots are precisely correlated to the
INFORMATION ABOUT SAVING YOUR ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

Your Broadcast Operations
are in Danger!
The Causes Transient power probPg0lems originate outside buildings from
F,F,EW1

lightning, ground faults, and public
utility switching, and inside buildings
from inductive loads, transmitters, air
conditioners, fluorescent lights, etc. A
study at IBM* identified transients as the
cause of 88.5% of all line disturbances.
Transients, sudden and extreme "spikes"
in voltage, can be as short as a few nano-

The danger is serious and ever-present. In a split second you could be

off the air...or operating with a
scrambled program -control system

...or totally shut down with equipment catastrophically damaged. It's
a threat you live with day after day

and one that merits your closest
attention.

The Threat Abnormal voltage surges that occur on AC power lines, communications lines and data lines are a

major cause of misinformation and

equipment failure
for the broadcast-

er. Broadcasting
equipment is espe-

cially vulnerable,
with tall antennas

reaching up into the skies and with
electronic units of unusual sensitivity.
Difficulties manifest themselves in two

ways: (1) as physical damage...this is
obvious damage that occurs directly as
the result of an electrical storm, or less
obvious failures that seem to occur almost at random; (2) as misinformation...
where the power surge is coupled into
the equipment causing improper events
to occur or incorrect data to be presented.
These problems are familiar ones to
broadcasters. And now, with the ever-

expanding dependance on computer
control and the corresponding increase
in the susceptibility of these sensitive
devices to damage from voltage surges,

overvoltages must be controlled and
eliminated.
*Allen & Segall/IBM, 1974

Frq

seconds or as long as several milliseconds. Their effect can range from total
failure to the gradual degradation and
breakdown of electronic components

OCTOBER, 1985

through the holes of a shadow mask or

the slots of an aperture grille. A precise, narrow beam produces the highest

resolution. Once the beam is fired, it
must be focused through a lens system.

The three small lens systems of the
shadow mask design force portions of
the beam through the outer part of the
lenses, causing them to miss the holes
and instead bombard the shadow mask
itself. This causes heating, which in
turn causes warping and consequent
distortion of the action of the shadow
mask.

The single lens of the Sony system

has a larger diameter than the other

The Solution MCG Electronics

lenses (two inches versus one inch for
the delta shadow mask and 0.7 inch for
the in -line shadow mask). Since the
center portion of the lens is larger, focusing the beams more accurately, it
does not force any part of the beam to
pass through the outer lens, so uniformity of color is maintained.

provides total protection against these
transients for your broadcasting operation. AC power lines and data lines that
serve your internal communications network are guarded day and night.

AC Power Line Protection
MCG's Surge -Master- provides high
speed (5ns),
heavy-duty
protection
that limits
AC overvoltage spikes to
safe levels.

The in -line configuration of the Sony

single lens also provides easy alignment and precise focusing through the

phosphor screen. The delta shadow

are your first line of defense, and are available in configurations designed to meet your

mask, on the other hand, requires that
the beams be aligned both vertically
and horizontally due to its triangular
configuration. Beam spot size is also

needs, from complete building protec-

limited due to the curvature of the

Surge -Master

protectors

tion to individual equipment protection.

Data Line Protection Interfaced between network equipment and data

lines, MCG's Data Line Protectors provide a sophisticated blend of high speed

(less than 5ns) and brute force protection against induced transient voltage
surges. Available in multiple configurations, they are designed to meet your
every need, and will keep your data network out of danger.

MCG Protectors Your most

cost

effective insurance against downtime
and data loss caused by voltage surges
and transients.

Call or write for our

FREECATALOO

Specialists in Circuit Protectors, Transients, Lightning 8 Surges.

BM 'E

Second, the beam itself must be
small enough to pass unobstructed

or systems.

ELECTRONICS INC. I 12 Burt Drive, Deer Park, NY 11729 516-586-5125
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phosphor stripes.
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mask.

Frequency response
Third, frequency response maximizes CRT performance if no restrictions are introduced to the video signal
driving the CRT. This means that the
transparency of the video circuit fre-

quency response must be consistent
throughout and beyond the broadcast
band (to 5 MHz). The Sony BVM-1900
monitor series specifies a frequency response out to 10 MHz ± 1 dB, guaran-

teeing the delivery of a CRT video
input that optimizes the picture tube
capabilities.
This very high -resolution capability

totally removes any noise -reducing
mechanism from the CRT. The con -

ATTENTION USERS OF TEST & MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

Please take a moment to fill out the form below so we can plan even better coverage
of T & M in the future
IMI11.7

1. Indicate your status on the following types of T&M equipment. Please use the boxes to indicate how many of each type of equipment you have now or intend to buy:
intend to buy
have now/
on order

within
3 mos.

within
6 mos.

within
12 mos.

Automatic video test system
Automatic audio test set
Spectrum analyzer
High-res color picture monitors
Portable oscilloscopes
RF sweep generators
TV demodulators
TV Test signal generators
Waveform monitors
Vectorscopes
Waveform/vectorscope combos
Portable video monitors
Wattmeters, calorimeters
Systems analyzers
Color bar generators

2. In general, what do you consider the most pressing issues in test & measurement today?

3.

If you could buy only one piece of new equipment for T&M next year, what would it be?

4. About the stories on T&M (TV Monitor Design, Testing for MTS, and Transmitter Testing) in this issue
LI yes

Did you find them informative?
Did they contain enough detail?
Did you read all of them?
Will they influence your buying plans?
Did you pass the issue on to others?

no

yes
yes

L no
J no

0 yes

El no

yes

no

If yes, how many9

COMMENTS'

5. About yourself: Do you work at a:
Radio station
LI TV station

TV network

Production Company

Radio network

Are you a:

Chief engineer
Production manager

1 Post -Production Facility

Engineer
Operations manager

Other (specify)

General Manager
Other (specify)

Do you:

use the equipment? make buying suggestions? evaluate equipment?
make buying decisions?
NAME AND TITLE

STATION OR COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY, STATE, ZIP

PHONE (

MAIL BEFORE NOVEMBER 15, 1985
Fold here and staple closed. Thank you for your cooperation.

ISM / E
BROADCAST MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING

TEST & MEASUREMENT
EQUIPMENT SURVEY
MAIL BEFORE NOV. 15, 1985
Fold here and staple bottom

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE
UNITED STATES

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO. 6377 NEW YORK, N.Y.

BROADCAST MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING

=11=11

295 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10164-0008
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The Sexy, Universal BTSC

TV Stereo Modulation Monitor

If you want to get intimate, you've got to "push the rigW buttons."
That's the idea behind TFT's new Model 850. Everything* you wanted to know about
your BTSC TV Stereo signal is a pushbutton away.
The 850 was created with the TV broadcaster in mind. TFT's design team actively
sought TV engineers' critiques and suggestions in conceving and developing the
850. The result is a microprocessor -controlled BTSC stereo monitor with unending

diagnostic capabilities, including built-in off -air monitoring, split-sourd mode,
inter -carrier mode demodulation... plus the required -standards end characteristics
as defined in the BTSC recommended practices:*
The top -of -the -line 850 Monitor comes with a built-in distortion analyzer, digital
AC voltmeter, and ratio meter. The 850 is also available without the analyzer, but
with an output to drive an external distortion analyzer.
Get intimate with your TV aural signal. Contact your favorite TFT dealer for details

on the complete-and sexy -850.
*As required by MSC Standarcs, EIA
Systems Bulletin No. 5, Section 3.2,

Monitoring and Measuring.

TrimfiI

At
/lmg

Where new things are happening!
3090 Oakmead 1/..11ade Drive. Santa Clara CA 95051 ,'408) 727-7272 TWX: 910-338-0584

See the 850 in action at SMPTE Booth 1500!

Circle 170 on ;Reader Service Card

Professions
Signal
Processing...
The FOR -A Broadcast Prod
Group (BPG) is an innovative line of
high -end video equipment setting
trends in professional broadcast
video:

Digital Signal Processors
FA -430 Time Base Corrector
and Image Processor - with Y/C
Dub Processing and Image
Enhancement, Noise Reduction,
Color Correction and Black
Stretch

FA -440 Time Base Corrector with Video Producion Effects
FA -450 "Universal" Component
Time Base Corrector - with

Strongly supporting the trend toward post production component
processing is the new FOR -A
CVM-500 Switcher. The CVM-500

Y/R-Y/B-Y, YIQ, RG3, Y/C Dub
Component as weld as Composite
Signal Processing and Freeze
Frame
FA -800 AUTOCOR Frame

provides multiple source mixing of
component format VTRs, RGB
cameras, RGB graphic and character
generators, and decoded signals.
Features include: six inputs plus
Synchronizer - with Automatic
black and color background, four
Video Level Control
buses, independent auto transition
rates for mix effects, program, DSK
Production Switchers
and Fade to Black, and three
CVM-500 Component Video Mixer
independent colorizers.
- with Chroma Kew and Effects
These FOR -A BPG products are
Memory options
PVM-500 Composte Video Mixer marketed nationally through a select
dealer network which is prepared
- with Chroma Key and Effects
to provide technical support and
Memory options
service for your broadcast and post Signal Processors
production system requirements.
CE -10 Character and Graphics
Call or write now for your copy of
Effects Generator
the FOR -A Broadcast Product
CCS-4300 Color CDrrector
Group System Guide.

INNOVATIONS IN VIDEO
See us at SMPTE Booth 742

FOR -A CORPORATION OF AMERICA 49 Lexirgton Street, Newton, Massachusetts 02165
East Coast: (617) 244-3223 / West Coast: (213) 402-5391
Circle 171 on Reader Service Card
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Professional's
Source
Each of these systems -oriented
professional video dealers sells and
services the entire FOR -A Broadcast
Product Group:
EAST

Alabama

Pro Video Systems, Inc.
(205) 942-7904
Connecticut
Security Resources

(203) 334-3233
Florida

Midwest Communications
Corp.

(305) 592-5355
Georgia

Technical Industries, Inc.
of Georgia

(404) 455-7610
Maryland
Peirce Phelps Inc.
(301) 984-7979
Massachusetts
Lake Systems Corporation
(617) 244-6881
New Jersey
Video Corporation of
America
(201) 545-8000
New York
The Camera Mart Inc.
(212) 757-6977
North Carolina
Clark Powell Associates
(919) 727-0481
Pennsylvania
Peirce Phelps Inc.
(215) 879-7171

Michigan
City Animation Company
(313) 589-0600
Victor Duncan, Inc.
(312) 943-7300
Minnesota
Todd Communications,
Inc.
(612) 941-0556
Ohio

Broadcast Video Corp.
(614) 445-8800
Texas

National Television
Systems Company
(512) 837-1769

Wisconsin
Avonix Video Systems Inc.
(414) 783-6050

WEST

Arizona

Roh's Inc.
(602) 795-8573
CaMornia

American Video Products
(714) 525-5772
California Video
Sales, Inc.
(916) 488-2736

Component Video, Inc.
(818) 997-6463
Omega Video, Inc.
(213) 643-9021

Virginia
Midwest Communications

R.E. Snader & Associates
(415) 332-7070

Corp.

Video Communications
Corp. (VCC)
(818) 954-0150

(804) 464-6256
CENTRAL

Illinois
Argonne Electronics Inc.
(312) 736-2600
Roscor Corporation
(312) 539-7700
Kansas

Mission Electronics Inc.
(913) 341-8370

Waft Davis Enterprises,
Inc.
(213) 876-6400
Colorado

Video Teknix, Inc.
(303) 922-5564
New Mexico
K.L.R. Photographics,
Inc.

(505) 265-3562

FOR.L"
INNOVATIONS IN VIDEO
Broadcast Product Group
FOR -A CORPORATION OF AMERICA
49 Lexington St., Newton, MA 02165

East Coast: (617) 244-3223
West Coast: (213) 402-5391

The aperture grille design uses a single electron gun and a single large lens
directed at the grille slots.

sumer Trinitron inherently reduces
noise visibility because of the horizontal filtering effect of the coarser
Trinitron grille. The Super Fine Pitch

grille of the Sony broadcast monitor,
however, accurately portrays the real
noise content of the video signal.
Historically, color CRTs have been
deficient in providing a uniform white
raster at reasonable levels of brightness. Purity is a measure of the uni-

formity of the white raster and is a
function of the color beams reaching
the color phosphors at all points of the

raster. For this to occur, the three
beams must be optimally focused and

precisely targeted, otherwise stray
beams may affect the purity. The
curved nature of the shadow mask, with
holes around which some of the beam is

deflected, makes

it

vulnerable to

deformation.

On the other hand, the straight and
taut structure of the aperture grille, with
slits through which the entire beam pas-

ses, eliminates thermal or warping effects and optimizes the efficiency of
beam alignment. Hence, a pitch of 0.30
mm (900 TV lines) can be employed

with an aperture grille CRT, whereas a
shadow mask CRT with a pitch of 0.31

mm will exhibit severe uniformity
problems due to deformation of the
mask. Shadow masks must employ a
larger pitch of 0.43 mm to optimally re-

produce 630 TV lines (in the center)
with uniformity comparable to the 900
TV line capability of the Sony aperture
grille CRT.

Picture impairment
minimized
When a CRT display looks smoky or
blotchy on portions of the raster, most
commonly along the corners, the phosphors and mask holes are not of identical size. The precision of phosphor
stripes and uniformity of the black matrix on the Sony CRT minimizes this
impairment.
The shadow mask, by design, limits
the distance between holes so that the
R, G, and B signals from the beams do
not overlap the black matrix. The curvature of the shadow mask holes, however, jeopardizes the regularity of the
beam and phosphor shape. It limits the
BM/E OCTOBER, 1985
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ative to the phosphors. The aperture

video processing circuitry, this does
not guarantee control of the dc levels

grille made by Sony has an advantage

portrayed on the CRT itself. Sony,

over the shadow mask in minimizing
this effect. The phosphor stripes are
straight and at right angles to the horizontal writing beam, so interference

however, took into account both voltage changes in circuitry and CRT drift
with the BVM-1900 monitor series. A
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as moire varies with the beam angle rel-
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full beams from passing through the
mask, reducing resolution or inducing
the R, G, and B signals to overlap the
black matrix, producing blotchiness.
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patterns are minimized.
The delta phosphor structure, however, introduces the potential problem
of angularity due to the triangular configuration of beam spots and phosphor

spots, increasing the potential for

M
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moire.
For a broadcast monitor to be used as
a true reference monitor, or to accurately match another CRT, the black level
must be highly stabilized. Many manu-

facturers specify black level drift of
ROB signals in the video circuits within

one percent before the video signals
reach the CRT. Once the image is illuminated on the CRT, however, physical characteristics of the CRT-such as

gases released from heat, and aging
changes-come into play, so stabilization can be jeopardized.
Although most manufacturers incorporate precision clamp circuits into the

reference pulse of current is introduced
and is constantly compared to the black
level.
Last year Sony adopted the SMPTE

Group C de facto standard of tight
phosphor color tolerances, within
0.005, which increases the ability accurately to match colorimetric character-

istics from other CRTs. This, in turn,
helped realize further advances in monitor setup.
The new automatic setup introduced
at NAB was made possible because the

new colorimetric tolerances improved
manufacturing consistency as well as
performance. By conforming displays,
the automatic setup feature could ac-

commodate the matching of a Sony

ast a new, reliable source of TV
ment. One that offers fast, predictable delivery. One wth
a name all the world trusts-Philips. Four quick examples:

PM5565 Waveform Monitor
Enjoy the luxury of examining one line and one field
at a time. On top of this, there's a convenient front probe
input so you can use the monitor as a troubleshooting
oscilloscope.

PM5567 Vectorscope
you want more accurate decoding and the abil ty to
have an external reference from composite video signals,
choose our vectorscope.
Both waveform monitor and vectorscope mount side
by side. fit all existing hardware and use less power than
the competition.
Ii

PM5539 Color Analyzer
Take it on a quick trip through your studio or control
room and adjust all monitors to the same color temperature in a matter of minutes.
With four different memories, there's no problem in
quickly calibrating four different phosphors.
Variable full-scale, from less than set up to more than
reference white, allows measurement of color tracking as
a function of APL.

PM5534 Color Pattern Generate,'
Our universal pattern contains al the signals needed
to verify overall system operation-directly from the picture. No wonder virtually every set manufacturer uses our
pattern for their TV set alignment.
Of course our TV test equipmen line doesn't end
here. Today Philips offers a wide range of equipment including sync and pattern generators, ITS generators and
analyzers, and TV modulators and demodulators.
For nationwide sales and service information call
800-631 7172, except in Hawaii, Alaska and New Jersey. In
New Jersey call collect (201) 529-3800 or contact Philips
Test and Measuring Instruments, Inc., 85 McKee Drive,
Mahwah, New Jersey 07420.

PHILIPS

6.
PHILIPS

Test & Measuring
Instruments

PHILIPS
Circle 173 on Reader Service Card

T87 MEASIMEMENT
CRT to the next, then the automatic
set-up brings these parameters within a

FREE FROM DOMING
Trinitron Picture Tube

reasonable range for fine tuning ad-

Conventional Picture Tube
Shadow Mask

Aperture Grille
(Stretched Vertically)

justments. Built-in references also
provide the engineer with a basis of
comparison. The system's ability to
store three new references allows the
user to adjust the monitor to more subjective requirements.
This and other advances in CRTs

are finally bringing users the truly
transparent monitors needed for critical

evaluation of picture elements. With
improvements in performance and reductions in price, the industry has all

Electron Beam Bundle

atlon By
Heat Caused By eactorns
Striking Mask
U

The tightly stretched aperture grille (left) is less prone to distortion than the
shadow mask, which may be bombarded by stray electrons.

display system to others on the market.

The microchip technology developed for automatic setup also stores in-

formation so that Sony monitors can be

slaved to other display systems. If the
gamma is distinctly different from one

the advantages of high -resolution
CRTs. The high quality of broadcast
cameras and VTRs now can be demonstrated with highly evolved display systems. Now more than ever before, the
monitor has become a strong link in the
video chain.
BM/E

Larry Thorpe is director of studio
products for Sony Broadcast Products

PERFECTION can now
be translated to the TV screen with
the Aston 4 Character Generator. The
Aston 4 will create typography to meet
your highest design standards without
any hint of display flicker (aliasing) or
diagonal stair -stepping. Welcome to
the world of perfection. Find out more,
call today (913) 782-4007.
See us at SMPTE Booth 903

eAston

LONDON
KANSAS

ASTON ELECTRONICS INC.: 531 N. Murlen Rd. E. Olathe, KS 66062
Telephone (913) 782-4007

ASTON ELECTRONIC DESIGN LTD: 125 Deepcut Bridge Road
Deepcut, Camberley, Surrey, GU16 6SD, England Telephone: (0) 252 836221 Telex: 858813

Circle 174 on Reader Service Card
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If Microdyne's Ku -band
downlinks are so good, why

can they cost $30,000 less?
Microdyne's 5- and 7 -

receivers, antennas and satellite signal. Microdyne's

broadcast quality antennas

electronic manufacturer's with plug-in programmable

A.

meter dishes are precise,
providing up to 57.7 dB of gain

and more than 10 years of
service life. The telephone
industry has run field tests

which prove that top quality

fiberglass antennas in out-

door service are unsurpassed
in performance.
A manufacturer of metal

support equipment for a major newest 96 -channel receiver

nationwide teleconferencing modules is capable of receiving Ku- or C -band, and has
dual IF bandwidth filters for
half or full transponder recep-

1100 HDR
tion. Whatever you want to do
network. We've been supply- with Ku -band, Microdyne can
ing uplinks and downlinks for find a way to help you do it,
as long as there's been a com- without destroying your
budget.
mercial Ku -band market.

antennas cannot escape

expensive tooling if his goal

is quality approaching that

Qom What organizations

Q.

How can I get more

of Microdyne. Amortizing the

and broadcasters have information on Ku -band

dyne downlink can save you

News Network and all the small folder which contains a
other major satellite news big collection of facts and

purchased Ku -band downlink systems by
dies, jigs and molds is a actually
equipment
from Microdyne? Microdyne?
heavy cost which must be
passed along to you, the A. CONUS, Dalsat, Florida
A. We've put together a
buyer. Therefore, a Micro -

as much as $30,000

gathering networks, plus a performance figures of Micro growing number of inde- dyne antennas and elec-

because fiberglass is
a superior material.
Q.

pendent TV stations.
Q.

bandwidth and fads on these
frequency?

Microdyne have?

products.

A.We are

A. Microdyne
downlink elec- Microdyne Corporation
tronics offer vir- P.O. Box 7213, Ocala, FL 32672

among the pioneers
Ku -band

Just call us

at (904) 687How much flex- 4633 or write
ibility do I get, in for all the

How much exper-

ience with Ku -band
installations does

of

tronic hardware for Ku -band.

tech-

tually unlimited (904) 687-4633
access to any TWX: 810-858-0307

nology. We have

supplied the

7 -Meter Antenna

See Microdyne at the RTNDA Show in Nashville, Booth 337
Microdyne 14, Corporation
Circle 175 on Reader Service Card

"Makegood?
What's a
makegood?"
How soon they forget.
All those people from Anchorage to New York who already

use Sony Betacart Systems.

They forget about downtime. They forget about on -air
backup systems. And they forget about ad agencies demanding
damngood makegoods.
Why?

Betacart is the smart cart machine.
o
Microprocessors keep constant track of
r
forty cassettes. They maintain system alignment.
4,41
14
They run self -check diagnostic routines.
And Betacart's simple operation not only
prevents human error, it prevents human boredom.
Technicians at KDNL, St. Louis use their
Betacart to put snap into station breaks. For station IDs
they shoot logo artwork, add movement with digital effects and
air the cassettes through the Betacart. Now there are no more
4-Z1

'41/4

*k,

dull title cards at KDNL.
At WDBJ, Roanoke, commercial delivery has improved
dramatically. So has the picture quality of the spots.
Carl Guffey, director of operations, reports: "The sales
staff is happy, traffic is happy, the engineers are happy and the
general manager is ecstatic:'
Want to improve your station's commercial outlook?
Put the Gold Standard to work for you.

Call Sony Broadcast at (201) 833-5231. SONY
Sony Broadcast Products Company, 1600 Queen Anne Rd., Teaneck, NJ 07666. g. 1985 Sony Corporation of America. Sony is a registered trademark
and Betacart o trademark of Sony Corporation. Photographed or WNET, New York,

STATION
AUTOMATION

WHO'S
IN CONTROL?
By Eva J. Blinder, Senior Editor

From master control to traffic to commercial
compilation, automation is taking over
at television stations.

But what system will emerge as the hub?
The television industry, which began to

For many small- or mid -sized sta-

glimpse the Automation Age 20 or

tions, a multitransport on -air cart playback system, such as the new MERPS
decks, may provide all the automation
capacity needed for streamlined

more years ago, has rounded the corner

and emerged into the sunshine. The

glare from the varied and often
competing systems may be causing a

operation-especially if all program-

few broadcasters to squint, however, in
their efforts to determine how to fit the

ming and commercials are aired from
tape. Some of these systems have impressive programming capability-for
example, RCA's Silverlake, which can
handle 93 continuous hours of playback, or Asaca's ACL-6000B, with its
600 -cart capacity. If the station needs
to put a telecine or a live studio on air,
however, a switcher-based system will

various systems together for greatest
advantage.
While there are many reasons for automating a station, the bottom line most
often cited is accuracy-a cornerstone

of profit for commercial stations, and
insurance against channel switching for

all. Most likely, a station will realize
few, if any, savings on personnel even

be needed, although the cart system

operation is that of Group W. According to Group W's John Watson, who
works out of KYW-TV, Philadelphia,
the heart of the automation is in master
control. As he puts it, "Master control
is the controlling computer [of the system]. Other devices are connected to it,
they have intelligence, but the control
point is master control."

One of the main input hubs for
KYW's automation system is outside

the station itself at Westinghouse's
Connecticut -based traffic computer.

This group -wide system, with
Westinghouse -written software, is
shared by all stations in the group.

may still air much material.
Another attractive automation option
is the commercial compilation system,
designed to automate the creation of a
spot reel, now done manually at many

Sales staff from the station call in for information on avails and to report sales;

ployees may find their jobs streamlined, but ultimate savings from
automation come from its ability to
eliminate the human error that often

stations. These systems include the

cations system. Besides streamlining

Pegasus 5100, distributed by A.F. Associates, and SPOT, to be launched lat-

creeps into manual operation.

They replace (in the case of Pegasus) or
remove from the air (SPOT) aging quad

operations, this method sharply curtails
the possibility of human error.
At all points, station operators have
the option of overriding the automation
system and intervening in the event of

after automation. Last-minute schedule

changes and the possibility, even remote, of equipment failure, make a
master control operator essential. Em-

As many stations have found, the
higher the degree of automation, the
lower the error rates. Thus, automation
eases operations in both master control
and traffic; if the two systems can talk

to each other, however, efficiency is
optimized even more. The daily schedule prepared by the traffic system can
go directly into master control without
keystroking and the attendant possibili-

ty of error; after air time, an accurate
log, reflecting any changes and comments, goes directly back to traffic,
simplifying billing.

er this month by Dubner Computer.
cart machines, sharply reducing commercial failures and the associated rev-

enue losses. (For some interesting

figures on lost commercials, see
sidebar.) The commercial breaks, programmed in advance, can then be addressed as individual events by master
control.

the system then generates daily logs
that are fed directly into master control
via a dedicated bidirectional communi-

unforeseen circumstances. According
to Watson, operators can enter changes
in the base file even after airing, to ex-

plain any changes that may have
occurred. This information is then
transmitted back to the business com-

puter, which uses it to send out

Integrated automation

invoices.
According to Watson and others, the
key to the new era of station automation

A good example of how automation
can be fully integrated into a broadcast

ment. Watson continues, "As more

is the wide degree of computerization
now encountered in broadcast equipBM/E OCTOBER, 1985
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ing to Kelly. The business software
runs on an IBM System 38 computer,

which generates a log that is then
dumped into the master control system.
Besides controlling machines in the

building, master control also directly
controls the station's film and tape facility, located across the Hudson River
in Secaucus, NJ, via dedicated phone
lines. The machine control allows the
station to go on -air from any source, in

New York or Secaucus, with equal
ease. The Secaucus connection, not
originally part of the automation system, was added as an upgrade when the
facility became active.

In master control, a Digital Equipment Corp. PDP 11/15 computer with

two hard drives and two removable
Metromedia's WNEW-TV in New York City uses CDL automation to program the
station as much as three days in advance, including control of a film and tape
facility in New Jersey.

and more devices are produced with

assigned cart is removed it's a prob-

microprocessors and a fairly high level
of intelligence, obviously some part of
the system has to be the controlling one
or the master, and . . that should real-

kind of closed -loop assignment system

.

ly be the one which is best suited
to be the master rather than the one
that traditionally has had the most
intelligence."

He adds, "In the past, computers
were more expensive than they are now

and would usually only be considered
for big jobs or important functions."
Now, he says, it's "no longer a matter
of cost but of what is the most logical
system.

"There is no one answer" to the

question of what should be the
controlling hub for an automation sys-

those kinds of errors basically are
eliminated."
KYW's master control automation

system was bought originally from

tion. Operators program the system
about a day in advance, although occa-

sionally (for example, before a long
weekend) they may enter as much as
two or three days' programming. Origi-

nally the system addressed WNEW's
ACR-25 cart machines to air commercials, but since then the decks have
been taken off the air and are used to

CDL in the early 1970s, and since that
time Group W has "maintained and up-

create a spot reel on one of the station's
Ampex VPR-2Bs. Each station break is
run as a single event, although the auto-

graded the hardware and software of

mation system lists each event in a

that system to try to meet the changing
needs of our station and prevent obso-

lescence," Watson says. "We're presently upgrading the computer part of
the system
. We have a commitment to an evolutionary process."
.

.

.

Machine control

break separately to provide a complete

log and allow for comments to be
entered.
As part of WNEW's commitment to
state of the art technology, the station is
in the process of evaluating the automa-

tion system for a proposed move into
the fourth generation. The station's ex-

tensive needs have made finding a
manufacturer tricky so far, although

tem. "Different kinds of operations

Another station group with a

work better with different kinds of control," Watson states. A station that has
a fairly intelligent random access cassette machine could use that as the hub,
"but for stations that have several sys-

longstanding interest in automation is
Metromedia. Bill Kelly, vice president
WNEW-TV, New York City, says his
station first got into automation in the

on the cutting edge of technology.

tems, it seems there should be some

1960s with a system built by now -

sort of master control system that controls them all."
KYW still airs spots directly from its
ACR-25 cart deck, which is connected
into the master control system with an

defunct Visual Electronics.

and the things the software can do in to-

ADA-type closed -loop interface.

VE system, WNEW switched to its
present extensive CDL automation,

Watson explains that each cart contains

ID material that can be recognized by
the computer, which causes the assignments to take place automatically. If a
tape is removed inadvertently, that information is reported to the computer,

which automatically removes the
assignment.
"In a manual system, if a previously
118

lem," Watson says, "but with this

hard disk packs runs the CDL automation software that, in turn, runs the sta-

BM/E OCTOBER, 1985

and chief engineer of Metromedia's

"We had two versions of that auto-

mation system," Kelly relates. "We
started out with punchtape, then went
to a punchcard system." Following the
which has undergone extensive modifi-

cations during the several years it has
been installed.
While master control is the central
controlling point of the system, the traffic system located in the station's facility is extensively tied in and could even

be considered the system hub, accord-

Kelly is confident that the station will
find a supplier. The main purpose for
the upgrade, Kelly explains, is to stay

"The architecture of the software

day's computer capabilities wasn't
available when the present system was
built," Kelly notes. "Our present system is based on a minicomputer. Now,

microcomputers can do things that
minicomputers couldn't do then. Now
it's easier to create modular software
that's adaptable to changing situations.
Now we can talk to switchers through a
computer port."

Automation upgrade
Another New York station readying
itself for a major automation upgrade is

MASTER
CONTROL

N

111.,,.
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Over sixty of our new MC -500 series MASTER CONTROL
Switchers are in operation at television stations throughout
The country, many with full station automation also supplied
by Utah Scientific. These customers include some of the
country's most prestigious broadcasters. Call or write for our
100% Users List to learn firsthand the many advantages
o-'fered by this state-of-the-art product.
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a major capital investment. The failure
rate associated with the machines was
no longer acceptable to management,
however, so Tribune's director of engi-

neering, Otis Freeman, and Murch
came up with the idea of SPOT, a
computer -assisted breaktape system.
Dubner's Rick Ilowite and Gene Spiller
created the software and interface for
SPOT, with WPIX's Guy Beverlin acting as project manager.
Essentially, SPOT has added four or
five years onto the TCRs' lifespan by
taking them off the air. Housed in the
video cart room, next to master control,

the system consists of interfaces for
each of the three TCRs, an equipment

rack holding the computer, a small
In

WPIX-TV's master control room floppy disks from the traffic department are
plugged directly into the station automation system at right

Tribune Broadcasting's WPIX-TV.

According to assistant CE Earl

board, and a pair of eight -inch floppy
disk drives.

Arbuckle, PIX has had three different
generations of master control automa-

The next step was interfacing the

tion and is well on its way to the fourth.

The current switcher is vintage 1967,
controlled with a CDL APC-310.
Several years ago, Arbuckle relates,
the station realized that some parts of

the system were "falling apart" and
needed replacement. VP of engineering

Bob Murch and Harvey Dubner of
Dubner Computer together designed a
"stopgap" system based on a Dubner
computer, a new typewriter -style key-

traffic system, which was done by hav-

ing the Dubner computer in the station's EDP department monitor the
BCS business computer (the station has
since switched to BIAS) and produce a
disk that could be plugged into the auto-

mation system. (Arbuckle notes that

adapting the computer to the new
business system took only a few
changes in coding-what the station
calls a SMOP, or simple matter of

BVW-40 record/play decks. (Actually,
the system could function with any RS -

422 -compatible deck as the record
machine.)

A copy of the log disk from EDP,
plugged into the system, rolls the TCR
and records station breaks onto one of
the BVW-40s two or three hours before
air time. Operator approval is required
for a break to be recorded; after record-

ing, the operator verifies that it went
correctly. One of the BVW-40s is always on -air, one standing by for air,
and the third being composed; the system has room for a fourth if desired. A
"green screen" monitor displays the
log on the right side, with the status of

comments as needed, and prints out
only on operator command, usually

the BVWs. To record a break, the oper-

With this system, Arbuckle says,

nate that problem area-without
eliminating the cart machines
themselves.

BM/E OCTOBER, 1985

equipment, and three Sony Betacam

the BVW-40s and TCRs, how far in advance the operator is working, and oth-

"The master control operator becomes
a quality control inspector, as long as
everything goes okay. If anything fails,
of course, the operator is there to perform the job manually."
The biggest error problem the station
faced, however, involved the quad cart
machines used for airing commercials.
The latest step in WPIX's automation
plan was designed expressly to elimi-

120

a character generator, monitoring

programming.)
Because the computers in EDP and
MC are identical, the systems are not
only compatible but also redundant. A
printer in master control produces the
log; the system lets the operator enter
about an hour after air time.

WPIX engineer Sheryl Leito uses the
SPOT automation system, right rack, to
copy quad material from the cart
machines at her left onto BVW-40s.

computer -controlled routing switcher,

SPOT automation
Because Tribune Broadcasting has

11 TCR-100s-three of them at
WPIX-replacing them would involve

er information shown on the left. The
keyboard allows remote control over

ator loads the needed carts into their
proper bins on the TCR (bin assignments appear on the log). Then, with
the operator's okay, the system automatically runs the TCR and records the
carts in sequence onto the B VW.
As already mentioned, the main advantage of SPOT for WPIX is to extend
the useful life of the TCRs. The system

has other plusses, however. With
SPOT, there is no minimum length for
events in a break; if an event is completed before the TCR has shuttled to

the next cart, the computer simply
waits for the cart machine to catch up.
Before installing SPOT, station personnel "married" short tags and bumpers

onto the ends of commercials to the
tune of 50 or 60 a night; that activity has

entirely ceased. A related advantage is
that if one deck of one of the TCRs is
down, the computer can as easily use

F 500 Schlumberger's know how

when technology
provides
simplicity

o

roe e * o
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control interface, which will then hook
into the Dubner computer.

On -air operating log
A massive Vital SAM system is the
hub of automation at WLS, the ABC
O&O in Chicago. According to Joel
Kresnicka, director of engineering, the
system is tied into ABC's BIAS busi-

ness system, located in Memphis,
which generates the daily log and transmits it to Chicago via phone lines. The
SAM computer then uses that information to create a complete on -air operat-

ing log detailing spots, station breaks,
network programming, and everything
else the station airs.
SAM has the further responsibility of

rolling the tape machines, running
commercial breaks, picking up the
network-in short, running the station's entire on -air operation. An on -air

another. And of course, the newer

Dubner will market the system to other
stations.

BVWs have a much lower failure rate
than the TCRs. With each break sched-

The final step in WPIX's upgrade
will be a new master control system.

uled as a single event, the number
of errors has dropped dramatically.

local control room, known as TV 7, is
the central control point for the SAM
hardware and software. WLS's Vital
switcher is also located there, as is the
remote control for the transmitter. Although the station has a master control
room, its duties are mainly concerned
with network switching. TV 7 "is the
focal point for WLS-TV," Kresnicka

Arbuckle explains that rather than

states.

buying an off -the -shelf automation sys-

Tribune's WGN, Chicago, is planning

tem, the station will purchase a state of

For commercial breaks, the station
manually records a composite reel on

to install its own SPOT system, and

the art CDL switcher with a remote -

one -inch tape; this is then aired by

Vital's SAM system at WLS, the ABC O&O in Chicago, has turned an on -air local
control room into the station's focal point as it rolls tape machines, runs commercial breaks and picks up the network.

one deck of one TCR and one deck of

Lost Commercials Plague Broadcasters, Study Indicates
The quad cart machine and its atten-

number of lost commercials aver-

dant problems are the subjects of
wide dissatisfaction among U.S.

aged $700. Significantly, 10.6 per-

cent of respondents refused to

commercial television broadcasters,
according to a study just released by
A.F. Associates. According to AFA's
Marc Bressack, who conducted the
study, the results indicate that television stations lose over $2.8 million in

and repairing their cart machines.
According to Bressack, those stations with more than one cart ma-

comment on how many commercials

chine, or that made a day reel or

they lost per week; 30 percent did

backup reel, reported a significantly

commerical revenues per week,

chines (either TCR-100s or ACR-

nationwide, due to equipment
failure.

The respondents, which represented 21.7 percent of all U.S. commercial television stations, reported
an average of 8.05 lost commercials

dollars.

Over half the respondents, or
63.9 percent, used quad cart ma25s) for commercial playback; 25.9

percent of the total had more than
one. Average age of the cart decks
was 7.66 years, and the machines
failed an average of 6.18 times per

lower percentage of lost commer-

cials than the others. (Forty-one
percent of the respondents made a
day or backup reel.)
Interestingly, dissatisfaction over
lost commercials was not limited to
stations relying on quad cart decks,

60 percent of whom were not
satisfied. Even stations using the
newer half -inch on -air playback sys-

week. While the average time spent
maintaining the decks was 9.2 hours,

tems, however, reported a 30
spondents' comments on what

dollar amount lost an average of

a full third of the respondents said
that they spent over 10 hours per
week on cart deck repair and maintenance, and 11 percent said they

$3155 in revenue each week. Revenue losses among respondents who

spent over 20 hours. In the last
group, some stations spent 30 or

said they were satisfied with the

they'd like in a commercial on -air
system revealed several themes, including high reliability, low cost,
standardized format, computer automation, and use of laser discs as

even 40 hours a week maintaining

sources.

per week. More than half (54 percent) said they were dissatisfied with

the number of lost commercials; of
this number, those who indicated a

122

not indicate the number of lost
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percent rate of dissatisfaction. Re-

Intergroup Video Systems
Options
Now you can boost the creative power of
your production system and cut down the number
of generations reqwired to get your final edit.
Intergroup options will enhance the production
capabilities of your Grass Valley 100, Crosspoint
Latch, Panasonic, Shintron, Echolab, JVC or
Intergroup production switcher.

The 2031 Matrix Wipe Generator
Our 2031 Matrix Wipe Generator interfaces with
any switcaer having an external key input for
the mix/efects system. You have sixteen basic wipe
patterns to choose from, including random and
rotational, and you can create hundrees of different
patterns with 2031's pattern modifiers Wipes
can be controlled using either the lever arm or auto
transitions.

Opt For Intergroup
Other production enhancing options from Intergroup
include stand-alone encoded and RGB (*roma keglers,
fade -to -black with a blanking processor and a
generator. Many of these options are
contained in our 5010 rack frame which also houses
some of the most affordable audio and video
distribution amplifiers in t;ie industry. Call
1-800-874-7590 today and let us add a little magic to
your production system.

digital po:nter.

ON/OFF

The 640 Downstream Kegler
The lntergrovp 640 Downstream Kegler provides key
edging capability; key borders and drop shadows with
edge luminance control and color key outlines. A color
matte generaor simplies key fill. The 640 also has four
inputs standard fo: key hole cutters with companion
video fill Minds to accommodate full .featured
character gmeratons.

`RIONIMIr"

"Creativity You Can Depend en"
INTERGROUP VIDEO SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. BO 119, GAINESVILLE, R. 32602IUSA
810-825-2307
SALES: (809) 874-7590 I\ FLORIDA (904) 373-6783 /
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SAM. "We'd like to automate our spot
reels," Kresnicka says, adding that the
station will do so as soon as Vital offers
the option.

ment is selecting what's going to be
played. It's the input hub."

Subcommittee for Digital Control for
Television, all four control specifications were expected to be published by
last month. As already reported (see

Post -production alternative

Phase two in such a system, Hernday
says, is the master control operator who

BM/E, November

While many stations still see master
control as the logical hub of station automation, that's not the only approach.

he asserts. "Instead of hard wiring,"
he explains, "each control room has a

According to chief engineer Ray

Hernday, his station, WTMJ in

Milwaukee, has put off revamping its
automation system in favor of a major
CMX 3400/GVG 1680 post -production

installation. Nonetheless, Hernday has

machine is down. When you consider it
from that standpoint, the traffic depart-

oversees what's actually aired. Digital
machine control is a major asset here,
control board with the capability of running any six or so tape machines. They
are connected with a single coax, which
goes back to the decoder that programs
the machine for any particular studio at

some thoughtful perspectives on the

the request of the control room operator. That is one of the really difficult

subject of automation.

problems of the past-hard wiring.

"As the BIAS system was envisioned," he says, "the program log is

made out with the actual switcheseach switch is part of the information
that the operator in traffic enters into
the computer
. . So machines are
designated for each event. In effect, all
the switching is done by somebody in
.

Now it's just a matter of assignments. The problem is that it's very
expensive."

Digital control standards

ing up and take corrective action if a

1983), an increasing
number of manufacturers are supplying
equipment incorporating the new standard, which has also been endorsed by
the European Broadcasting Union.
"The practicality of the standard is es-

tablished," Meyer asserts. "I just
came back from joint tests in Munich,
where 14 manufacturers came with implementations. It was quite successful.
We think this is the first answer. We

have the first of several control languages, for VTRs, which Sony, Bosch,

and Ampex have agreed to. We feel
that this is

92 or 93 percent of the machinery that will be controlled on the

bus.
"Elsewhere in SMPTE we have peo-

ple working on a standard way to iden-

.

the traffic department. The man back in
engineering would make sure he looked
at the CRT to see if something is com-

"Trouble at the Digital Interface,"

With SMPTE nearing completion on

tify cassette cartridges so you know

its digital control standard, however,
prices for such systems may lower as

exactly what [a cartridge] is and what it
contains. That will allow carts to be automatically identified. That's a very active group.

more and more manufacturers adopt the

new standard. According to Dynair's
Tom Meyer, chairman of the SMPTE

"If I read the users correctly,"

Perfect reception
in long yardage situations.
Shure's new FP11 and FP12 field

production units help the signal
come through loud and clear. The
compact size and ultra -rugged design
of these units make them perfect
for ENG, EFP, film and even sound
reinforcement situations. Lightweight, with belt clips, they'll go

anywhere to cover all the action.

FPII Mic-to-Line Amplifier

FM Headphone Bridging Amp

The FP11 boosts mic signals to
line level by up to 84 dB, giving a
clear, static -free signal over long
distances. It features a precision
stepped gain control, a switchable
limiter, and easy access to batteries
for checking or replacement.

The FP12 lets you check any
audio line through headphones,
without terminating the signal. The

unit accepts standardror 3.5 mm
mini -plugs. Its % dB of gain drives
headphones even with a weak signal.

For more information on Shull

complete field production family,
call or write Shure Brothers, Inc.,
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 6021
(312) 866-2553.
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In an unreal world it is pleasing to
encounter a company dedicated to
reality. GML is just such a company.

For many years they have been
manufacturing some of the finest digital

video equipment around - for PAL.
Now that equipment is available for
NTSC markets, from GML's subsidiary,
GML America Inc. The first product to be

available is a remarkable dual channel
DVE called Proteus, which combines all
the video processing needed to produce
spectacular digital effects in one unit.

Dual channel TBC/frame stores, with
four input switchers across each
channel, freeze, mosaic, posterise,
quantize, invert, reverse, compress - the

list of features is long. Add to this the
ability to handle component video

inputs and output, a really great range
of inter -channel effects, and an optional
downstream keyer and you'll realise just
how complete a package Proteus is.
Every Proteus sold will be installed by a
factory - trained engineer and comes

wth a 12 month parts and labor
warranty - not that you'll ever need it.

GML's dedication to quality has resulted
in one of the most reliable DVEs around.

And if you think that this combination
of features and quality is going to be
expensive, we think you'il be due for a
pleasant surprise.

For the full story on Proteus and GML
contact:

16111111a
AMERICA INC.
8150 Leesburg Pike
Suite 910

Vienna
VA 22180
Tel: 17031 790 0101

Or come see us on Booth 1116 at SMPTE,
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Meyer continues, "they want automation to eliminate mistakes. The poten-

The MERPS option

tial cost in personnel savings is

Meanwhile, manufacturers are busy
coming up with systems to solve some
or all the automation problems stations
still face. Besides the major players in
the master control/automation/routing
game, such as Grass Valley, Utah Scientific, Vital, Bosch, and others, a variety of companies are vying for a share
of the automation market.
Perhaps first to come to mind is the
MERPS camp, including such compa-

somewhat of a secondary issue. The
first test sites we've had with our own
machine control system seem to bear
this out. It has not acted to reduce people, but to make critical programs much

more error -free and improve on -air
presentation."
Some ideas about other directions for

station automation come from Bob
Mclntier of Bosch, who says the com-

pany has been looking at utilizing a

nies as Sony (Betacart), RCA

scaled -down, dedicated version of its

(Silverlake), Panasonic (MVP -200),
and Asaca (ACL-6000B). All of these
systems allow a station to program a
significant amount of material in ad-

Mach One editor with some custom
software as an automation controller.
"What a computer editor does best is to

have a list of things to do at a certain
time frame," he explains.
He adds, "A concept that is becom-

vance, and offer a highly integrated ap-

proach to programming. While the
half -inch formats they use may be

ing very popular in television stations is

to have a large routing switcher that
handles all signals within a station.
Then the master control switcher is a
couple of buses in that system. You can
assign whatever sources you'll be using
for the next two hours to those buses on
the routing switcher. All Bosch routing
switchers and master control switchers

somewhat lower in quality than twoinch quad, the quality is in fact very

Jim Withers, director of station operations at KDNL, St. Louis demonstrates
how the station's Sony Betacart has
simplified his job.

high, and no one disputes their superior

reliability and ease of maintenance.
Lake System's LaKart automation
package, which uses VTRs of any format, is another system that is finding
increasing acceptance
A somewhat narrower approach is

have the capability of RS -232 interface

with a computer board, so they adapt
easily to external control."

Get in Sync with Videotek Value
UT t

Iota

f.
118130CA DPW

110RiZMITAL

SYNC SELECT

SUSCARRIER

PHASE ADJUST

(I

The new VSG-200 Sync Generator

otters you an unmatched combination of standard features:
is

6 isolated Blackburst Outputs
SMPTE Color Bars
a 1 KHz Audio Tone Output
RS -170A specifications
Color Field I.D. Pulse Output

Front panel adjustments for H Phase and SC Phase
Adjustable Vertical Blanking Width (lines 16-21)
Gen Lock Input with SC and Sync Indicators
Vliectek

243 Shoemaker Road, Pottstown, PA 19464
(215) 327-2292, TWX 710-653-0125

VIDEOTEK

9625 North 21st Drive, Phoenix, AZ 8502
(602) 997-7523, TWX 910-951-0621

See VSG-200 at SMPTE Booth 1507/1508
126
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PHOTO OF
ACTUAL TV
RASTER

The new model 1500 by Laird
Telemedia is setting the
standard in high -quality, lowcost Character Generators of
the future. At the heart of the
1500 is a dual microfloppy disk -drive system
for quick and easy access to character font
and page information. The basic unit includes
35 nsec character resolution, 70 disk-loadable
fonts and over 65 thousand resident co'ors.
Both page and line information can be
centered, and characters can be italicized
(forward and backward) at many angles.
Edging in the 1500 includes four quadrants
of drop shadow, as well as character
outline and full character edging.
The 1500 features proportional spacing,
roll, crawl, and insert/delete editing
capability. The unit also accommodates
upgradable options.
These along with a truly
affordable price of

44

41,3:3 Wi.:7/Xa 0 tkY..Acx x ft.
611Kkinu1l

AK:TA-MD:41:a cunc41-ap vain (Win
lap Is standard.
UtU;o

between Cam' D Edging 0?
ZIJJ*44i:41
144

$7695 make the

MODEL 1500

LAIRD TELEMEDIA INC.®

2424 SOUTH 2570 WEST 801 972.5900

SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 84119
See us at SMPTE Booth 1252
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taken by the commercial break compilation systems, such as Dubner's SPOT
and Pegasus 5100, distributed by A.F.
Associates. These off-line systems are
ideally suited to the needs of larger sta-

ule," which codes redundant commercials to inhibit their use.
The heart of the system is the Pegasus computer, based on the Motorola
68010 microprocessor with a 20 Mbyte
hard disk drive. It is addressed by a pair
of video display terminals. One, typically located in traffic/sales, would be
used to input and edit the schedule. The

tions with full automation systems
since they streamline the production of
a spot reel that is then addressable as a
single event by the automation.
Unlike SPOT, Pegasus entirely does
away with the quad cart machine, instead using a number of "bank tapes"
as sources for commercials. Each com-

second terminal, in the VTR area,
would be used to initiate, monitor, and
control the execution of the daily reel.

mercial is identified by a unique ID,
length, and position on the bank tape.
The station's daily log is entered into
the system's schedule editor, which
produces an edit list delineating the order of the spots and specifying the sepa-

available; and the printer (an Epson
RX-80 is standard).

Another new system, BSI's
Newscart, is designed especially for
on -air news automation. This two channel, 24 -transport playback unit can

handle segments only three seconds
long, and allows two channels of audio
to be mixed and dissolved.

Clearly, the choices are many for

Each source VTR is controlled by a
Pegasus ES77 electronic supervisor.

broadcasters just automating a station,
or upgrading a system of many years'

Commercial Communications, Inc.,
which has supplied many automation
systems to cable companies, recently
entered the broadcast market with its

control still seems to be in control-but
challengers are everywhere, and the industry cannot be said to have made up

Stationmaster system (described in
BM/E's June 1985 NAB Show -In -

rations between station breaks; time
code calculations are made automatically by the system. The system then

each decoder for inputs and prints the
information out as soon as the printer is

standing. For large stations, master

its mind. For smaller stations, auto-

searches each bank tape in turn, starting

which produces a complete hardcopy

with the most recent, and checker-

mated playback systems like the various MERPS machines or LaKart may
provide the perfect hub-but standardization remains elusive, and while in-

printout of every on -air event on a daily

boards the spots onto their correct positions on the record tape .

terest is high, some broadcasters

basis. The system consists of a clock,
which interfaces directly with the computer to provide for automatic printout;

remain skeptical. With so many sys-

rates a "transfer schedule" of new

a separate decoding chip for each channel, all contained on one PC board; the

emerge-but broadcasters are sure to

commercials and a "deletion sched-

computer, which constantly searches

Print, p. 33). The latest wrinkle in the

system is the ACV 2006 Verifier,

To assist the station in keeping the
bank tapes current, Pegasus incorpo-

tems, and so many different station operations, perhaps no clear winner will
find it easier to custom -tailor their automation systems to their needs. BM/E

4 -Cc d .4atieiut pack, meldeoa././
PACO AD -120 can solve problem and give you Maximum performance with the Ni-Cad battery packs.

PACO BATTERY DEMEMORIZER

KD-120
By connecting with SONY BC -210 or Panasonic AU -8120. KO -

120 will automatically switch the charger for quick charge after
dememorizing the packs.

KO -120 trickle charging system will also be engaged after quick
charging.

As the automatic switch to quick charge engages immediately
after dememorizing channel one, overall dememorizing charging

time is not much longer than charging only.
SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL CON

KO -120

ODEMEMORIZABLE BATTERY PACK
'CONNECTABLE CHARGER

Ni-Cad battery pack
00110 BC

INPUT POWER

1 SAh-6Ah

210, Panasonic AU -8120

AC12011 ±10%

CHARGING POWER

50

60/1/

Trickle charge

3VA

Sequential discharge mode

mode, then to trickle charge mode
IERN AL DIMENSIONS

OWED!

128

BM E

DP -12 Hi 12VI lAh

100mA

Automatic switching to Rack charge mode after discharge

1

2 PACO Ni-Cad BATTERY PACK

40 (fixed current)

BISCNARGE CURRENT

OPERATIONS

12V
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W98"xH3.2"xt1121"
8 2IBs

PACO
ELECTRONICS U.S.A., INC
714 West Olympic Blvd., Suite 706 Los Angeles, CA 90015
TEL:213-747-6540/TLX:756923/FAX:213-747-3731
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Canon qualityCanonValue.

Now available in a full line of camera support products.
MC-200/MC-300 PEDESTALS

TR-60/TR-90 TRIPODS

Featuring Canon's sophisticated Modular Cassette Counterbalance (MCC) system that
makes them far lighter and
more mobile, Canon pedestals
also feature a very short
mounting height, making them
ideal -or low -angle shooting.

Featuring collapsible tubular
leg construction, integral
spreaders, flip -tip legs with
spikes and rubber padding.
TR-60
Maximum Mounting Weight:

MC -200

Maximum Mounting Weight:
286 lbs.

Elevation: 24-49 inches
MC -300

Maximum Mounting Weight:

132 lbs.

242 lbs.
Elevation: 23-60 inches

E evation: 20-45 inches

TR-9C

Maximum Mounting Weight:
198 lbs.
Eleva _ion: 26-48 inches

CD -10 DOLLY

SC -15 CAM HEAD
Desicned for use with all
pedestals and tripods, it features a convenient "V" wedge
mour ting system and center of -gravity adjustment control.
The nodular panning rod may
be used on both sides.
Maximum Mounting Weight:
330 lbs.
Tilting: ± 50° Panning: 360°

Designed fDr use with both
Canon tripods, features a
tricycle caster undercarriage
that enables both free and
single -direction movement.
Maximum Mounting Weight:
198 lbs.

For years, broadcasters have made Canon
lenses a top choice for studio, field and news production because they know and trust Canon's proven
commitment to quality and value.

Now Canon is proud to introduce a complete,
full -featured, high -quality camera support system,
built to the same high standards and backed by the
Canoe service network.

Cavan°
Optics Division

Canon USA, Inc., Head Office: One Canon Plaza. Lake S iccess, NY 11042 (516) 488-6700
Dallas Office: 3200 Regent Blvd., Irving, TX 75063 (214) 830-9600. Chicago Office: 140 Industrial Drive, Elmhurst, IL 601?.6 (312) 833-3070
West Coast Office: 123 Paularir o Avenue East, Costa Mesa, CA 92626 (714) 979-6000
a (4164 678-2730
Canon Canada. Inc., 6390
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PV40x13.

for 30mm and 25mm cameras.
The Olympian-proven at the 1984 Olympic
Games, its 40X reach is perfect for sports and
all outdoor broadcast operations.
Focal length: 13.5-540mm (27-1080mm w/buil-in
extender)
Max. Relative Aperture*: 1:1.7 through 270mm
25rnm format
1:2.8 at 540mm

P18x15BIE for 30mm and 25mm cameras.
The Widest-a very wide 60° angle of view
plus incredible edge -to -edge sharpness,
fidelity and sensitivity. Supplied with 1.5X and
2X built-in extenders plus pattern pro;ector.
Focal length: 15-270mm (30-540mm w/2X extender)
Max. Relative Aperture*: 1:2.1 through 218mm
.25mm format
1:2.7 at 270mm

PV14x12.5B1E High Resolution Lens for 30mrs
and 25mm cameras.
A Unique Design- featuring extensive use of
Fluorite lens elements, this lightweight, compac
14X studio lens provides high sensitivity and
critical sharpness at all focal lengths.
Focal length: 12.5-175mm (1.5X and 2X extenders built-rr
Max. Relative Aperture*: 1:1.6 at all focal lengths
25mm formal

\\\"/
Ay.
J15x8.5BIE for 2/3" cameras.
situations, combining a 15X zoom ratio with
an M.O.D. of under two feet, a 54° angle of
view and high sensitivity throughout the range.

J18x9BIE for 2/3" cameras.
Greater Reach, Lighter Weight-nothing
matches the 18X zoom power of this leis-and
it weighs less than 4 lbs.! It increases the
flexibility of any portable camera.

Focal length: 8.5-128mm (17-256mm w/built-in
extender)
Max. Relative Aperture: 1:1.6 at all focal lengths

Focal length: 9-162mm (18-324mm w/2X extender)
Max. Relative Aperture: 1:1.7 through 116mm
1 2.4 at 162mm

2/3" Economy-full utility for all studio

J14x8 BIE High Resolution Lens for 2/3" cameras.
Super wide (60°) and super sharp from corner -to corner. This compact lens also provides a 14X
zoom ratio and built-in 2X extender.
Focal length: 8-112mm (16-224mm w/built-in extender)
Max. Relative Aperture: 1:17 through 91mm
1:2.2 at 112mm

Television Lenses.
needs. Now and in tim future.

J45x9.5 BIE for 2/3" cameras.
*inn\
Incredible 45X reach with your 2/3" cameras!
Perfect for sports and all outdoor E.F.P.
applications.
Focal length: 9.5-430mm (19-860mm w/built-in
extender)
Max. Relative Aperture: 1:1.7 through 201mm
1:3.0 at 430mm

J25x11.5BIE for
Greater Reac i-a 25X zoom lens designed
specifically for 2/3" cameras. The power and
scope of 1" systems, the economy and
efficiency of your 2/3" cameras.

J20x8.5BIE for 2/3" cameras.
Two Assignments-use a 13X zoom for ENG,
use the J20x8.5BIE for studio or outdoor
broadcast assignments-with the same 2/3"
camera!

Focal length: 11.5-288mm (23-576mm w/2X extender)
Max. Relative Aperture: 1:1.6 through 220mm

Focal length: 8.5-170mm (17-340mm w/2X extender)
Max. Relative Aperture: 1:1.6 through 130mm
1:2.1 at 170mm

1:2.1 at 288mm

0111/4
"11%.
*,,AN
J13x9BIE for 2/3" cameras.
The Portable Standard-used by cameramen
around the world under all conditions,
theJ13x9BIE is a proven performer with
superior sharpness and sensitivity.

J15x9.5 for 2/3' cameras.
Quality plus Economy-you can't buy more lens
for less money. Lightweight and sensitive, it meets
the needs of both cameramen and accountants
yet lives up to its Canon name.

J8x6 B Ultra Wide -Angle Lens for 2/3"

Focal length: 9-118mm (18-236mm w/2X extender)
Max. Relative Aperture: 1:1.6 through 99mm

Focal length: 9.5-143mm
Max. Relative Aperture: 1:1.8 through 112mm
1:2.3 at 143mm

Focal length: 6-48nm
Max Relative Aperture: 1:1.7 through 33mm

1:1.9 at 118mm

cameras.
The widest of the ultra -wide zooms at 72.5°
this incredible 8X lens also has a M.O.D. on

only 11"-it's great for interviews!

Canon°

1:1.9 at 48mm

Optics Division

Canon USA, Inc., Head Office: One Canon Plaza, Lake Success, NY 11042 (516) 488-6700
Dallas Office: 3200 Regent Blvd., Irving, TX 75063 (214) 830-9600. Chicago Office: 140 Industrial Drive, Elmhurst. IL 60126 (312) 833-3070
West Coast Office: 123 Paularino Avenue East, Costa Mesa, CA 92626 (714) 979-6000
© 1985 Canon U S A Inc
Canon Canada, Inc., 6390 Dixie Road, Mississauga, Ontario L5T1P7, Canada (416) 678-2730
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LEn1 Dawn
Computer technology has helped advance
lens design, but the immutable laws of physics and optics prevent breakthroughs-or do

they? Here's an inside look through the iris.
By Eva J. Blinder, Senior Editor

What's in a lens? For most users, that's a question that's easy to ignore. In general,
the inner workings of broadcast television camera lenses are sealed off from view,
and the sophisticated optics inside remain a mystery to the average camera operator
or engineer. Except for the most minor complaints, if something goes wrong with a

lens, it can't be fixed at the station.
But the internal design of lenses-and the technology that affects lens design-are
responsible both for breakthroughs and limitations in lens technology. Can lenses con-

tinue to get faster, longer, and lighter in weight indefinitely? To understand the answers, it is necessary to look inside the lens itself.
Lenses for video cameras adhere to the same general internal structure, whatever their
speed, format, or zoom ratio. A varying number of elements, or single lenses, are arranged
into three groups. The functions of the groups are standardized: the front group focuses the
lens; the middle group, or variator, adjusts the zoom, and the rear group shrinks the image to
the proper size for the camera's pickup tubes and optical system.
Within this basic structure, many variations are possible. Many shapes are possible for the individual elements, depending on their placement and purpose: convex, biconvex, and meniscus
(concave) are among the most common. For each element, the radii of both curvature and thickness must be calculated carefully. Not only are the shape and thickness of the elements critical, but
also the air spaces between them. And of course, the actual number of elements will vary with the type
and purpose of the lens.
Another critical decision is the type of materials involved. Optical glass comes in many varieties, each
with its own characteristics. These include dispersion, relative dispersion, and index of refraction, which
varies with the wave length of light. Other important factors are spectral transmission and density. It is here
where some of the tradeoffs inherent in lens design begin to appear. Optical qualities, while of paramount importance, are not the only factor lens manufacturers must consider in choosing glass. How much does the glass
weigh? What is its cost? When can it be delivered? All these issues will affect the completed lens. Finally, the
coatings used on the surfaces of the glass elements also affect the way the glass handles light.
In addition to optics, mechanical considerations also come into play in lens design. This is especially critical for
zoom lenses, the mainstay of nearly all broadcast video operations. Any aberrations introduced by the movement of the elements during zooming will cause serious picture distortions. Other mechanical and electrical factors must also be taken into account, including the incorporation of pattern projection systems
and the lens's ability to decode electrical signals from the camera.
Schneider's Ed Taylor comments, "For some time now, lens designers have had to account
for test pattern diascopes. If these are integral in the camera, the lens designer has fewer
problems than when the diascope is an integral part of the lens. Further, the lens elec-

green, and blue," Taylor says. "This is

not possible with CCDs, which are
fixed to the beam splitter .

.

. Consid-

erable attention has to be given to
minimizing residual aberrations."
Jack Keyes of Canon concurs that
CCDs pose some different problems.
While the dynamic resolution of CCD
cameras is very good, the camera cannot compensate for any errors, as a tube
camera can. In addition, he says, because the chips are fixed in position, it
is extremely important to reduce chromatic aberration to within very tight
tolerances.
A spokesman for Fujinon adds, "Because the chips are bonded to the prism,
you can't make adjustments as you nor-

mally can when you've got a conven-

tional prism & pickup tubes. This
Optical designers work at the CAD computer system in the Angenieux lens factory in St.
Heand, France, southwest of Lyons.

tronic circuitry must provide particular

information for the lens files in
computer -controlled cameras."
That kind of information is becoming increasingly sophisticated, as illus-

trated by the lens Canon built for
Hitachi's recently introduced high definition TV camera. Because the
camera has a complex, computerized
registration scheme, the lens must be
capable of continuously transmitting
data on registration errors back to the
camera head.

Pickup formats
Also affecting the design of the lens
are the characteristics of the camera for
which it is intended. Most obvious of
these is pickup format. Because it is the
function of the rear element group to reduce the image to the proper size for the

for the various pickup tubes."
Martinez notes that if a camera is more

sensitive, requiring less energy from
the lens, the lens can be made smaller
while retaining good specs. He cites as
an example Angenieux's 25X lens for
CCD cameras.
Taylor points out that differences be-

tween tubes and solid-state pickups
also affect lens design. According to
Taylor, CCDs present the lens designer

with "a whole lot of new problems,
particularly with regard to high ratio
zoom lenses." Not the least of these, he
says, is optimization of back focus for
the three primary colors.
"With tube cameras, the positions of

the three tubes can be adjusted to
achieve optimum back focus for red,

makes it very difficult to control longi-

tudinal chromatic aberration (a function of how parallel and close together
the RGB lines are as they travel through

the lens throughout its focal range).
"Camera and lens companies have
been fairly successful in dealing with
this in conventional cameras," he con-

tinues. Current CCDs, however, are
fairly limited in horizontal resolution,
and demand for CCD cameras has not
yet reached the point at which manufacturers would find it attractive to make a

compatible lens/prism assembly de-

signed especially for CCDs, the
spokesman adds.

Optics
In addition to pickup format, camera
optical systems also influence lens de-

sign. Martinez says, "The lens must

pickups, it is this group that must
change to adapt the lens to different for-

mats. According to Tony Martinez of
Angenieux, "While the image size of
the pickup tubes has gotten smaller,
there have been strong tendencies to require the same amout of energy on the
sensor. For instance, most 25 mm cam-

eras have lenses with an aperture of
f/1.4, while 30 mm [cameras] have
lenses open at f/2. The lenses are in fact
the same except for a different rear optical group.

"However, as the nominal aperture
gets higher, the light path in the prism
becomes longer related to the image diagonal, and this may call for the more
complex design of wide-angle or highaperture lenses. Otherwise, there is no
major difference in the design of lenses
134
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Technician adjusts controls on the coating equipment in the Angenieux plant. Actual
coating takes place in the machine to the left of the technician.

Illusion:'":.the affordable full optical
digital video effects system that puts
cost in its proper perspective.
This powerful full frame system provides
a full range of optical effects including ...

posterization mosaics rotation about
3 axes. Optional accessories include...

perspective with variable vanishing
points and key manipulation.
Illusion has many other unique effects and
operating features... performs as a dual
channel system when in its A/B video

switching mode bubble memory "feedback" effects (upper left monitor shot( are
internally generated and do not tie up a
switcher M/E.
DSC's 2 year warranty is further assurance
that Illusion's stable, fully tested electronics

will perform reliably for you.
Call for a demo tape and complete details.
Unretouched monitor photos taken at NAB 1984.

A member of The Chyron Group
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Digital Services Corporation, 3622 NE 4th St., Gainesville, FL 32609 904-377-8013. New York: 914-761-1928
Mid West:317-738 3219. Minneapolis 612-758-3036. West Coast: 619-485-1156. Dallas 214-8946303. Southtast: 904-375-6740. Canada: 416-475-7575.
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. provide for space between the last
element and image plane. In addition,
the lens must be corrected for the type
.

.

a
a
Pie

1,1

ft:

imetry problems from center to the
edge of the picture."
Taylor adds, "The introduction of a
beam splitter prism behind the lens

AN

Lim of

' um"

V

means a longer back focal length. Further, a prism in the optical path intro-

different indexes-i.e., wavelengths

58,6

ock focus

L

mirrors or prism faces varies with the
angles of incidences of light. This must
be taken into account to avoid color-

signed to compensate for and match the

fxx

vario section

of glass [in the prism] and length of
glass parts. The effect of the dichroic

duces its own chromatic aberrations,
field curvature, and spheric aberrations, with their consequent effects on
the final performance of the camera."
Keyes notes that lenses must be de-

s',110 max.

Range extender change

locat at desired stop positions on the objective lens

2.

1.

focus elements

basic objective
F., prism system,
protective glass

slide for zoom action

This diagram of the Schneider TV -10 1:2.1/18-200 lens with 11 x zoom range shows the
optical construction of Schneider's early studio lenses, which are still used by many stations. Twenty-two lenses are employed, six for the basic lens and 16 in the vario section.
Newer Schneider lenses are based on a different design, of course, with flip -in extenders
and test pattern diascopes.

and optical paths-of the camera's
prism or internal filters. "Therefore,
even within the same lens model, the
lens for each type of camera has a few
different elements inside," he says.
Of course, the speed of a camera's
optical system limits the maximum aperture of the lens. If the camera has an
f/1.4 prism, putting an f/1.2 lens will

be useless, and may even degrade certain lens specifications, especially sensitivity, resolution, and distortion.

one parameter at the expense of anoth-

Tradeoffs

insure that they enhance the len's utility, rather than detracting from it.
For example, as the speed of a lens
increases, its size and weight increase

Within the limits of lens design,
tradeoffs often can be made to boost

Production Case

er. As with any such situation, however, those tradeoffs must be weighed
against the intended use of the lens to

ME -318 Stereo Sound

r

iblohleltelsh*,

FOR ACR & TCR QUAD CARTS

VISA

Vertical Interval Stereo Audio
Our Production Cases for video and film crews get gear
to a shoot in one piece and keep it organized so it won't be
lost or left behind. Production cases stand on their own
without collapsing, and their color -coded pockets help
you find accessories at a glance. Three sizes available.
The largest, shown above, holds more than two cubic feet
of gear. See your dealer, or call us for more information.

K and N Products, Ltd.
Box 246, North Bennington
Vermont 05257 (802)442.9118
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Upgrade any ACR or TCR to record and play stereo
audio without transport modifications.

Separate encoder and decoder modules are used;
multiplexing the two stereo chan-

nels into the vertical blanking
portion of the video signal in
Record and retrieving them
during Playback.

MERLIN ENGINEERING WORKS
2440 EMBARCADERO WAY, PALO ALTO, CA 94303
(415) 856-0900 TWX 910-3731782
TOLL FREE (800) 227-1980
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YOU
MADE US LOOK TERRIFIC!

ou took our
PictureMaker' 3D
Computer Graphic Video
Animation System and
did wonders with it.

hat will our customers
think of next!?

See for yourseff at SMPTE

booth 1407/1408.

*Copyright .1985 Ron Scott
"Jim Dixon
Kodak and Ektachrome are registered trademarks of
Eastman Kodak Company.
SONY is a registered trademark of the SONY Corporation.

ANOTHER SOLID IDEA FROM CUBICOMP

CUBICOMP
COR P O R A TION
0 198 5 C ufaicomp Corporation

3165 Adeline Street, Berkeley, CA 94703 USA
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(415) 540-5733 TELEX: 294295

also. This is in part because in order to
let in more light, the lens must be wider
in diameter. A longer zoom ratio also
means a longer lens, since larger shifts
are required in the variator group.
Another type of tradeoff is illustrated
by the useful built-in zoom range extenders often found in broadcast lenses.
According to Keyes, by extending the

Servo Zoom Module...,
Lens Hood
Wide Adapter

Tel Adapter
Remote Manual Zoom
Servo Focus Module

focal length, extenders also magnify
lens aberrations and other problems.

Remote Servo Zoom

Therefore, they require that particularly severe tolerances be met for lens aberration and accuracy.
Ultimately, determining what

Remote Servo Focus

Remote Manual Focus

Exploded Diagram of Fujinon Lens

tradeoffs should be made is a cost/
benefit analysis based on the lens's intended use. For ENG applications, it is

to f/6.3 at its maximum focal length of

cording to Keyes, target cost is esti-

most important that a lens be light
enough so that the camera can be

600 mm. "This could have been de-

mated at the beginning of development,

signed to be f/2.1 at 600 mm," he says.
"But this would be of little value. The

used on a tripod or dolly, balance is important. As studio and field cameras get
smaller, they can easily be dwarfed by
extra -long, extra -fast lenses.

glass in the lens would be increased by
a factor of 10 and the lens dimensions
would naturally be increased to accom-

Taylor cites Schneider's 30X standard lens fit 30 mm tubes, which has
an f/2.1 maximum aperture that ramps

who would be prepared to pay for it?"
As Taylor suggests, one of the major

according to the purpose and application of the lens. Then the lens is designed so that it can be produced at a
rational and competitive price.
Ultimately, the improvement of lens
specifications runs into the (so far) immutable laws of physics. Lens manufacturers agree that lens improvements
can still be expected, but the dramatic
breakthroughs are highly unlikely. The
Fujinon spokesman says, "Improve-

tradeoffs in lens design is price. Ac-

ments can be made in all of these [spec -

carried on the operator's shoulder; focal length, though important, takes sec-

ond place. Even if a camera is to be

depth of focus would be such as to
make it difficult for a cameraman to
hold sharp focus, plus the weight of

modate this

.

.

.

.

Then, of course,

Transmit 4 ITFS Channels
On One Antenna

i

With the 4630(4) Combiner

fur -141111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Channel filter outputs are
combined with less than 1
db loss to any channel
Available for any ITFS
channel group (4 channel)

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

PAL-N
NTSC 4.43 RIM_Alk

for extreme temperature

PAL SECAM
NTSC

environments
three channel
combiners also available

Two and

4630(4) - (Group)
Only $4135

Delivery 30 days or less

The four channel combiner
detailed

in

free catalog

BTV/85 which also includes
information on filters for:

UHF MDS ITFS
Order your free catalog today
1-800-448-1666
(NY/HI/AK/Canada)
(315) 437-3953
Microwave Filter Company, Inc.
6743 Kinne Street
East Syracuse, NY 13057
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Special models available

is

i

Merlin ME -888 Standards Converter
for ALL world video standards
Automatic conversion between all world
television standards - NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
PAL -M, PAL -N and NTSC 4.43.

Digital image processing - color correction, noise
reduction, H & V detail enhancement.

Multistandard TBC, color bars,
frame synchronization and freeze
frame.

ITSERLIn
MERLIN ENGINEERING WORKS
2440 EMBARCADERO WAY, PALO ALTO, CA 94303
(415) 856-0900 TWX 910-3731782
TOLL FREE (800) 227-1980
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The Solution ToYour Old Cart Machine
Is Not A New Cart Machine!
From AFA comes the remarkable new
Pegasus 5100 commercial compilation sys-

general purpose VTR/VCR equipment!

The system allows for the loading of

tem. It does everything cart

machines do-and more. And it
does it better, more efficiently,
virtually eliminates the need for
"make-goods"-and, ultimately,

approximately 175 spots on a single ninety -minute tape. And dele-

tions, additions and last-minute
changes are virtually automatic.
But be careful, once you see the
Pegasus 5100 in action, you'll never

will save you money!

want to use a cart machine again!
Call Marc Bressack at (201) 7671000 to arrange a demonstration
of this exciting new system.

This new solid state computer

support system facilitates the
automatic off-line compiling of
commercial breaks using existing

AFA
SEE US AT

SMPTE
BOOTH #1146

A.F. ASSOCIATES INC.
ADVANCED SYSTEMS AND PRODUCTS FOR THE VIDEO INDUSTRY
100 STONEHURST COURT NORTHVALE NJ 07647 (201) 767-1000
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ifications], but we're looking at
incremental changes. There are not go-

ing to be any breakthroughs. The
question then becomes a matter of
price/benefit: Is the improvement
worth the price? There are no finite lim-

its as such, but we're getting to the
point where improvements will be incremental and barely perceptible."
Several factors limit improvements,
Keyes notes. These include the limits
on the kinds of materials used in building lenses; physical requirements in
building lenses of certain focal lengths
and speeds; and limits on resolution
caused by the laws of optics.
Changes may be small, but they will
still occur. Martinez notes, "Improve-

ments can still be expected because
new optical materials are introduced
from time to time, because optical design progresses thanks to accumulative
experiences and more and more powerful means of computation, because new
machining methods are available."

He adds, "We haven't reached the
limits. This is a game of numbers

.

.

.

.

are they racing each other for the widest
angle in studio lenses.

What's ahead?
Even though no major breakthroughs

appear to be around the corner, lens

Computing the changes

makers are aware of user needs and de-

The complexity of lens design lends
itself naturally to the use of computers,

sires. The manufacturers suggested
several possible areas for improve-

which have speeded the process for
many years. "It's impossible to talk

ment, although all cautioned that some

about lens design without computers."

Martinez puts it, "Presently available

changes are years off at best. As

Keyes asserts. According to the

TV lenses have reached a very high lev-

spokesman, Fujinon has been using

el of quality and sophistication, quite

computer -assisted design for two decades and has had a dedicated lens design computer system for years.
"The implications [of computer design systems] are tremendous,"
Martinez states, "as tedious tasks are
done without effort and without errors
by the machine, freeing the engineer's

well matching camera performance. By

time for creative tasks. We are also
using a number of machining centers
controlled by computers," which make
parts impossible to make by any other
method.
Taylor adds, "Their particular value
is in higher precision, the ability to sim-

ulate different design approaches

I'm sure you'll see longer lenses." As
manufacturers strive to exceed each

permitting a faster, more sophisticated

other in focal length for field lenses, so

digitizing mechanical design."

design process, and, one could say,

LAJtatcti-JUtaketim

and large, operating characteristics,
such as focal length, aperture, minimal
focusing distance, etc., are in line with
cameramen's requirements
. We
.

.

for improvement, and we expect to
show a new family [of lenses] in the
future."
Taylor comments, "The lens designer's number one daily task is an ongo-

ing process." He lists minimizing of
residual aberrations, especially geometric distortion, as one of the top
priorities.
According to Fujinon's spokesman,

"the most looked -for improvements
would probably be a lens that has zero
light loss and no ramping. There's no

Imo. i,se-Tatehetim

I H FF--PRO
Level and Impedance Converters

$189

UNI-DIRECTIONAL FOR

BI-DIRECTIONAL FOR
Reel to Reel and Cassette Recorders
Graphic Equalizers and Noise Reducers
Audio Effects Processors and Digital Reverb
Dual Line Amp, DA, Splitter or Combiner

Digital Compact Disc Players

ENG Cassette Dubbing
Off -Air Monitor Tuners
Console Audition Outputs

Interface consumer/industrial IHF (-10db) stereo source equipment and signal
processing devices into professional studio +4dBm, 600 ohm systems without
loading distortion, crosstalk, hum, response roll -off or RF pick-up.
AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
True transformer output isolation, balance and protection with
INCORPORATED
less than .01% THD even at 20Hz and +22dBm peak output!
102 db dynamic range...greater than a Compact Digital Disc system!
328 Maple Avenue, Horsham, PA 19044
Self contained power supply, Velcro and dual rack mounting.
(215) 443-0330
Free Detailed Brochure and Specifications Available

Ar I
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believe there now is substantial room

Would you...like to reduce
your studio lighting by
40%, 50% or more?
Impossible? No.
The LDK 6 requires only 125 to 150
foot candles operating at optimum
f-stop even with teleprompter.
The LDK 6 efficient optics and total
computer control can easily cut
studio lighting without sacrificing
creativity or operating flexibility.
With only 27 foot candles, the LDK 6 can remain at 0 dB
and f 1.6, but for the impossible sports shot, 12 dB
produces an absolutely quiet picture and gives you the
depth of field that you need. Under all lighting conditions
a full 3 x 3 linear matrix contributes to outstanding
uniformity and color matching.

Total Computer Control extends further this LDK 6
picture quality advantage. Digital correction
automatically fine tunes individual zones for exceptional
registration, shading and dynamic focus. And, computer
contro.led anti -comet tail and dynamic beam control
excellent highlight handling.
circuits ensure

And there are more Total Computer Control operating
features that clearly separate the new generation LDK 6
from the partial computer control cameras.
On-line diagnostics warns of a potential problem .
before it becomes a fault that can result in costly
downtime.
The computer system automatically adjusts for tube
ageing Pictures from a two year old LDK 6 look as good as
day one. This is proven daily in the field.
The LDK 6 triax system greatly reduces cost of cabling
and servicing plus ease of moving between studios means
fewer cameras.
A pi2kup tube can be replaced 15 minutes before air
time with no tweaking . and a matched tube is not
required.
These and many more LDK 6 and LDK 26 features are why
the LDK 6 family are the fastest selling cameras in their
.

.

.

.

class, with over 350 sold world wide.
Prove the Total Co nputer Control difference to yourself.
A demonstration will prove why the LDK 6 family is years
ahead in design, performance and cost-effectiveness.

Call or write for a demonstration or request the
descriptive LDK 6 or LDK 26 (2/3") technical brochure.

PHILIPS TELEVISION SYSTEMS, INC.
900 Corporate Drive
Mahwah, New Jersey 07430
(201) 529-1550
Canada: E.ectro & Optical System Ltd,
31 P -ogress Court, Scarborough, Ontario,
Canada M1G 3VS
Tel: (416) 439-9333 'flex: 065-25431

PHILIPS

Broadcast Equipment

PHILIPS
Reliability through Quality
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way of guessing when anything like

headed by Phil Godfrey of ABC Televi-

that is even possible. It just takes more
and more pieces of glass to improve the

sion, "is working to develop electrical
and mechanical interface standards be-

properties of a lens, and as you add

tween cameras and lenses

each piece it also adds complications."

Keyes suggests several improvements that might come to pass, for ex-

ample, the use of germanium -type
aspheric lenses with inherently greater

registration and light transmission;
lenses with more autofocus capabilities; and even plastic lenses, which
would be both smaller and lighter. He
points out that glass has many inherent

advantages over even the most advanced plastics, including resistance to
scratches and to extreme ambient tem-

peratures, but plastic resists breakage
and is of course very lightweight. Don't

hold your breath waiting for a plastic

lens, however; all these changes, if
they come at all, are a way down the
road.

so that
ultimately we could have interchange-

ability between different lenses and
different camera manufacturers,"
Godfrey says. Comprised of users, lens

manufacturers, and camera manufacturers, the committee is attempting to

bring all three factions together to
arrive at a workable compromise.
According to Godfrey, the working
group is studying camera and lens specifications to determine the differences
and similarities in electrical specifica-

tions. "Some camera manufacturers
supply ac and some supply dc. Some
supply lower voltages, some higher
voltages. We're trying to arrive at some
commonality
We're striving
more for a recommended practice than
.

.

.

.

a standard."
The group is also trying to come up
with a recommended lens mount, al-

Standardization?

tween lenses. SMPTE's Working

though this may be even more difficult
since it directly infringes on camera design in areas such as back focal length
and mechanical design. "If a standard

Group on Lens Interface Parameters,

mount was realized, however,"

One change that may be on the horizon is a degree of standardization be-

A SIGHT
FOR SORE EARS.
I

"r"

! ;re_

Godfrey contends, "we could develop
an electrical interface box to take care
of the electrical differences."
Whether the group will acheive standardization in an area where mechanical and electrical specifications are so
varied and entrenched remains to be
seen. A representative of one lens manufacturer active in the group suggested,
"We may agree to disagree." Godfrey
is well aware of this possibility.
"If we can't come up with a recommended practice," he says, "then we'd
publish the specifications that major
manufacturers use" in a tutorial -type
paper in an attempt to obtain a de facto
recommended practice. The working
group has been in existence for three
years-not particularly old for a stan-

dardization committee-and most of
the major lens and camera makers have
participated in its efforts, according to
Godfrey.
As with improvements in specifications, standardization most likely will
prove to be an evolutionary, not revolutionary, process. Progress is certain to
continue, however, as lens manufactur-

ers and the industry itself strive for
greater perfection.

BM/E

CALAWAY TURNS YOUR OFFICE

COMPUTER INTO A LOW COST
VIDEOTAPE EDITING SYSTEM

/1"fifirrir?-rry

'4

If ears
ears could talk, they'd scream for SONEX.
The only patented acoustic foam with a
specially sculptured anechoic design can
replace traditional studio materials for a
fraction of the cost. SONEX absorbs sound,
controls reverh, eliminates stray reflections, and kills standing waves.
What's left is true sound. Your ears know. Listen to them. Simple to
apply and economical to buy, SONEX blends with almost any decor
and looks clean, sharp, professional. Call or write us for all the facts

and prices.
SONEX is manufactured by
Illbruck and distributed
exclusively to the pro sound
industry by Alpha Audio.

Olplaeudio©

2049 West Broad Street

Richmond, Virginia 23220

(804) 358-3852

Acoustic Products for the Audio Industry
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NEW FEATURES
GPI

EXPANDED MACHINE CONTROL. INCLUDING
SONY VO-5850 8 PIONEER LD-V6000 VIDEO DISC

NEW COMPAT IDLE INTERFACES
AMPEX VPR-6 . . HITACHI HR -230
TEAC TASCAM MS -16
.

8Fiti,466i3Wskitailos

SMPTE BOOTH 1116

Call or write:

CALAWAY ENGINEERING
49 SOUTH BALDWIN AVE. / P.O. BOX 323
SIERRA MADRE, CA 91024 (818) 355-2094
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Gyrozoom
111111111.1111111111111111941
60/300

GET THE PICTURE
With the Schwem Gyrozoom 60/300TM Image
Stabilizer Lens
Now, truly stabilized optics. The new Schwem
Gyrozoom 60/300 Image Stabilizer Lens fits most
2/3' ENG cameras and eliminates virtually all image
vibration. Smooth footage is obtained when

shooting from any moving vehicle-helicopter,

truck, boat, motorcycle-even on foot-whether
the camera is hand-held or on a tripod. The image is stabilized opti-

cally-not with braces or brackets.
Zoom from 60mm to 300mm. This lens enables
you to shoot close-up from 1000 feet with a perfectly steady image. It is ideal for newsgathering
and sports coverage.

Compact and lightweight. The Gyrozoom
weighs in at approximately 6 lbs. Power drain is
only 1 additional minute/hour.
Easy to operate. There's no special training required. It is as easy as
1. Attach

2. Aim

3. Shoot.

American quality backed by a full warranty. Fully warranted for 6
months with an optional service contract after warranty period.

SCHWEM
TECHNOLOGY
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To get the picture, you have to see the picture. Call Schwem Technology today to arrange a free demonstration.
3305 Vincent Road, Pleasant Hill, CA 94523, Call Collect (415) 935-1226.

FROM HAIRPIN TURNS
TO STRAIGHTAWAYS,
THE SPEED OF SOUNu
AS NEVER
BEEHN SO SMOOTH.

For years, sloppy tape transportation and handling
have made the audio engineer's day much harder than
it had to be.
This tormenting state has come to an end with the
introduction of Sony's APR -5000 2 -track analog recorder, available in a center -track time code version.
The APR -5000's precise handling and numerous
advanced features make the audio engineer's day run
much smoother. For example, the APR -5000's 16 -bit
microprocessor manages audio alignment with a precision that's humanly impossible. And the additional
8 -bit microprocessor opens the way for extremely
sophisticated serial communications. In tandem, they
reach a truly unique level of intelligence.
Not only does the APR -5000 do its job well; it does
it consistently. The die-cast deck plate and Sony's longstanding commitment to quality control maintain that
the APR -5000 will hardly need time off.
All of which results in a consistent sonic performance that'll stand even the most critical audio professionals on their ears.
For a demonstration of the recorder that transports analog audio
to a new fidelity high, contact your
nearest Sony office:
Eastern Region (201) 368-5185;
Southern Region (615) 883-8140;
Central Region (312) 773-6000;
Western Region (213) 639-5370;
Headquarters (201) 930-6145.

SONY

Professional Audio
© 1985 Sony Corp. of America. Sony is a registered trademark of Sony Corp.

AES CONVENTION
EXPANDS
Increased numbers of participants and
technical papers have prompted the Au-

dio Engineering Society to expand its

annual convention from four to five
days. The seventy-ninth AES convention will meet October 12 through 16 at
the New York Hilton, with 60 technical
papers and 20 seminars and workshops
presented over the five-day meeting.

In addition, a two-day special program will focus on sound reinforcement, which has become a topic of
special interest to participants.
Other important topics generating interest at the AES Convention this year
will be, of course, digital audio and audio for stereo TV.
The exhibit hall will be open for four

days, from Sunday, October 13 to
Wednesday, October 16, and will feature over 300 displays with 40 on -site
demonstration areas. Exhibit hall hours
will he 1:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. Sunday,

10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Monday,
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Tuesday, and
9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Wednesday.

An increase in participants and papers over last year's AES
Convention has expanded this year's show to five days.

Program Highlights
Below are some of the more noteworthy seminars and workshops

scheduled for this year's expanded AES Convention.
Saturday, October 12

8:30 a.m. Annual Business
Meeting
9:30 a. m. -1 2: 30 p. m. Acoustic
Fundamentals seminar

1:30 p.m. -4:30 p.m. Small
Room Acoustics seminar
5:30 p.m. -7:00 p.m. Large
Loudspeaker Arrays workshop
Technical Papers Transmission - Recording
Broadcast
2:00 p.m. Session I - Digital
Recording
7:00 p.m. Session II - Analog
Recording and Broadcast

for Stereo TV workshop
Monday, October 14

9:00 a.m. TV Audio Prcduction
Mastering workshop
Aspects of CD Mastering
workshop
Technical Paper - Transducers
9:00 a. m. Session I Transducers
Technical Paper - Transducers
1:30 p.m. Session II Transducers
Technical Paper - Transducers
7:00 p.m. Session III Transducers

Sunday, October 13

9:30 a.m. Audio for FM
Broadcasting workshop
Wireless Microphones
workshop
1:30 p. m. The Business of Audio

Tuesday, October 15

9:00 a.m. Tape Machine Clinic
workshop
Psychoacoustic
Fundamentals seminar

Technical Paper - Signal
Processing
9:00 a.m. Session I - Processing
Technical Paper - Signal
Processing
1:30 p.m. Session H - Filters
7:00 AES Awards Banquet Reception

8:00 AES Awards Banquet
Wednesday, October 16

9:00 a.m. Microphone
Techniques workshop
Phase relationships seminar
Technical Paper - Signal
Processing
9:30 a. m. Session HI - Mixing and
Equalizing

1:30 p.m. Education in Audio
semnar
From Fourier to Hilbert and
Back Again seminar

4:00 p.m. Conventior Close
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Audico
Audio Developments
Audio/Digital

Klark-Teknik Electronics
Kurzweil Music Systems
Lenco, Electronics Div.

Audio Kinetics
Audio Precision
Audio Productive
Audio-Technica U.S.
Audiotechniques
Audio Video Consultants
AXE
Kenneth A. Bacon Associates
Barcus Berry Electronics
BASF Systems Corp.
Beyer Dynamic
BGW Systems
Biamp Systems
Bosendorfer
Bruel & Kjaer Instruments
Bryston Vermont Ltd.

Lexicon

Calzone Case

Cetec Gauss
Cetec Ivie
Cetec Vega
Cipher Digital
Connectronics Corp.
Countryman Associates
Crest Audio
DCS Audio Products
Design Direct Sound
Digital Entertainment Corp.
DOD Electronics
Dolby Electronics

Lumitrol Corp.
3M/Magnetic A/V Products Div.
Magnefax International
Marshall Electronic
Martin Audio Video Corp.
Meyer Sound Laboratories
Micro -Point
Mitsubishi Pro Audio Group/see
Digital Entertainment, Quad
Eight/Westrex
Monster Cable
Nagra Magnetic Recorders
Nakamichi U.S.A. Corp.
Neotek Corp.
Rupert Neve Inc.
New England Digital
Orban Associates
Otari Corp.
Paktec Automation
Panasonic Industrial/see Ramsa,
Technics
Peavey Electronics Corp.
Penny & Giles
Pioneer Electronics
U.S.A.
Polyform
Pro Con Sound
Publison America

Sony Corp. of America
Soundcraft Electronics
Sound Ideas
Sound Technology
Sound Workshop Pro. Audio Prod.

Stanton Magnetics
Studer Revox America
Sunkyong International
Symetrix
Tandberg of America
Tannoy North America
Tascam
Technics/Panasonic

Tektronix
Telex Communications
Timeline

TOA Electronics
Trident U.S.A.
Troisi Engineering & Design
TTL U.S.A.
Turbosound

Ursa Major
Valley Audio
Valley People
Viking Cases
Westec Audio
Whirlwind Music
Wireworks Corp.
Xedit Corp.
Yamaha Intl. Corp., Pro. Prod.
Div.

Zonal Ltd.
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THE ONLY

COMPANY THAT DIDN'T
HAVE TO IMPROVE
IMAGINE MAKING A MILLION
DOLLAR DECISION RIGHT NOW
How do you decide on a brand
new, high power television
transmitter that costs nearly
$1 million?
It isn't easy. Especially when
you have to live with that decision for the next decade. And
maybe longer.
At NEC, we've been manufacturing and installing television
transmitters for nearly 30 years.
So we've signed on more then
1,400 systems in every corne, of
the world.
Now, we'd like to introduce you
to two more...

The first. PCN-1400 Series
VHF Tran imitters, includes a

powerful iew one tube 35 kw
system, airgilabie in the U.S. hr
tte first time.
All our -pew V's gi've you 50%

improvement in MTBF (now
30,000 hours). With 30% fewer
exciter parts to repair and
replace. /nd stereo without m3dification. 7hey're 100% solid-state
up to 10 kw, and only one tube
to 35 kw.

Up the *al, you'll find our 4th
and most futuristic generation of
IF modulated UHF transmitters.

IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL DO FOR YOU
NEC AMERICA. INC., Broadcast Eguipme-it Division
130 Martin Lane. Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
In Illinois 312/640-3792.
Circle 192 on Reader Service Card

The PCU-900 Series.
These new U's range from
10 kw to 120 kw, with maximum
output power to 240 kw (parallel
running). And feature new, high
efficiency Amperex or EEV
Klystrons. To cut your power consumption, maintenance, and
replacement costs.
So, why fret and fuss? Just call
NEC for expert advice on some
of the world's most advanced,
most reliable UHF and VHF
transmitters.
For more information, call Joe
Engle toll free at 1-800-323-6656.

GREAT IDEA NOTEBOOK
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By Stephen Lampen
CE, KJAZ

CLOCK 0 0
only the resistance (not reactance) of
the transformer, which in my case was
about 50 ohms. I felt there was too
much loading of the 24 -volt supply in
each cart machine (about 0.5 amp), and

Our PD asked me to build a digital
clock that would time our commercial
spots on air. He wanted to be able to see
when spots were almost over, or when a
spot ran too long.
Unfortunately, most of the less expensive clock kits on the market, which
cost around $10, require that a switch
be momentarily depressed to zero the
clock and begin to count. In the interest
of simplicity, I wanted to see if I could
find a way to interface the clock -timer
with our cart machines, which are ITC
SP, without using a power supply and
circuitry.
I began by taking the paralleled out-

adding the resistor drops the draw to
150 mils, a more reasonable figure. It
might also be possible to use transform-

ers which have more resistance in the
primary to get the same result. Usually
the cheaper and smaller transformers
have more resistance and work better,
and using a step-up transformer will
step-up the pulses so you have some

reasonable pulse voltage to run the
relay.
This simple design allows our clock -

timer to be activated at the start of a
spot. It's noteworthy too that the circuit
completely isolates the three cart
BM/E
machines from each other.

puts for the "START" light in each
cart machine into a transformer. That's
24 V dc into a transformer.

SEND US YOUR

SCRIBE

The Ultimate Text Generator
with

ULTRA -HIGH
RESOLUTION
plus

former. While this pulse is low at about
one volt, it's enough to drive a small re-

for the Great Idea Notebook

Antialiased display
1500 -font library
Automatic character kerning
Unlimited character placement

lay. I used a reed relay which is very

Share your favorite engineering

Maintains resolution in resizing

project with your fellow engi-

and more.

neers. We reward S50 for each
idea we print. Please type your
entry (three to five pages), and
include neatly -lettered diagrams
and or charts if appropriate. Ad-

'OH huMMI ki I

The turn -on of the dc produces a
pulse of dc at the output of the trans-

sensitive and will fire at about 0.5 volt.
I picked up this relay as surplus, but any
small relay will work as well. They often come in an IC 14 -pin DIP package

(as mine did), so one IC socket and
three transformers will work fine.
I added 120 ohm resistors ahead of
the transformer primary as the dc sees

GREAT IDEAS

dress manuscripts to Great
Ideas Editor.

naturally
CHYRON TELESYSTEMS A DIVISION OF
CHYRON CORPORATION 265 Spagnoli Rd ,
Melville, NY 11747 516-249-3296
Telex 144522 Chyron Melv
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The Abekas A52 Digital
Special Effects System.
Take the controls of our A52
Digital Special Effects System.
And let your fancy fly. Your
video will be limited only by
your own imagination.
The A52 offers a striking
combination of simple, yet
powerful, programming techniques and effects editing
capabilities.
Your A52 can be configured to accommodate up to
*TM of DATAKEY, Inc.

four control panels and two
channels. Assign any control
panel to any channel. A52 features include: extremely high
signal transparency, smooth
picture movement, a powerful
control system for on -air and
post -production activities,
simplified operation, a wide
variety of special effects, and
unique DataKey* off-line
effects storage.
If you have powerful

picture manipulation on your

mind, think of the Abekas
A52. For details contact: Abekas
Video Systems, Inc., 353A
Vintage Park Drive, Foster City,
CA 94404. (415) 571-1711.

Abekas
Vdeo Systems. Inc

Visit us at SMPTE Booth 1720.
Circle 201 on Reader Service Card

interpreting the

FCC rules Fr regulations
The Ramifications of Must-Carry
By Harry Cole, FCC Counsel
You doubtless heard of the Quincy Cable decision that
was handed down by a Federal appeals court in July. It is
usually said that, in that decision, the court threw out the
must -carry rules. While that is certainly not an unfair or
inaccurate statement, it really does not reflect the full potential reach of the the court's opinion. What follows is an
attempt to provide some greater appreciation for the possible impact of the Quincy Cable decision.
In order to understand any of this, you must first have a
rudimentary grasp of the must -carry rules which the court

did, indeed, throw out in July. Those rules, adopted by
the Commission approximately 20 years ago, required cable television systems to carry the signals of all local tele-

vision stations and certain nearby stations which are
"significantly viewed" by residents served by the system. The idea was to make sure that local broadcasting did
not suffer any disadvantage as a result of cable technology, which permits cable operators to import and offer to

their subscribers the signals of distant stations and
nonbroadcast programmers.
The Commission was motivated in part by pressure
from the broadcast industry, and also in part by the Communications Act of 1934, in which Congress has clearly

attached a very high priority to the concept of a local
broadcast system assuring local service to as many individual communities as possible. With these factors in

the audience and, therefore, to the cable operator-than
would, say, a premium movie channel, an all -music channel, or a "superstation. '' In selecting programming to be
offered on a cable system, then, the must -carry rules have

been an inhibiting factor.

Must -carry problems
Meanwhile, out in the state of Washington, Quincy Cable TV, Inc. was having its own problems with the must carry rules. It had a 12 -channel system, all 12 channels of
which were being used. The community served by its system is located between Seattle and Spokane, and it thus
carried the local stations of those two cities, even though

that led to substantial duplication of programming. In
1979, after conducting a survey, Quincy Cable decided to
remove from its system the three Spokane network affiliates, all of which could be received over -the -air, and to
replace them with specialized cable programming. It requested a waiver of the must -carry rules, but its request
was denied by the Commission's Cable TV Bureau. It appealed that denial and, while the appeal was pending at
the Commission, it deleted two of the three stations. The
FCC ultimately affirmed the denial of the waiver request
and imposed a $5000 fine on the cable operator for the deletion of the two stations.

mind, the Commission adopted sweeping rules requiring,

Quincy Cable filed an appeal with the United States

in effect, cable carriage of all local and significantly

Court of Appeals for the district of Columbia Circuit. Although Quincy Cable represented the point of view of cable operators, the case clearly involved the validity of the

viewed signals. In so doing, the Commission did not have
any empirical evidence demonstrating that, absent such

rules, local broadcasting would dry up and blow away.
Rather, the Commission was acting on the basis of what it

thought to be a reasonable guess.
The must -carry rules have always been a source of annoyance for the cable industry, which has generally found
them to be a restriction on cable operators' discretion to
program their systems as they (and their subscribers) may
see fit. This annoyance has been exacerbated in recent
years as program sources-both local, over -the -air services and nonlocal, nonbroadcast services-have flourished. If, for example, a 12 -channel cable system was
located in a community which had nine or 10 must -carry
stations, the cable operator could offer its subscribers
only two or three nonlocal alternatives, despite the plethora of such services available. Further, some of the local
must -carry services may have been poorly programmed
stations in which the audience might have little or no interest; such stations would thus be less desirable-both to

must -carry rules. The decision-Quincy Cable TV, v.
FCC (D.C. Cir., Case No. 83-1283)-was released on
July 19, 1985.
As mentioned above, the court did throw out the must carry rules. The court found that cable programmers and
cable operators are entitled to First Amendment protection. Because of this, and because it also found that the
must -carry rules substantially infringed that protection,
the court subjected the rules to a much higher standard of
scrutiny than is usually applied to Commission regulations. The bottom line was that, according to the court,
the Commission had not demonstrated that an adequate
justification for the rules existed. In the court's words, the

must -carry rules were "grossly overinclusive" rules
which "indiscriminately protect each and every broadcaster regardless of the quality of local service available in

the community and irrespective of the number of local

outlets carried by the cable operator." The court acBM/E OCTOBER, 1985
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Lighting Tech Tips

knowledged that the Communications Act clearly at-

THE PROBLEMS...

serve that priority without unnecessarily infringing the
constitutional rights of cable programmers or operators.
The Quincy Cable decision has a number of interesting
aspects over and above the deletion of the must -carry
rules. For openers, it clearly accords First Amendment
protection to cable programmers and operators. This is
yet another series of recent court decisions firmly placing
the cable industry within the scope of that protection.
Second, the decision gave the court yet another opportunity to emphasize its concern for the continued availability of locally oriented broadcast programming. That
concern has recently been expressed in connection with
the Commission's deregulatory efforts, which have eliminated minimum guideline percentages for nonentertain-

1. The balk and complexity of conventional cameramounted _ight cable 'battery systems interere with a
cameraman's mohihty.
2. Because of this complexity oars bulk, many cameramen
wJl no- tre an on-oamera light, even when it would
greatly improve vicec quality
3. Having a mixture of law voltage o: 30V) cod AC
powered bulbs is inconvenient, confusing and often
results In hula destruction.

THE SOLUTION. UltraLight

TM

The Anton/Bauer UltraLighl an 3 UltraLight Pcwer Adapter
(ULPA) eliminate the extra batthnes, dangling cables, and

the overall bulk of convent onal on -camera ligh-ing

systems. The ULPA allows the m_mature illtrciligh- to be

powered from the same baler!, that runs the ::arnera. The
ULPA merely snaps or_ between the cameras ?Arising
Snap-On' battery bracket and the standard Antmi/Bauer
Pro Pac camera battery; the IT-FA's built-in cable plugs
directly into the UltraLight.

taches a priority to localism; however, in the court's view
the must -carry rules had not been narrowly designed to

ment and locally produced broadcast programming.
Noting the Commission's rationale for the must -carry

rules-i.e. , that the rules are necessary to assure the availability of local broadcast programming-the court

pointed out that a local station would be subject to must carry protection "even if it carries no local programming
at all." To this observation the court added a footnote. In

the footnote, the court cited the FCC's deregulatory

A cameraman can now 'have the full benefits of the most
versatile camera light without sacaficing any speed or
mobility. Moreover the highly efficient UltraLight will
deliver a smooth beam pattern that draws as little as
1% amps; that is well over one hour of running both light
and camera simultaneously from one battery. There is no
longer any excuse for shadowed eyes, sunken cheeks or
muddy video.
When AC is available, it is not necessary to change the
bulb. The UltraLight with the same low voltage bulb can be
powered with the compact ULAC which converts both 120
or 23C'V (switchable) to low voltage for up to 100 watts. No
longer is there the need to carry two or three sets of bulbs for

diffe:ent voltages or run the risk of accidentally destroying
bulbs with the improper voltages.

UltraLight (patent pending) solves even more lighting problems.
See Lighting Tech Tip #1 and #2.

The quality standard of the video Indust/3!
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Anton'Bauer, Inc., One Controls Dr., Shelton, CT 06484 203-929-1100
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changes and then stated that, "perhaps spurred by this
change, several broadcasters have announced plans to
provide a full day of music videos, programming that, of
course, is devoid of any local orientation at all." While
we should not read too much significance into this footnote, the court's reference to music videos can hardly be
described as charitable. This could signal a developing
unwillingness on the court's part to provide further endorsements of the FCC's deregulatory policies to the extent that those policies result in a decrease in locally oriented programming. Such a development might, in turn,
affect the programming plans of broadcasters seeking to
duplicate the success of, say, MTV, by providing a fulltime, all -music video format.
Third, there is the matter of copyright liability. Transmission of copyrighted material on a cable system constitutes a "use" requiring payment of a copyright royalty.
The Copyright Act, however, excludes from this requirement cable carriage of local stations, i.e., stations subject
to the must -carry rules. This arrangement certainly makes

sense: why, after all, should the cable operator be required to pay copyright royalties for the carriage of a station which it is required by Federal regulation to carry?
But, you might say, if the must -carry rules are deleted, the
copyright exclusion should also be deleted. While that
would indeed appear to make sense, the court in Quincy
Cable did not agree.
This, in turn, has given the broadcast industry a focal
point in its efforts to reduce the negative effects of the
Quincy Cable decision. Obviously, television licensees
subject to the must -carry rules certainly enjoyed the free
ride on the local cable system which those rules provided.
While the court indicated in its decision that the Commission might be able to formulate a set of must -carry rules
that would pass constitutional muster, at the time of this
writing most observers agree that the Commission is not
inclined to go that route. After all, the must -carry rules
were largely antithetical to the present FCC's strongly

=

A distinctive voice remains as
important to a successful broadcast announcer as a recognizable
visual presence. Microphones are
the critical first step in the broadcast
audio chain. Acting as a highly accurate sound "lens',' they must be sensitive enough to faithfully transmit
all of the subtle personal nuances and
inflections that distinguish one announcer's voice from another.
Today's sophisticated broadcast productions demand more from microphones. Differences in relative mic
performance are more readily apparent, and an inferior microphone
stands out like the proverbial sore
thumb.

In the most basic sense, any microphone need only capture the
sound source exactly and convert
it to electrical energy - no more,
no less. Obviously, microphones necessarily have different characteristics
based on differing transduction technologies and designs. But at Beyer, we
believe that the superiority of a microphone is in large part based on how
accurately it transduces the source
material - with no excuses based on

size or applications.
In broadcast, Beyer's concept of
"accuracy" means the difference between a microphone that can focus in
on a specific voice and produce a
totally realistic, professionally acceptable performance, and a mic
that simulates a performance by
only capturing the bare outline or
"silhouette" of an announcer's voice.
We've dedicated the most complex
and sophisticated technology in
existence to reinforce the truth of
this basic premise.
Sensitive and natural -sounding,
the MCE5 picks up the "whole truth"
of audio broadcast sound because of
an unusually wide frequency range
(20Hz to 20kHz) and exceptionally
fast transient response for any mic, let
alone one that is virtually invisible on
camera. Because the MCE5 has a uniform omnidirectional pickup pattern,
mic placement is not critical and the
announcer's head can move without
going "off mic:' Handling noise is kept
to an absolute minimum so the MCE5
picks up the voice, not the rustling
sounds of the announcer's expensive
silk tie.

The MCE5 is available in various
terminations for the widest range of
broadcast applications including wireless. Underscoring our longterm commitment to the broadcast industry, the
MCE5 is one of a family of reliable
Beyer broadcast products designed for
ENG, EFP and Film/Radio/Video studio production. It has been widely
adapted by discerning broadcast
engineers in the U.S. and Europe.
For those engineers who feel that
announcers' voices should be as recognizable as their faces, the Beyer MCE5
proves that this level of accuracy exists
in a lavalier design.
Beyer Dynamic Inc., 5-05 Burns
Avenue, Hicksville, NY 11801.
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Designing A New Facility Or Updating An Existing One?

Bosch Switchers Fit!
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The Bosch Switching Equipment System
ARE YOU PUZZLED with the type of switching system to install at your facility? Let Bosch fit all the pieces together for you!
From Master Control to Machine Control, Bosch has all the switching equipment you will need to complete your equipment
-oom requirements.

DISTRIBUTION SWITCHER -TVS/TAS-2000 will provide you with flawless service and unlimited expansion
capabilities for video, audio and control signals.

MASTER CONTROL - MCS-2000 provides total studio control by combining the versatility of the distribution
switcher and the creanve capabilities of a production switcher to make the most versatile switcher with full
stereo -audio capabilities.

MACHINE CONTROL - TCS-1 give you remote control of your video production equipment from single or
multiple locations, resulting in substantial savings in equipment and manpower. The savings in wiring costs alone
often offset the price of the system.

CONTROL SYSTEMS that allow you exceptional flexibility in controlling the switchers.
Bosch distribution switch ng equipment offers years of reliable service and competitive pricing.
Don't be puzzled any longer

.

.

,

let Bosch supply your facility with the best switching equipment available!

Robert Bosch Corporation
Video Equipment Division
2300 South, 2300 West, Salt Lake City, Utah 84119
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 31816 / Salt Lake City, Utah 84131

BOSCH

(801)972-8000 Telex: 38-8352 SLC
Specifications subject to change without notice.
1985 Robert Bosch Corporation. All rights reserved. Printed in U.S.
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FCC RULES & REGULATIONS
held belief in the miracle of the marketplace, and the demise of those rules probably did not sadden many Com-

mission officials. Since no help is thus likely to be
available from the Commission, some industry efforts are
being directed at Congress. One idea is to have the Copy-

right Act amended to eliminate the local station exclusion. That way (so the reasoning goes) the cable industry
and the broadcast industry would be able to negotiate
arm's length agreements relative to carriage and compensation, with neither side in the negotiations being subject
to any preferred status. As of this writing the prospects for

success in that effort are not clear.

Possible appeal
Also available to the Commission and to the broadcast
industry is the possibility of an appeal of the court's decision to the Supreme Court. While the Commission may
not be inclined to take such an appeal, representatives of
the industry have indicated that they will do so. However,
the Supreme Court usually chooses not to hear such appeals and, even if it were to agree to consider this one, the
chances of reversal are relatively slim.

Finally, the whole matter of individual arm's length
carriage negotiations between local broadcasters and local cable operators raises a number of practical, financial
questions for the broadcast television industry. Cable carriage has an equalizing effect among competing broadcast

IMAGINE THE MOST
TRANSPMENT FRAME
SYNCHRONIZER YET
It's the FS -19 with 10 bit quantization.
A synchronizer that lets you buy the
basics first. So you can plug in the options when you're ready.
Options like time base correction.
4 -field color processing, Freeze frame.
And our AS -18 audio synchronizer.
Call toll -free 1-800-323-6656.

NEC

IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL DO FOR YOU
NEC AMER'CA, INC., Broadcast Equipment Division
130 Marin Lane, Elk Grove Viltage, IL 60007
In Illinois 312-640-3:92.

signals. That is, the most underpowered independent
UHF station, when carried on a cable system, generally
provides to the viewer the same technical signal quality as
does the local VHF network affiliate. Thus, when the au-

dience has to pick which channel to watch, the primary
determining factor would not be signal quality, but the nature of the programming offered. Because of this, in a giv-

en market a UHF station with a relatively weak signal
could be in a much better position to compete with stations with better facilities if all stations were carried on the

local cable system. The must -carry rules assured equal
competition and, as a result, assisted in shoring up the

prices of stations which might otherwise have been
viewed as overpriced.

Period of imbalance
Now that those rules have been eliminated, there is
likely to be a period of imbalance leading to adjustments
in the valuation of stations, both new and old, as well as
adjustments in the valuation of cable carriage. For example, a UHF station with a weak signal would probably not
be worth as much if it could not secure cable carriage in a
heavily cabled market. By the same reasoning, cable operators will probably be in a position to attach a commen-

surately higher price tag to carriage of weaker local
stations. In assessing the value of any particular business

opportunity which might crop up, interested parties
should be careful to include consideration of these factors. At this point it is impossible to determine precisely
how the elimination of the must -carry rules will alter the
extent of opportunity or risk likely to be encountered in
the broadcast television industry. Nevertheless, it is ap-

parent that the decision in Quincy Cable cannot be
ignored.

BM/E
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broadcast
MTS Recognition

one vacuum tube, with a grounded grid -type power amplifier.

Control from

The PCU-900 Series features

Studio
Technologies

models ranging from 10 kW to 60
kW single output powers, with a

Studio Technologies has introduced

be optionally ordered with Amperex , EEV, or NEC klystrons

maximum of 240 kW obtainable by

parallel running. The series transmitters have only two tubes, and can

the RCU-1, which is designed for
use in conjunction with MTS television broadcast operations.

It determines and displays the
mono/stereo status of broadcast audio programming and automatically
switches a stereo simulator into the
on -air broadcast chain upon recognition of mono.

In order to switch from true to
simulated stereo, the unit employs
VCA-based cross -fading circuitry.

.

keyboard -controlled
GPIB-compatible.

and

fully

The 2382 features 12 digitally
corrected filters, ranging from
1

MHz to 3 Hz. Its overall level accuracy is ± 1 dB at any frequency.
A unique feature of the unit is its
direct drive to a color monotor. In
addition, it provides four separate
analog control knobs for level, frequency, span, and marker. Display
is accomplished via an electronic
graticule that offers a variety of axis
labels, including linear and logarithmic scales.

Extensive circuitry is used to allow

Circle 239 on Reader Service Card

Users can also choose either vapor
or water cooling.
Circle 240 on Reader Service Card

Lenco Introduces

Power Amplifier
Lenco has introduced the PPA-100
Stereo Power Amplifier, which delivers 100 W into 8 ohm loads up to
200 kHz.
The left and right input signals are
provided by standard chassis mounted XLR and 1/4 -inch stereo

phone jacks. An input signal of 0

± 45 degrees of phase error (at 1
kHz), and channel level difference

NEC has MTS

of 10 dB to still be recognized

Transmitters

undistorted power. The number of
stages has been kept to a minimum

NEC America's Broadcast Equip-

to insure the shortest possible signal
propagation delays. In addition, linear input filtering is incorporated to

correctly.
The RCU-1 can also be used as a

dedicated mono/stereo recognition
device in a television broadcast or
production facility. Prior to broadcast, videotapes can be monitored to
determine the actual status of the audio channels presented.
Designed as a companion device

for Studio Technologies' AN -2
Stereo Simulator, the RCU-1 is also
compatible with other manufacturers' stereo simulators. List price for
the unit is $1200.
Circle 238 on Reader Service Card

ment Division has two new
multichannel TV VHF and UHF

dB/ V will produce 100 W of

transmitters, the PCN-1400 Series
and the PCU-900 Series, which can
be used with any presently available
stereo generators without any
modification.
The PCN-1400 Series feature 10

kW, 20 kW, 25 kW, and 35 kW
single output powers, and all -solid-

state aural amplifiers. The PCN1435AH 35 kW model features only

protect against slewing-induced dis-

tortion and transient intermodulation distortion.
A motherboard concept is used to

link the power amplifier modules
with the rear panel connections. The

Spectrum Analyzer
from Marconi
The Model 2382 spectrum analyzer
from Marconi comprises two units,

the RF unit 2382 and the Display
Unit 2380. Its frequency range is
100 Hz to 400 MHz with a resolu-

tion of
156

1

Hz. The analyzer is

BM,E OCTOBER, 1985

mounting frame has controlled air
flow to prevent overheating under
variable environmental conditions.
Two fans pull air through the front
panel for distribution over the power
amplifier and driver stage.

Two green LED bars located in
the perforated front panel indicate
normal operating conditions. The
PPA-100 measures 19 inches wide

"I can describe Ikegami monitors in
one word: beautiful?
- Ed Dooley, Chief Engineer WLWT, Cincinnati, Ohio
Beautiful performance is only one reason why
IkegEmi's 9 series and 10 series broadcast colomon-ors and 3H series monochrome monitors
continue to capture the attention of more and
more video monitor buyers.
It's hardly surprising.
Designed to incorporate the latest
advancements in picture technology with
precision engineering detail, Ikegami monitors
are something to beholc.
-he features are equally impressive: The 9
series broadcast televis on monitors utilize In Line Sun self converging cathode ray tubes with
American s-andard matched phosphors and are
available in a 20, 14 and 10 inch model.
The 10 series high resolution broadcast
television rronito-s utilize Delta -Gun tubes to
achieve maximum brightness and exceptional
convergence anc are available in 20 and 14 inci
versions.
The 3H series broadcast television monitors
featu-e high qual ty morochrome displays
suitaole for sophisticated broadcast studio
applications and are available in 14 inch. as wel
as single and dual 9 inch versions.
Ikegami monitors: Poetry in motion.
For a complete demonstration of Ikegami
monitors and cameras, contact us or visit your
local Ikegami dealer.

Ikegami

Ikegami Electronics (U.S.A.), Inc., 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood, NJ 07607
East Coast: :201) 368-9171 West Coast: (213) 534-0050 Southeast: (81.3) 884-2046
Southwest: 4214) 233-2844 Midwest: (312) 834-9774
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Duscousry
VIDEO

TERMS:

Payment -In Advance
or COD Cashiers
Shipping:
FOB Mount Prospect, IL
WE WILL DESIGN A SYSTEM TO
MEET YOUR SPECIFIC NEEDS

3069 SYSTEM
INCLUDES:

3066 Cine/Video Fluid
Head with Two
Handles
3068 Universal Cine/
Video Tripod
3067 Dolly
$382

LUXOR
ENDURA TV TABLES
34" HIGH ENDURA
MOBILE TABLE 34"h
x 24"w x 18"d. 111/4"
top to center shelf;

42" HIGH ENDURA
MOBILE TABLE 42"h
x 24"w x 18"d. 141/4"
top to center shelf;

111/4" center to lower
shelf. 4" anti -shimmy
casters, two with
brakes. LE -34V ...$73

161/4" center to lower
shelf. 4" anti -shimmy
casters, two with

42" HIGH ENDURA
CABINETIZED
MOBILE TABLE 42"h
x 24"w x 18"d. One
cabinet with locking
door. 4" anti -shimmy
casters, two with
brakes. LE -42-C .$135

34" HIGH ENDURA
CABINETIZED 34"h x
24"w x 18"d. One
cabinet with locking
door. 4" anti -shimmy
casters. two with
brakes. LE -34-C .$132

brakes. LE -42 ...575

®'(0t11101
SYSTEM 50: Model
50

Fluid Head with two
handles. Model 55
claw ball metal tripod
with spreader .. $2795

SYSTEM 30: Model 30
Fluid Head with one
handle, model 55 claw
ball metal tripod with
spreader
$1875

DVW DELUXE EDIT
SYSTEM II
Convergence 195
TCRG A/B Roll/Joy
Stick Edit Controller
with Time Code
SONY VO-5850 UMatic Edit Recorder.
(2) SONY VO-5800 UMatic Recorder/
Feeder; (3) Panasonic
CT-110MA 10" Color

Monitors. Panasonic
TR-930 9" Status Display Monitor,

Sigma CSG-355A Sync
Generator with Bars
Convergence SE -100
Special Effects Unit and

(2) Nova 500 Time
Base Correctors
Complete with all interconnect cables and
documentation, quality
controlled and timed
by our factory trained
engineers $42,500

NATIONALLY COMPETITIVE PRICING,
PROMPT DELIVERY,
AND FACTORY AUTHORIZED SERVICE

P.O. Box 36
Mount Prospect, IL 60056

All Prices Subjec
to Chang

WAREHOUSE

All Sales Fina

OCTOBER'S SPECIAL

sos-sf BUYS SONY

-AUTOMATIC" 3066
SYSTEM INCLUDES:
3066 CineNideo
Fluid Head with Two
Handles
3051 Automatic Tripod
3067 Dolly
$392

Quantities Limite

SONY DXC-M3AK
VO-5850 34 Edit
3 Tube Color Camera
Recorder.... $5175
with 15X Lens
VO-6800 3 Portable
SONY VO-6800 3/4"
Recorder .... $2660
Portable Recorder
SONY CMA-8 AC
Adaptor
SONY BC-1WA
Battery Charger
(4) SONY NP -1 Battery SONY K -SERIES
KCS-10K
$9.79
PORTABRACE
KCS-20K
$11.00
C-6800 VCR Case
KCA-30K
$13.45
SPECIAL SYSTEM
$17.50
PRICE
$9595 KCA-60K
SONY 3/4" BRK
INCLUDING 10 FREE
SERIES
UCA 20S VIDEOKCS-10BRK
511.30
CASSETTES
KCS-20BRK
$12.49
VP -5000 34" Player
KCA-30BRK . $14.95
S1325 KCA-60BRK
S19.40
VO-56003.," Recorder SONY 1" HIGHBAND
$1675 V16 -34B
$42.30
VO-5800 3/4" RecordV16 -66B
$64.00
$3210 V16 -96B
er/Feeder
$91.65

DVW TAPE
SALE

.

VO-5850PAC Editing
System includes
VO-5850. VO-5800.
RM-440 Controller
and Cables
$9295

ova 500 Time Base
Corrector
Designed for
heterodyne 3/4" and
V2" VTR's that accept
subcarner and
advanced sync for full
bandwidth picture

3M V2" VHS
T-30
T-60
T-120

$5.25
$5.70
$6.75

nova

:ILIANTA

4 times subcarrier
sampling, 58db S/N

Also Available from

correction The Unit

processes signal in
pause
Small. Compact,

features

Energy Efficient -

Large Correction
Window - 32 Lines

13/4" high, 11 lbs.,
50 watts

FA -400 Standalone
TBC with Freeze
Frame
S4735

Nova:
490-32H Line Window Standalone Only
TBC
$4350
510-32H Line Window 3.58 MHz or Standalone
TBC
$5150

Window TBC-3.58 MHz
or Standalone with
DOC
$5950

MG -2008 "Microgen"
Character Generator Single or Dual
Disk -512 Colors, 2nd
Font Face Option 8

Channel -50 Page
Memory -256 Col-

ors -Roll, Crawl and

Sizes per Face -

Many More Features

Call For DVWs
Unbelievable Low
Discount Prices

MICROTIME
CT -1330M 13" Color
Monitor
$356
BT-S1300N 13" Studio

Color Monitor with
Pulse/Cross. Under scan and Blue Gun
$448
TR-930 9" Black and
White Monitor
5124
TR-932 Dual 9"
Black and White
Monitor
$268

FC12.,a

FA -410 16 H Line

MG -100B "Microgen"
Character Generator -

Single or Dual

Panasonic
AG -2200 VHS Player/ WV -5203B Triple 5"
Recorder with Tuner/
Black and White
Timer
$595 Monitor
$555
AG -6200 VHS Player/ BT-S702N Studio
Recorder with
Dual/Rackmount
Bi-Directional Dial
Color Monitor with
Search
$1210 Pulse/Cross and
AG -6300 VHS Player/ Underscan Blue Gun
Recorder with
5807
Bi-Directional Dial
CT-110MA 10" Color
Search and External
Monitor
$342
Sync
$1310

C-4800/HB-20
Recorder Case for
Sony VO-4800 with
Heavy Duty Strap

.

Performance - 8 bits,

Still Mode Editing -

FROM...

PORTABRACE JVC BR -6200U

w/AC and Accessory
Compartment Superstar Case
S275
3M V2' BETA
SONY VO-6800
L-250
$5.20
w/Accessory Compart1-500
$6.00
ment Superstar Case
L-750
$7.60
C -4900/H-20
13
$195
Recorder Case for $132 SONY VO-5600
SONY
BETA
JVC CR-4700/
w/Accessory CompartDY NA MIC RON
CR-4900 and Panament Superstar Case
L-250
$4.81
sonic NV -9450 with
$339
L-500
$5.76
Heavy Duty Strap
L-750
$7.12
$132 ...AND ALLSOP
3M 3/4" COLOR
C-6200
U-Matic Professional
PLUS-BDCST
Recorder Case for
Wet -Cleaning System
UCA-10
$11.33 JVC BR -6200
$109
Non -Abrasive
UCA-10s
$10.75 C-6800
Material
UCA-20
$12.90 Recorder Case for
'Cleans Heads.
UCA-20s
$12.14 SONY VO-6800
Guides. Pins and
UCA-30
$14.23
$121 Rollers
UCA-60
$19.15 QUICK DRAW
'System includes
MBU-5s
$12.57 CAMERA CASE for
Cleaner Cassette.
MBU-18s
$14.17 Single Tube Camera
Solution and Storage
MBU-30
$17.44
$127 Case
$49.95
MBU-45
$21.21 QUICK DRAW
Refill Kit including Two
CAMERA CASE for
Refills and Solution
TAPES SOLD IN CASE Three Tube Camera
$29.95
QUANTITY ONLY (10
$228
PER CASE). MINIMUM
Also Available in Refill.
. STAR CASE able VHS and Beta
ORDER - 1 CASE.
JVC TM -22U
Cleaning Systems
Superstar Case . $149

Untouchable Bargain
Price
$3995

' Transparent Picture

EQUIPMENT INSURANCE

FA -420 3.58 MHz or

T-220 Format Interchange TBC
.59199
S-230 TBC/Frame
Synchronizer .S10,799

1-800-323-8148
NOW IN ALASKA & HAWAII 1 800-448 0354
Circle 206 on Reader Service Card

Effects System $17,199

with Ad I Control
Panel

$21,999

J VC
BY-110/BR-1600 ONE
PIECE CAMERA/
RECORDER PACKAGE Lightweight
Portable System
Combines BY-110UP
3 -Tube Color Camera
and BR -1600 VHS
Recorder with KA-130
VTR Adaptor, Including

Standalone TBC with
Freeze Frame ..$6399 Battery and Charger
$4095

PHONE TOLL FREE

Genesis I Digital Video

BR -6200U Portable

VHS Recorder ..$849
BR-8600U/BR-6400U/
RM-86U VHS Edit
System

$4375

CR-4900U Portable UMatic Recorder $2465
GXS-700U Single Tube
Color Camera with
Genlock
S1385

In Illinois Phone
(312) 299-5258

by 3.5 inches high and is 14 inches
deep. Power response is 10 Hz-I00

presets. The 191's software allows
control of reverberation parameters

kHz, -0 dB to -0.5 dB.

from the front panel. It provides
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Denon Introduces
Headroom Extension
System
A headroom extension system for
the DR -M44 and DR -M33 tape

decks has been introduced by
Denon.

The Models DR-M44HX and
DR-M33HX feature closed -loop
tape transport with dual capstan
drive, computer servo control, and
an SF combination head. They can

nine room types. One through five
are normal rooms, six and seven are
dynamic rooms, and eight and nine

are F.I.R. (Finite Impulse Response) rooms.

The DR2 is a digital signal processor with microcomputer control.
It provides three room types-plate,

room, and hall-with all necessary
control parameters.

The Model 1500 Digital Delay
has a 20 kHz bandwidth, with 0.15
ms to 1500 ms delay in four ranges.
Also included is 10:1 sweep ratio,
front and rear infinite repeat, 90 dB

dynamic range, and 0.2 percent
maximum distortion. Other features

lacking in high -frequency energy,

include switchable instrument or
line levels, buffered high -impedance input, and buffered low -im-

lowered saturation level, and in-

pedance output.

help eliminate problems such as dy-

namic frequency response errors
creased IM distortion.

The DR-M44HX and DR-

Circle 243 on Reader Service Card

M33HX also monitor the total
spond to any peaks or dips in the au-

Fiberoptic TDR from
Tektronix

dio signal in order to maintain an
optimum bias for the signals being
recorded. In addition, they will automatically adjust the bias level to

Tektronix has made available the
OF235 switchable 1300/1500nm
dual wavelength fiberoptic time

amount of the effective bias fed into

the recording head, and they re-

suit the frequency being recorded at
any given moment.
In order to increase tonal quality,
the units also employ LC-OFC (Lin-

domain reflectometer, which is
capable of making quantitative,

other adapters of use with their
ITC -730A and ITC-730AP broadcast cameras.
Circle 245 on Reader Service Card

Countryman has New
Microphones
Countryman has introduced a new
line of microphones that feature a

variety of polar patterns. The

dB, and output impedance is 600
ohms ± two percent balanced. Bat-

tery life is 100 hours, with a red
LED that flashes continuously during the last 10 hours of battery life.

The Model 191, Model DR2, and
Model 1500 digital reverb units are
now available from ART (Applied
Research and Technology).
The Model 191 allows the user to
use seven preset programs. All re verb settings can be stored for later

recall in seven nonvolatile user

../1111.111111._

MN

that attaches directly to the recorder
and a special cable to the VTR connector on the camera.
Ikegami will soon have available

with calibrated frequency response
polar pattens. Their sensitivity is -57

ART Digital
Reverb Units

IN

camera. The VBA-1 enables Beta
format recorders to be used for the
first time with an Ikegami camera.
The unit consists of an adapter

bidirectional, or omnidirectional
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ass 0.

Ikegami has introduced the VBA-1,
a new Beta recorder adapter for use
with the Ikegami HL -79E ENG/EFP

ISOMAX ll precision electret microphones are available in omnidirectional, cardioid, hypercardioid,

ear crystal, Oxygen -free copper)
wire in the head's lead line.

'M1

Ikegami Beta
Recorder Adapter

----

calibrated loss, and distance meas-

Dimensions are 8 mm by 4 mm,

urements on single -mode fiber

excluding cable strain bushing.
Also new is the ISOMAX TVH

wavelength.
No plug -ins are necessary for the

Hypercardioid Lavalier Micro-

at either the 1300 or 1550nm
OF235, which is microprocessor -

phone, which features room noise
and reverberation reduction from 6

controlled and has a full -screen

dB to 15 dB. It eliminates phase can-

display. Features include automatic
splice loss, automatic dB/Km loss,

cellation from multiple mics, and

GP1B, one -meter resolution, and

has active vibration isolation for low
handling noise. A built-in high pass

optional extended function module.
The OF235 operates on 12 V dc,
and is available for an introductory
price of $29,500.

filter cuts wind noise and rumble.
The TVH has a frequency response
of 70 Hz to 18 kHz, and its sensitivity is 52 dDb. Its battery power mod -
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ule requires two Eveready #522 or
Mallory NM -16094 9 V batteries,
which will power the unit for 500
hours of operation.
Two other new microphone series
are the Countryman ISOMAX III

EEV Features High Power Klystron
1.3

°

and the ISOMAX IV. The ISOMAX
III flexible extension tube mics fea-

i0

ture a frequency response of Omni
20 Hz to 20 kHz, and output imped-

o

°

41 OP

411

41

10

°
o

°1

41

The K3672BCD high -power kly0

:

0

,^

AV`, 6500

ance of 600 ohms balanced,
transformerless.
The ISOMAX IV are also flexible

extension tube mics, but designed
for high quality voice applications.
They feature a hypercardioid polar
pattern, with a frequency response
of 70 Hz to 18 kHz.
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Standards Converter
from AVS
AVS, a subsidiary of Avesco Ltd.,
now has the AVS 6500, a television

standards converter and signal
processor.

o

"-o
°

The 6500 incorporates genlock,
SECAM input, RGB output, and
multigrab facilities. Its signal pro-

cessing features include chroma

retiming, noise reduction, and
cility houses, and can be leased,
purchased, or rented through the Hi
Tech Rental division of Avesco.

Continental's top performing
27.5 kW FM Transmitter speaks
for a station you know*
KLOH
KBWC
KSPZ
WLTS
KLOC
WIZD
WBLX

BM/E OCTOBER, 1985

pulsed conditions. In addition,
beam current can be reduced between sync pulses without loss of
picture quality.
Circle 249 on Reader Service Card

New Modem from
International
Microwave
The T 1 modem from International
Microwave operates at a subcarrier

frequency of 6 MHz above video
and allows simultaneous data/voice
and video communications on one
link.
The use of a linear FM microwave
radio assures minimal crosstalk between video. The T 1 achieves a

circuitries to indicate loss of data or
subcarrier, and can accommodate a
path up to 30 miles.

KHIT

channels, data interconnect for local

WETA

area networks at T 1 rates, and an

VVILCI

one on baseband, and one on

fade margin by increasing the receive level to -25 dB. It contains a
built-in power supply with alarm,

Features include 24 (56 kilobit)

option for two T 1 data streamssubcarrier.

low power consumption make it a great
investment. Combine with duplicate 8I6R4 to get 55 kW output. For brochure, call
(214) 381-7161 Continental Electronics
Division, Varian Associates, Inc., PO Box
270879, Dallas, Texas 75227.

1985 Continental Electronics/6006

Circle 207 on Reader Service Card
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and gives a peak sync power output
of 64 kW. It can operate in the frequency range from 470-810 MHz.
The K3672BCD features an improved cavity design. Continuously
variable tuning over the tube's wide
frequency band is also provided. An
electron gun incorporating a beam
control device (BCD) gives greatly
enhanced efficiency to the K3672 BCD, and enabled operation under

KRIC
WXKW
WWDM
KRAB

Partial list

A Division of Varian Associates, Inc

television broadcast applications

freeze-frame.
The 6500 can be used by video fa-

Circle 248 on Reader Service Card

Reliability andproven performance make
Continental's 8I6R-4 compact FM
transmitter a winner. Crisp clear signal,
high fidelity, good stereo separation, very
low noise and distortion, excellent
frequency stability, simple installation,

stron from EEV is designed for UHF

varian
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Soundcraft has
New Console
The 200B Series portable mixing
console from Soundcraft includes
improvements to routing, with the

01(44,7011ey.1
Your requirements are
unique to your organization,
and that's how your operating system should be.
CCI offers a complete line
of video automation equipment that is software based.
You tell us how you want
your system to run. You
even select the format from
1/2" to 1" and how many
machines you want.
CCI custom -builds the
system to your specifications in our own plant. If you
later change your mind
about the way your system
should operate, no problem.
Our CMOS circuitry is driven
by EPROMs, so just tell us
what you want done difrently, and we'll blast a new
EPROM. Presto, the change

.
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challenge us with your
requirements. We've met a
lot of challenges already
and have over 500 channels
currently in operation.
Call us toll -free and let
CCI demonstrate how to
have automation your way.
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is made.
There is nothing CCI loves
more than a challenge, so

7353 Lee Highway
Chattanooga, TN 37421
Phone: (615) 894.2580
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facility to route to four groups, and a
more comprehensive master module

that features "Talk -Back," a builtin microphone and oscillator.

In addition, monitoring is now
available on both headphones and
speaker outputs. Eight-, 16-, and
24 -channel versions are now avail-

able, as is an eight -channel rack mount model.
Circle 251 on Reader Service Card

Gotham Audio has
Equalizer System
Gotham Audio has introduced the
Neumann AME 591, a fully automated analog equalizer system for
multichannel recording.
The 591 provides up to 64 studio
channels utilizing digital control for
all equalizer parameters. Microcassette data storage allows 10 banks of
equalizer settings to be recalled in-

stantaneously from RAM during
mixdown.

The unit's operating panel provides a central control center for in-

dividual channel equalizers, each
with LED indication of the basic set-

tings. Settings include: three parametric filters with ± 15 dB range in
2 dB steps; tuneable filter frequencies of 45-450 Hz, 300 Hz -3 kHz,
and 1.5-15 kHz; selectable band-

width of 1 or 3 octaves; high-pass
filter with four selectable frequencies and 12 dB per octave attenuation; and low-pass filter with four

selectable frequencies each and 12
dB per octave attenuation.
The system is available in a rack -

mountable version, or it may be
integrated into existing multichannel consoles. An eight -channel system is priced at $14,850.

When YOU want

NICKEL
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Pan Cable Head from
Cinema Products
A new continuous pan version of the

Mini-Worrall cable drive geared
head is now available from Cinema
Products.

The Mini-Worrall is the only
gear -type head featuring cable drive

in both pan and tilt and an integral
tilt plate. It now features endless pan
capability, as well as two improved

positive lockdown systems. Both
pan and tilt handwheels are outfitted

YOU want

PERROTT
a name you can depend on
7201 Lee Highway, Falls Church, Va. 22046 (703) 532-0700
Circle 209 on Reader Service Card
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Come see us at SMPTE Booth 1736 and 1836

DYNAMIC DUO
ESR2240 EARTH STATION RECEIVER

DRAKE
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THE DRAKE PROFESSIONALS
Thousands of CATV, SMATV,
and broadcast operators
everywhere have placed
their trust in DRAKE's

professional equipment and for good reason. Our
name has been synonymous
with excellence and reliability
in the communications field
for many, many years.

And this proud tradition
continues with our
professional VM2410
Modulator and ESR2240
Earth Station Receiver.
Operated together or
separately, the VM2410 and
ESR2240 are an unbeatable
choice for solid dependability
and performance.

The DRAKE VM2410

The DRAKE ESR2240

Modulator

Earth Station Receiver
A irue step ahead in design

With the Drake VM2410 a
single modulator provides 60
channel frequency agility. A
simple push of a button will
set the VM2410 output to any
VHF Broadcast, Mid -Band,
Super -Band and Ultra -Band
channel up to 400 MHz.The
VM2410 also features video
low pass and IF SAW filtering
for reliable operation in the
most crowded systems. A full
57 dBmV output ensures
maximum performance.

technology. Some of the
ESR2240's outstanding
features include fully
synthesized transponder and
subcarrier selection, block
down conversion with our
BDC-24 Block Converter or
LNB, IF loop -through for
easy multiple receiver
installation, SAW filtering for
maximum interference
rejection and adjacent
channel performance, full
signal metering on front

panel - and much more.

When the bottom line is reliability, long-term service,

and simple peace of mind - demand a DRAKE!
Call or write us today for more
information.

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY

<=0

DRAKE
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540 Richard St., Miamisburg, Ohio 45342. USA
Phone: (513) 866-2421 Telex: 288-017
:COPYRIGHT 1985 R.L. DRAKE COMPANY .

with easy access detente lock levers
to activate the system's sure control

A second version of the Continuous Pan Head, the Mini-Worrall Su-

drag brakes. A new positive pan

drum lock assures dependable

per, is also being offered. This
model's tilt plate incorporates a

tiedown.

Sachtler-style quick release system.
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of the 3000 Series allows the storage
in nonvolatile memory of complete

audio test sequences. The user can
enter a two -digit entry and have a
complete audio test performed over
a distant audio path in a matter of
seconds. Test results are stored in

The Mini-Worrall Continuous
Pan is priced at $13,000, while the
Super version costs $14,000.

Sound Technology's
Audio Test System
The 3000 Series (3100A generator
and 3200A analyzer) audio test system from Sound Technology per-

forms remote testing without
external controllers, terminals, or
telephone lines.
By using Frequency Shift Keying
techniques, the 3000 Series allows
the generator to communicate with
the analyzer. This communication is
performed by transmitting specified

signals similar to the European
Broadcast Union (EBU) recommended code sequences. The gener-

ator can be located at the user's
studio and the analyzer at an unmanned remote transmitter site.
The front panel programmability

Audio Distribution Amp from Dyma
Dyma Engineering has announced
the availability of its Model 815 audio distribution amplifier in stereo
configuration. The 815 addresses
the increased need for stereo distribution amplifiers, particularly with
the advent of stereo television.
The Model 815S is packaged in
the same configuration as the mon-

aural versions featuring individual
power supplies for each amplifier
and wiring seizing connection for
inputs and outputs. The 815S has
one stereo input and four stereo out-

puts with a common stereo gain
control.
Circle 254 on Reader Service Card

the analyzer, or printed out on a
standard printer.

The 3000 Series also features
Notch Lock, which allows the user
to make signal-to-noise measurements in the presence of a low-level
signal, as in the case of digital studio

systems or digital telephone
systems.

Both the 3100A and the 3200A

can be accessed via standard
RS -232C of GPIB interfaces. One

controller can run up to 15 of the
3000 Series instruments.
Circle 255 on Reader Service Card

Crosspoint Latch
Switcher
A new, fully -programmable postproduction switcher from Cross point Latch Corp. is available,

For AM, FM, SCA
and TV modulation monitors

offering powerful storage

WHEN ACCURACY COUNTS... COUNT ON...
Call (215) 687-5550 or write for more
information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo,

SCA and TV monitors.

BELAR

44131E

LABORATOR, INC.
LANCASTER AVELECTRONIC
AT DORSET. DEVON, PAY 19333

Circle 211 on Reader Service Card
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capabilities.
The 6109/7209 combination features 400 programmable event reg-

isters. Each register consists of the

Nurad's new 13 GHz

compact transmit system...

a small wonder.
The Model 1300R1M
compact antenna

is offset fed for
low sidelobes,
multi -polarized, and
it features a
detachable reflector

and quick -disconnect
waveguide and
antenna mounts.

num.

11r.

4

es'

The Model 130CT1

compact transmitter
features synthesized
22 channel operation,
100 milliwatt output, and
2 audio subcarriers.

411

Nurad's versatile 130CT1/1300R1M
13 GHz transmit system is the

state-of-the-art in compact

ENG/EJ systems. And it is protected

by our two year warranty.

yr at.
2165 Druid Park Drive

BaItiMore. MD 21211

IrlURFID
Telephone (301)462-1700

TWX/Telex (710)234-1071
Circle 212 on Reader Service Card

SENINHEISER'
MKH 816

THE SHOTGUNS

HEARD 'ROUND
THE WORLD.

switcher's control panel configuration and is grouped with up to three
additional event registers to complete the "Four -Event Sequence."
There is a "concise" events option,
allowing up to 100 additional fourevent sequences for a total of 400
event registers in all. The sequences

can be randomly recalled, performing the particular event register
or running a sequence as previously
programmed.
The switcher has editor interface
options for full external control, but
a special TRIGGER mode allows an

Our816.
The world's
best-known,
best -per-

forming,
best -loved

shotgun
condenser
mic. The
industry

operator to program a sequence of
moves or partial wipes that can't be
initiated from an editor. The switcher has eight inputs, three buses, and

features a full complement of features such as 32 wipe patterns, pattern modulation, bordered and soft
wipe edges, auto transitions, preset

wipes, spotlight, chromakey, and
internal and external keyers.
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standard-in

fourth quarter of this year.
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Kahn AM Stereo
Signal Generator
Kahn Communications has announced manufacture of AM stereo

signal generators for testing
multisystem receivers operating in

the Kahn/Hazeltine AM stereo
mode. The signal produced approxi-

mates that of the latest Kahn AM
stereo exciter and meets FCC requirements for that system. Kahn
Communications developed the
generator in cooperation with
Boonton Electronics in anticipation

of large-scale production of
multisystem AM stereo receivers,
and makes use of the Boonton FM AM signal generator Model 103D,
modified for low -distortion phase
modulation. A programmable ver-

sion of the generator will also be
available.

the studio
and on
location.
And now,
by popular
demand,
a second

Ampex Unveils Digital
Video Processor

version-the
816TFU-

video processing and variable

with an
even flatter
response for
applications

and is slated for delivery in the

A new fully digital video processor
from Ampex is set for introduction

Circle 258 on Reader Service Card

New ArtStar

at the SMPTE show. It integrates

Software

newly developed time base correc-

eliminate "hopping" or "blur-

ColorGraphics Systems has introduced vector font software for its
ArtStar II computer paint system.
The type can be colored, have drop
shadows or add three dimensions,

ring," the Zeus I is a fully digital

and generate backgrounds or be

tion technologies with advanced
motion capabilities. Designed to

pasted over art or a digitized image.
One font can be manipulated to any
point size from six to 128 points and
each letter, word, phrase or sentence

where
sibilance is
a problem.

can be italicized to any angle. The
package comes standard with five
fonts and necessary software. The
software program emulates the old

vector terminal technology by
plotting each critical point in a character using vector algorithms. A library of over 400 fonts from which

.Ar

SENNHEISER*

Sennheiser Electronic Corporation (N.Y.)
48 West 38th Street New York, NY 10018 (212) 944-9440
Manufacturing Plant: D-3002 Wedemark, West Germany
te71985. Sennheiser Electronic Corporation (NY.)

NOW WITH
2 -YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

system compatible with all Ampex

to choose additional type is also

Type -C VTRs.
Features include slow motion and

available.

program compression, bad color
frame edit processing, full frame

Circle 259 on Reader Service Card

store capability, enhanced dropout

Crown Introduces
New Phantom Power

replacement and full digital controls. The Zeus I is available in
NTSC, PAL -M and front panel
switchable PAL/SECAM formats,

See us at SMPTE Booth1924
166
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Circle 213 on Reader Service Card

Crown has a new single -channel,
transformer -isolated, phantom pow-

er supply that operates on two nine
volt batteries. The PH -1 supplies

simplex phantom powering for
Crown PZM or PCC Series microphones and will also power other
condenser mics that operate on 18 V

or less, simple powering.
Supply voltage is + 18 V dc on
pins 2 and 3 with respect to pin 1 of
the input connector. The PH -1 has a

Finally,
day -long
comfort and...

high -quality 1:1 isolation transform-

er and can be easily balanced. Suggested price is $49.95.
Circle 260 on Reader Service Card
Shown without

Nylon Canton

New JBL Equalizers

Socks Provided

JBL has two new equalizers designed to improve headroom and
provide lower noise. Both make use

of a new solid-state hybrid to

00006-

synthesize the inductor in the LC
circuit.
The 5547 active graphic equalizer
has 30 'A octave bands centered between 25 H. and 20 kHz, with 12 dB

clear, two-way
communications
between camera

and director.

boost or cut available at center frequency. The 5549 room equalizer
provides corrective equalization and

This headset series is specifically designed

provide high quality communication
through camera intercoms in television
studios or remote locations. Telex camera
to

a 0-15 dB cut -only range. Both have

headsets have sensitive carbon microphones
with a smooth voice frequency range of 300

front panel input and output level

to 4500 Hz. They offer compatibility with

controls and LED display, and both
incorporate high- and low frequency end -cut filters.
Circle 261 on Reader Service Card

Western Electric type intercom circuits and
are available with or without push -to -talk
switch for compatibility with most existing
systems. The earphones contain high sensitivity magnetic receivers that can be easily
removed and replaced in the field for convenience and economy.

Designed for comfort

New RGB Video Test
Pattern Generator

from Vii
Vii's Signal Source 44 RGB Color
Video Test Pattern Generator, packaged in a portable cabinet, allows
the conducting of incoming inspections and the setup of RGB monitors. It provides all patterns
necessary for accurate display evaluation, and its test pattern selection

includes Color Bars, Flat Field,

Bars, and Dots by front panel
switch. The output signal can be selected for various applications.
Circle 262 on Reader Service Card

All units are designed for long lasting durability and lightweight comfort that lasts
throughout a long camera session. The head-

band and earphones have removable, soft
foam filled pads covered in supple
polyurethane that resists cracking even after
years of constant use under hot studio lights
or sunlight. The mike is housed on a boom
that rotates on a swivel ball for full flexibility
in positioning the mike to the mouth, while

giving the user the option of wearing the
headset with the mike on the right or left side
of the head. Washable nylon earphone socks

provide further comfort.

TELEX.
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
9600 Aldrich Ave. So.. Minneapolis. MN 55420 U_S.A Telephone. 612-887-5550. 884-4051. telex: 29-7053
Europe. Le Bonaparte-Office 711. Centre Af fares Pans -Nord. 93153 Le Blanc-Mesrul, France.

Telephone: 01865-5045. telex: 230-793
Cell Toll Free in U.S. 800-328-3771 In Minnesota Call (6121887-5550

Circle 214 on Reader Service Card
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BUSINESS BRIEFS
The Droid Works recently announced the opening of a new eastern
regional sales office at 645 Madison
Avenue, New York, NY 10022 . .
The Camera Mart has added two regional offices, one at 825 Royal Avenue in Evansville, IN, and the other at
16783 Beach Boulevard, Huntington
Beach, CA
. . In Westchester, NY,,
Cubicomp has opened a regional sales
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

office. In a related item, Breneman
Labs of Columbus, OH, is a new consulting firm specializing in installation,
training, and custom software and sup-

port services for the Cubicomp 3D
graphics system.
MixMasters has completed installa-

tion of a Neotek 3C Series recording
console with 36 inputs and 32 outputs
. A second ADO channel and a
.

.

.

second Quantel Paint Box have been in-

stalled at Varitel Video's one -inch
. VCA
teleproduction system
Teletronics has provided production
.

t

.

.

and post -production work for ATI Vid-

eo Enterprises' weekly music/enterNew
tainment series, TV 2000 .
.

.

.

York City's LRP Video recently edited
Purely Gershwin, a 90 -minute retrospective of the composer's work .
.

In Hollywood, CA The Post Group's new sound department, Suite A, features a
Neve 8128 48 -track stereo mixing console with Necam 96.
At left is a machine room, and voice/announce booths are on either side
of the video projection screen.

National Public Radio's Distribution

an MVP -100 multifunction video

Division recently reached an agreement
with Wold Communications to offer a

player, six AU -300B Studio VCRs, six

15 kHz, full fidelity sports backhaul
service via satellite. This service will
enable NBC Radio to offer radio broadcasts of college and pro football games
throughout the 1985 season, including
the Orange Bowl and the Super Bowl.

Studer Revox has announced a 40
percent increase in sales of its A800
multitrack recorder, and a 38 percent

increase in sales of the A8OVU
multitrack recorder
. New York
City -based A/T Scharff Rentals has
taken delivery of a brand-new Sony
PCM 701 ADR two -track recorder
.

.

.

.

.

& Wild Studios has purchased a
Thomson-CSF Vidifont Graphics V
character generator/animation system.

Texas -based Dalsat, Inc. and San
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TVC Video in New York
. At
Lexicon, Lawrence J. Rich has been
.

.

.

appointed broadcast sales manager for
North America . . . Roger Stevenson
is the new VP of engineering and sales
.

Bogue to vice president.

company's marketing goals and provide greater product quality and capabilities
Circuit Research Labs
has purchased inventory, patents, li-

Visslailli have been appointed national
and regional sales managers respective-

.

.

.

.

censes, contract rights and the business
name of Dallas -based MicMix Audio.

Larcan Communications has

.

Among the personnel changes this
month, editor Ken Gutstein has joined

inked an agreement to strengthen each

opened a new sales office at 6335 West
Joliet Road, Suite 202, Countryside, IL

.

Warner Brothers Studios with one truck
for 22 episodes of Night Court and 12
episodes of Growing Pains.

at Marvin H. Sugarman Productions
. Ampex has promoted Donald

ABC affiliate KCEN-TV,

.

.

Diego's Centro Corporation have

Waco/Temple TX, recently purchased
equipment from Panasonic including

.
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.

AK -30 handheld cameras, and three
AU -S220 portable M -format VCRs
. In Farmington Hills, MI, Grace

.

In California, Paramount Studios has
contracted CCR Video to provide a
mobile unit to Family Ties for 24 episodes and another unit to Webster for
23 episodes. CCR will also provide

.

.

.

At Fuji, Bob Kuczik and Joe

Michael Feniello has been
named national product manager for
Sony's Professional Audio Division
ly

.

.

.

.

ADDA Corp. has appointed Jon
Teschner national marketing manager,
ESP/VIP systems.
.

.

.

.

Introducing
An Important, New
Information Resource
For The Television
Sound Industry
.

.

.

Multichannel

Television
Sound

The First
Deskbook In
BWE'S Series Of
Stand -Alone

Reference Volumes.
A Much -Needed Reference
Resource On An Increasingly

Vital Topic.

Television stations everywhere are gearing
up to improve their plants to multichannel
sound capability. And now, more than ever,

television professionals need a reliable
source of information that will allow them to
keep pace with the fast-moving television industry. That source of information is BM/E's
Multichannel TV Sound Deskbook.

DES

First In A Series Of BM/E

Deskbooks
Multichannel Television Sound is the first in a
series of authoritative Deskbooks which everyone involved in the broadcast industry will
want to have. The library of stand-alone reference volumes will continue to grow. Be sure
to buy the Premiere Deskbook issue.

Order Today
Please send

.

.

.

copies of Multichannel TV Sound at

$39.95 each plus postage.

n check enclosed US$

Title

(inc. postage)

El charge to my
card#

Name

credit card
exp. date

Company

Street
City

State

ZIP
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Multiple Choice:
What do you need in an audio console?
Every application is different; what are your
requirements? Should the input section be stereo or mono, mic or line? What kind of outputs
and subgrouping do you need? Is a matrix mix
important? Do you require mix -minus capabilities? What about metering, timers, tape
remotes, mainframes, future expansion?
A 500 Radio
On -Air

WHEATSTONE consoles give you all the choices. Our sales

engineers listen to your requirements, then work with you
and plan your console from the first module to the last VU
meter. The result is custom -configured equipment built
specifically to your needs.
The truth is, there's only one choice when specifying broad-

cast equipment: QUALITY. There's simply no room in
broadcast for cutting corners; when you're on -the -air the
phrase "Time is Money" takes on real meaning.
SP -5 Stereo

Production
TV -80 Television Master

So whatever your application, stereo or multi-

track production, television master control,
on -air, video edit, or mobile installation, consult WHEATSTONE.

QUALITY
There's No Better
Choice.

3224 Multi- Track

NWheotrtone Corporation
5 Collins Rood, Bethany, CT. 06525 (203-393-0887)
Circle 101 on Reader Service Card

The ST Series by Ward -Beck.
Television's first true Stereo Console!
Ward -Beck proudly introduces the first pureb-ed
Stereo Television Console.
This is no ordinary mixi-g board modified arc edapted for stereo TV. The ST
Series has been designed, without compromise, from the ground up to give
television broadcasters full stereo facilities.
The ST evolved from Extensive consultation with end -users, result ng in a
microprocessor con:rclled system incorporating tctally new circuitry, new module
designs, end a unique console profile for enhanced operational simplicity.
The ST3642 has ample capecity for major production facilities, while :he ST2/-42
is ideal for cn-air and smaller production applications.
The ST Ser es... Legendery Ward -Beck quality, competitively priced, for every
televisio

Firs: by Design.

'Ward -Beck Systems Ltd.,
41 Prcg-ess Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada Ivt11- 2)(4.
Tel: ;416, 438 6550 11.: 065-25399

